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EDITOR'S MESSAGE

Cover Titles

n this first issue of our second year , we are glad to feature the works of several guest writers
who have responded positively to our invitation to contribute to the Quarterly. The Editorial Board will continue to encourage articles from our readers, whether academics or laymen,
in the hope of building up an alternative forum for the exposition of thoughts and ideas not
readily accepted for publication elsewhere. Aliran members will of course involve themselves
actively in the debates that arise from such a meeting of minds.
[/

Our first cover title 'The Worsening Communal Situation' deals with a controversial subject
with its ominous implications for our future as a multi-ethnic nation. The writer analyses the
broad divisive forces at work around us and shows how communalism has become a deep-rooted
phenomenon in Malaysian society. Whether we agree or disagree with the thrust of the article,
the subject is too important to be ignored.
A substantial article on the recession and the Malaysian economy has been contributed
by guest writer Mr. Martin Khor who has made a special study of the recession. A persuasive
and well-documented piece of work, it will no doubt be welcomed by readers as one of the
best treatments of the subject. The series on the Aliran Philosophy continues with the first part
of an article (in dialogue form) discussing the basic principles of politics and administration
according to spiritual values. The second part of the article will appear in the next issue. The
Learning from History section is resumed in this issue with an interesting article on Weimar
Germany, this year being the 50th anniversary of Hitler's assumption of power.
There is a long essay in Bahasa Malaysia entitled 'Ikatan Etnik dan Kelas di Malaysia' in
which the writer examines class ties and ethnic ties in depth and explains the relationship between
these two loyalties in the Malaysian setting. Apart from the essay, three poems have been included
in the Bahasa Section.
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The book section carries a review of Hassan Hanafi's 'Religious Dialogue and Revolution'
by Kassim Ahmad , the well-known scholar and writer. There are also short descriptions of some
important modern works on social themes including 'The City in History' by Lewis Mumford
and 'Science and Human Values' by J. Bronowski which deserve reading and re-reading.
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All subscribers have been sent their Journals. Those who still have
not received theirs, please contact the distribution bureau.
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IF THERE IS NO STRUGGLE, THERE IS NO PROGRESS
The whole history of the progress of human liberty shows that all
concessions yet made to her august claims have been born of earnest
struggle . . . . . . If there is no struggle, there is no progress . . . . . .
Those who profess · to favour freedom and yet deprecate agitation
are men who want crops without ploughing up the ground, they want
rain without thunder and lightning. They want the ocean withou~ the
awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one, or
it may be a physical one, or it may be both moral an<J,physical, but
it must be a struggle. Power concedes nothing without a demand. It
never did and it never will . . . . . Men may not get all they pay for
in this world, but they must certainly pay for all they get. If we are
to get free from the oppression and wrongs heaped upon us, we must
pay for their removal We must do this by labour, by suffering, by
sacrifice, and if need be, by our lives and the lives of others.

Frederick Douglas
Great National Afro-American Leader
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In principle, I agree with you that
such a move is long overdue. However, on the same page of THE
STAR, it was stated that the amendments would also affect 300,000 red
IC holders who are permanent residents but do not have local birth
certificates. To my knowledge many
of these 300,000 red IC holders
would be poor people, mainly
Indians and some Chinese. To quote
THE STAR, "One of the most far
reaching results of the amendments,
if adopted, is that the thousands of
permanent residents in Malaysia will
be denied a chance to own their own
houses, let alone land, in this
country."
In my opinion, the proposed
amendments may seem advantageous
to all Malaysians but on further
reflection is it really so? Foreigners
may still continue to have an interest
in land and houses through investments in companies but poor people
(most of them functionally illiterate
as well and probably the most
oppressed in our society are those
who are permanent residents through
ignorance) will be further deprived
if the amendments are passed as they
are. I would like to know Aliran's
views regarding this.
I would like to express my
support and encouragement to Aliran
for the good work you all are doing
in developing politically conscious
citizens. As a measure of my support
I have been trying to promote your
publications in my work. Therefore I
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

would like to ask for two order
forms together with your list of
publications to date. Could you also
send me two copies of THE
PROTECTOR by Dr. Chandra
Muzaffar and bill me accordingly?
Looking forward to hearing from
you. Keep up your good work!

L.C.C.
Petaling Jaya

HUNGRY STOMACHS TO
REVEAL RESULTS!
It is rather disturbing to learn that
the Ministry of. Education had
suspended its supplementary food
programme in all primary schools in
the country. According to the
Deputy Education Minister, Dr. Tan
Tiong Hong, this was to enable the
Ministry to study the effectiveness of
the programme and to find out
whether the pupils needed more than
what was being supplied. The Deputy
Minister denied that the decision had
anything to do with the Government's present economy drive as
alleged by some education department officials and headmasters.
It is odd that no such study had
been conducted previously even
though the programme was started
way back in 1976. Over the last 7
years of its existence several million
pupils from disadvantaged homes
must have been fed. Statistics for
last year alone reveal that about
700,000 primary school pupils in
6,000 schools benefitted from this
scheme.
There was every justification,
though, for starting this programme.
The idea behind the programme was
to help the thousands of poor pupils
who came to school without breakfast and were, therefore, unable to
concentrate in their studies. The
failure of ill-fed pupils contributed to ·
the massive drop-out problem with all
its attendant social ill-effects. Viewed
in this context, the programme must
be lauded, though, as in every other
case, one wishes there was better
supervision.
But to suspend this programme
now in orqer to conduct some study
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regarding the scheme baffles logic.
Can't this study be made effectively
without suspending this programme?
Or is it because only hungry
stomachs are expected to reveal
certain statistical data? Is it actually
necessary to conduct a study to find
out if pupils require more than what
is being supplied? I'm no economist
but it seems to me that you can
supply very little food for 35 cents in
these times of recession. With or
without such a study, common sense
suggests an increase in spending to
make this programme meaningful.
Further, how can one really measure
the effectiveness of the programme,
without previous data for comparative analysis?
I am not at all convinced by the
reasons advanced by the Deputy
Minister of Education for the suspension of this programme. The purpose
for launching this programme has
been not only unnecessarily sacrificed but this action has unwittingly
added to the burden of the already
oppressed poor. How I wish our
planners had read what the poet,
Robert Frost, once said, "Before you
pull down the fence, find out why it
was put up in the. first instance".
Krishnan
Penang:

MEMBERSHIP IN
ALIRAN
I have sent a cheque for $7.00
being renewal of my subscription for
Aliran Quarterly separately to your
office. I must admit here that I am
very impressed with articles written
in the Aliran Quarterly and also in
your other publications all of which I
have . read fully. The articles written
in your publications certainly reflect
the ideals Aliran stands for.
I have given my copies to some of
my friends for their reading ·and I
have been recently approached by
some of them (who are professionals)
that they would like to become corporate members of Aliran, if that is
possible.
R.R.C.
Kuala Lumpur
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NEWS OR TRASH
We pay good money to buy newspapers in the hope that we will be
able to better our knowledge by
keeping up with the latest news and
also to find out what is happening
around us.
What surprises me is that after 25
years of Merdeka, our newspapers are
still printing trivial news about
British royalty. I am not concerned if
Prince Philip catches the flu. Or if
an intruder is caught in the Queen's
bedroom. Why should I worry that
Princess Anne and Lady Diana are
not on good terms with each other?
What care I if Prince Andrew and
Koo Stark run around stark naked?
Or if an Indian actress kisses Prince
Charles for publicity? Is any of this
fit to be called news?
Why should I pay for such trash?
Come on, newspaper men, you can
surely find better use for the valuable
space in your papers rather than
print all that rubbish.
Anti-trash
Kuala Lumpur.

ISLAMIC PAWNSHOPS AND
POVERTY
It seems a common phenomenon
to treat the symptoms rather than
the disease. A case in point is the
recent announcement by the Minister
in the Prime Minister's Department,
Encik Anwar Ibrahim, who stated
that the first Islamic pawnshops
would be opened in Trengganu and
the Federal Territory.
It does not really solve the
. problems of poverty of the Muslim
nor does it release him from the
clutches of his abject situation by
merely diverting the poor Muslim
from a non-Islamic pawnshop to that
of an Islamic one. It still requires him
to pawn his jewellery and other items
of value to raise the much required
cash for his daily living. It does not
raise his income level or alleviate his
position. At best it merely perpetuates his poverty. This is
inevitable because the proposed cure
does not look into the causes. It
merely provides an alternative source
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to borrow money on some security
without which he would be unable
to raise the much:needed cash.
In trying to solve his problem the
right questions must be raised in
order to find the right solutions. Why
does the Muslim poor go to the
pawnshop? Why is he poor? Is he
poor because there are non-Islamic
pawnshops? Will the presence of
Islamic pawnshops raise his earning
capacity ·and eradicate his poverty?
What happens if he has no items
worth pawning?

As long as we fail to tackle the
root causes of poverty it would
appear that the cure is worse than
the disease.
- Baffled Citizen.

DRUG ABUSE
February, 19th 1983 shall be
remembered as the day when a
serious, more organised, systematic
campaign was launched to deal with
the drug problem. Over the years
seminars, exhibitions, talks, dialogue
sessions, conferences have come and
gone but the drug menace remains.
Our attempts to deal with this social
evil have at times been comical.
Changing its name to 'dadah' did not
help much so we next called it a
security problem. As a security
problem, it has received from the
government more than $100 million
for various prevention programmes.
The important question is, has the
money been used effectively? Will
money alone solve human woes?
Most of the drug dependents are
male, aged 20-29. They comprise
67.1% of the addicts. (Malay Mail
19/2/83). Who are these 'burden' of
society? Why are they turning to
drugs? Will the number stop at 500,
000? Why is the number of drug
abusers growing so rapidly and encompassing not only the socially and
economically deprived, but also sons
of middle-class families? The drug
problem is a manifestation of a series
of socially related human ills. T,hese
are hypocrisy, self-centredness, greed
and ignorance of the meaning of life.
The adult population or rather the

Establishment owes its young an
explanation. The conflicts and the
iro}!ies in the rat race of life leave
the young disillusioned, disgusted
and frustrated with the futility of
life. Smoking is bad but daddy can
smoke. Exercise is good but daddy is
too fat to jog. Drug abuse is bad but
mummy takes sleeping pills. Why the
double standards? It is wrong to
murder, it is death for those caught
possessing guns illegally, but_ we
entert~in ourselves by witnessing
violence and murder over the TV and
cinema screens day in day out. Such
hypocrisy leaves children confused
and disoriented creating .the need for
escapism. If society can set good
examples, if their parents' words can
be trusted, the young need not learn
the hard way. The best way for a
man to bring up a child in the way he
should go is to travel the way
himself.
Self-centredness. This negative
human trait is a two-edged sword.
The attitude of the drug addict
expresses his selfishness thus: 'I am
in charge of my own life. I can do
what I want with my life including
taking heroin. Don't bother about
me'. The adults' attitude towards the
drug problem is: 'My son is a good
boy. The drug problem does not
concern me'. All of us think we are
immune from the suffering of others.
What we fail to realise is that every
additional new drug addict will affect
the non-users directly or indirectly.
The increasing crime rate ·is
directly linked to drug trafficking
and drug taking. You could be a
victim one of these days. Every
neglected child, every school drop. out, every unemployed, every restless
soul, every idle person, sooner or
later may be another victim of this
drug menace. We can do our part by
working for the elimination of the
factors that lead to drug addiction.
Greed. The death penalty imposed
on drug traffickers will help to stem
the supply line. But where there is a
demand, there will be a supply. Why
do people become the merchants of
death? Because of money. As long as
society continues to place such
importance. on money and what it
can buy, the drug problem shall be
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our sad lot. If we cannot educate or
- reform society to an equally attractive life style that values human life
above material wealth, overcoming
the drug problem shall remain
beyond us. Greed is a spiritual
problem, and it demands a spiritual
solution.
·
The purpose of life. Whether a
person can discipline himself, exercise self-control over his weaknesses
and desires, fight against moral
corruption, depend on his philosophy of life. The motivation, the
singleness of mind, the dedication
to truth all must come from within.

Nobody will deny himself the
right to indulge in the pleasures of
the senses unless he is convinced that
the .purpose of human existence is
more than just a physical experience.
The drug problem is a manifestation
of a sickness of the spirit. No amount
of physical and materialistic gratification can fill the vacuum in the
human soul that is caused by ignorance of the meaning of human life.
Is there hope of ever solving the
drug crisis? Hypocrisy, selfishness,
greed all exist in the mind. Sincerity,
truthfulness, selflessness, altruism,
compassion are also a state of mind.
The only difference between the two
groups of human traits is that it is
easier to do evil than to do good.
Prevention is better than cure. The
first place to begin is the home.
Children can be taught and brought
up to face the u,ps and downs of life.
It is comforting to know that even if
society as a whole cannot be
changed, we can start reform in the
home: The drug problem is manmade, therefore it can be unmade .
Will the present Prime Minister
serve long enough to see the country
getting rid of drug problem before
the next elections? Four years is a
short time to solve a social problem
that has been with us before he was
born. Perhaps, Dr. Mahathir will be
better remembered in this country's
history as one who applied himself
to cope with social problems rather
than one who travelled extensively
to other countries.
A.LA.

K.L.
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ECONOMIC NOTES

THE RECESSION AND
THE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
Martin Khor Kok Peng

This article is an excerpt of a paper presented by the writer at the 7th Malaysian Economic Convention
organized by the Persatuan Ekonomi Malaysia. In the early parts of the paper, the writer examines the causes of
the cullent global slump and its effects on developing countries. He then discusses in Section III the development manisfestations and effects of the recession in Malaysia. The present excerpt begins with the 2nd half of Section III on the
recent switch in Malaysian fiscal policy and the balance of payments deficit problem. It also covers the whole of Sections IV and V which disCU/iS respectively the socio-economic implications of the recession and some suggested structural
changes for our economy.

The most important domestic
development in the Malaysian economy in 1982 and 1983 is the government's decision to abort its active
counter-cyclical or anti-recession fiscal policy and instead drastically
reduce its expenditure, in relative
and absolute terms. It is thus crucial
to analyse why this happened and
what the effect will be on the economy.
In the three years 1979 - 81,
the federal government had highly
expansionary budgets withtotalactual
expenditure rising from $11.7 billion in 1978 to $27.3 billion in
1981, a phenomenal 133% rise (see
Table 1 ). This increased government spending was a major factor
boosting the economy in the early
phase of the current recession.
In October 1981, the Finance
Minister announced during the 1982
Budget presentation that government
expenditure would be raised again
substantially to counter the recession. The original 1982 budget
allocation was set at $32 billion,
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

or 3 8% above the 1981 original
allocation of $23.1 billion and 17%
above the actual 1981 expenditure
of $27.3 billion. However, in June
1982, the government announced
that the 1982 Budget allocation
would be cut back by some 30%
in view of the recession's effects
on government revenue. Eventually,
as revealed in the 1983 Budget
speech in October 1982, the 1982
Budget allocation was cut by $2.9
billion from $32 billion to $29.1
billion. The cutback was thus by
10%. The allocation for operating
expenditure was reduced from $17 .3
billion to $16.2 billion, the immediate reason being that the federal
revenue estimate had to be revised
downwards from $17,683 million to
$16,434 million due to the recession. Development expenditure allocation was also cut by 12% from
$14.6 billion to $12.9 billion.
The 1983 Budget allocation for
total expenditure has been reduced
further to $28.7 billion, or 1%
below the original 1982 allocation.
Operating expenditure allocation was
4

raised by 6% to $17 .1 billion but
development expenditure allocation
was substantially reduced by 9%
to $11.7 billion. The effect of these
cuts in allocation on actual expenditures is shown in Table 6.

CONSTRAINTS
There were two major constraints
which drew the government back
from an expansionary fiscal strategy - the mounting deficits in the
government budget and in the
balance-of-payments current account.
Further rapid growth in government spending would have widened
the budget deficit further and
contributed to a worsening trade
deficit.
As shown in Tables 1 & 2, the
federal budget deficit and the consolidated public sector deficit had
been growing at a phenomenal
speed between 1978 and 1982,
leading to fears (especially from
Bank Negara) that the public sector would lose its grip on financial
discipline. The federal government's
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fipancial practice is to plan for a
level of current expenditure to match
its revenue for the year. Thus, the
government incurs a deficit every
year which is almost wholly equivalent to its development expenditure, and this deficit is financed
through local or foreign borrowing
and a drawdown on government
assets. As development expenditure .
increases, so too does the deficit.
Through the years, the budget deficit -grew gradually and in a controlled fashion, from $2 billion in
1976 to $3.7 billion in 1979. But
in 1980, in the rush to complete
Third Malaysia Plan Projects, development spending ·was raised an
incredible 74% (from $4.3 billion
to $7.5 billion). This resulted in a
similar jump in the budget deficit
from $3 .7 billion to $7 billion. In
1981, as a counter-recession move,
development expenditure was boost- ed by another incredible rate of
5 2% to $11.1 billion, thus forcing
the budget deficit into a similar
leap to $11 billion. Thus, in two
short years, development spending
had jumped by 168% and the budget deficit by 199%. The deficit
would certainly have increased further in ,1982 had the original 1982
Budget estimates been implemented,
hut the government decided to reverse its expansionary policy in midyear, cutting operating expenses to
fit the revenue slowdown and chopping actual development spending
from $27.3 billion to $26.6 billion.
Thus, the budget deficit was reduced
to $10.2 billion. With the austere
1983 Budget, the deficit is expected
to further decline · to $9.7 billion
this year as a result of a further
trimming in development expenditure.
The switch in fiscal-policy was
foreshadowed · by a warning from
Bank Negara in its Annual Report
1981 (released in March 1982)
that government overspending and
high deficits could lead to higher
inflation , cause a shortage of funds
and push interest rates up . It also
warned that once departments were
used to high budgets it would be difficillt to curb the deficit. This message was apparently heeded.

Table 1
Federal Government Revenue, Expenditure and Deficit, 1978-83 ($ mil.)
1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983*

(1) Revenue

8,841 10,505 13,926 15,806 16,434 17,266

(2) Operating
Expenditure

8,041 10,040 13,617 15,686 16,185 17,079

(3) Development
Expenditure

(4) Total
Expenditure

3,699

4,151

7,331

11,135 10,434

9,900

11,740 14,191 20,948 27,320 26,619 26,979

(5) Overall

Deficit (1)-(4)

2,899

3,686

541

679

1,022 11 ,oi5 10,18s

9,713

Sources of Finance
Net foreign borrowing·

Net domestic borrowing 1,165
Special receipts
Change in assets =f/=
Source:

•

1,193

2,597

310
2,311

500

4,401

2,909
4,091
510
3,505

4,000
5,900
600
-214

Ministry of Finance, Economic Report, Statistical Appendix 4.2
Budget Estimate
indicates a build up in assets; minus indicates drawdown of assets.

Table 2
Consolidated Public Sector DefJCit and Financing, 1978-83 ($ mil.)
1978

Current Surplus
Development
Expenditure

Overall Deficit
Deficit: GNP ratio(%)

~

1980

1981
1,617

1982

1983

1,717

1,964

1,047

4,738
3,021
8.7

5,721
3,757

9,596 . 16,178 16,195 16,185

Sousces of Finance:
Net foreign borrowing
606
Net domestic borrowing 1,299
Special_Receipts
Drawdown-0f assets
1,116
Soutoe:

1979

982

1,344

8.7

8,549 14,561 15,213 14,841
263
26.3
173
233

986
2,547

1,590
3,650

3,356 4,S31
4,115 . 6,078
S10

224

3,309

6,580

4t6()4

·of Finance, .Economic Report 1982/83, S ~ :A;t_pendix 4.1, 2.f

Notes:
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Indeed, the overall deficit of the
public sector, as a whole ( comprising federal and state governments
and public authorities) is substantially higher than the federal deficit
alone. Its growth has also been faster, from $3 billion in 1978 to $8 .5
billion in 1980 and $15 .2 billion in
1982, a fivefold jump in four years.
As a proportion of GNP the public
sector deficit rose from 8. 7% in
1979 to 26.3% in 1982 and is planned to decline to 23.3% in 1983.
This is one of the highest ratios in
the world. According to the Government Finance Statistics published by
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and published in the Financial Express, Bombay, 24 August
1982, the world average budget
deficit - Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) ratio in 1980 was 3.3%,
with Mauritius having the highest
(20.9%) and other countries as
follows: the U.S. (3%), U.K. (5%),
India (7%), Sri Lanka (18%), Italy
(12%, the highest rate among industrial countries).

INCREASED BORROWINGS
Besides the dangers of overheating
pointed out by Bank Negara, the
high deficits also increased the
government's dependence on borrowing and particularly on foreign loans,
since the recession has dried up
domestic savings. Between 1980 and
1982, domestic loans rose from $2.3
billion to $5 .9 billion but foreign
loans jumped faster from $310
million to $4 billion. In 1981 and
1982, federal foreign borrowing totalled $6 .9 billion, or 41% of total
loans; while public-sector foreign
borrowing of $7 .9 billion was 44%
of total loans. The country thus
saw the previously moderate growth
in federal outstanding external debt
from $3.4 billion in 1975 to $4.9
billion in 1980 suddenly jumping
to $7.8 billion (1981) and $11.8
billion (1982): If uncontrolled, this
accumulation of foreign debts will
set the stage for a "debt trap" in
the near future in which new loans
are obtained mainly to repay and '
service old loans, as is happening
now in many developing countries.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

Indeed, in the five-year period
Of course, the budget deficit also
1976-80 before the recent jump in
increases domestic loans, so the
foreign borrowing, the federal governburden of total debt repayment is
rather heavy, as seen in Table 3. In
ment's gross external borrowing
.totalled $5,141 million while debt
1979-81, total debt servicing (interest plus repayments) was equivaservicing totalled $4,054 million
lent to 19-20 per cent of federal
($2,707 million in principal repayments and $1,347 million in inteoperating expenditure ; this increased
rest, as calculated from Economic
to 26% in 1982 as repayments rose
Report 1982/83). Thus the repayand revenue flattened. There is
ment of existing loans came up to
thus a fear that if the budget deficit
79% of the value of new loans.
continues to expand rapidly, a higher
In 1982, the government spent
portion of revenue and operating
$1,491 million servicing existing
expenditure will have to be set
foreign loans while new gross exter- . aside for debt servicing. As of now,
nal borrowing was $4,553 million.
Malaysia's debt position is manageThe large foreign loans in 1981-83
able, but uncontrolled deficit fmanwill generate a correspondingly large
cing could make it unmanageable.
stream of service payments in the
The second major constraint to
future. It is often pointed out that
fiscal expansionism was the adverse
Malaysia's external debt ratio (returnaround in the country's exterpayment and interest on foreign nal economic position from a strong
debt over export value) is low by surplus to a growing deficit situation .
world standards (4.9% in 1982, This development was of course
largely induced by the recession.
up from 1.8% in 1980). However
With exports dropping, the trade acif we take another measure of recount switched from a traditional
payment capacity, i.e. external debt
big surplus to a deficit ($110 million
servicing over federal revenue, the
in 1981; $2.5 billion in 1982) while
ratio is higher. 1n 1982, the $1,491
the current account turned from
million external debt servicing was
$2.2 billion surplus (1979) to night9.2% of federal revenue of $16,185
-marish deficits of $5 .3 billion (1981)
million (in 1980 the ratio was 4%).

Table 3

Federal Government Outstanding Debt and Debt Servicing,
1978 - 82 (S mil.)
1979

Net Borrowing

1980

1981

1982

3,186

2,620

7,000

9,950

Total Outstanding Debt:

20,513

23,146

30,145

40,089

Dome&tic Debt:
External Debt:
Total Debt Setvicing:
on domestic debt
on foreign debt
Federal operating
expenditure
Debt Servicing -:operating ~penditure (%)

15,975

18,286

22,376

28,276

4,538

4,860

7,769

11,813

1,992

2,583

3,093

4,269

1,497

2,025

2,269

2,778

495

558

824

1,491

10,040

13,617

15,686

16,185

20

19

20

Debt servicing refers to principal repayments and interest payment, as given in
Statistical 4;5 of the Economic Report; it is thus larger than the debt servicing
column in Statistical Appendix 4.4 of the Report which only includes interest.
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Source: Economic Report 1982/83, Statistical Appendix 4.4, 4.5, 4.6.
Note:
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and $8.6 billion (1982). As a result,
the usually strong balance of payments suffered an overall deficit of
$1 ,093 million (1981) and $752
million (1982) , leading to substantial decline in foreign reserves.

OVERSPENDING
Faced with this critical development in the external position, it
was clear that the country was spending beyond its income or output.
This is shown by the faster growth
in total final expenditure (consumption and investment) than in GDP
or GNP.

Given the substantial reserves
built up in surplus years, the
economy can support a few
years of such a high current
account d~ficit, but not for
long, especially if inflows of
loans and investments are
reduced.
In 1982, the current account
deficit was equivalent to 14% of the
GDP , indicating a high degree of
overspending. Given the substantial
reserves built up in surplus years,
the economy can support a few years
of such a high current account
deficits, but not for long, especially
if inflows of loans and investments
are reduced .
The country is thus faced with
a balance-of-payments constraint
to continued high growth. By pumping up the economy in 1979-82
with the high level of spendirig
and budget deficits , the government
was contributing significantly to
the trade and current account
deficits. The reason is clear : high
government expenditure (and its
multiplier effects) increases income ,
which in turn raises the level of
imports. This mechanism is particularly powerful in Malaysia where
the imports of goods and services
is a very high proportion of expenditure. In 1981, imports of goods
and services ($36.1 billion) corn-

prised 55% of the value of tot~l
final expenditure ($6.15 billion).
In other words, 55 cents out of every
ringgit spent is spent on imports.
Thus, the high-growth fiscal policy of
1979-81 was to a large extent responsible for the sustaining of an
import boom even as exports were
sinking rapidly. In the years 1979 to
1982, current imports of goods
and services rose 32%, 31 %, 19%,
and 7% respectively while export
growth was 40%, 17%, -0.7%, and
0.3%. In 1982, import value was
$7.6 billion above the 1980 level;
export value was $322 million
below 1980.

It became clear that further
expansionary budgets would deepen
the external current account deficit
and that if the deficit was to narrow,
there must be a deflation in the domestic economy, unless of course
export earnings recover sufficiently.
Since the export situation rnmains
poor, a deflation of the economy
has become necessary to avoid a
structural huge deficit in the current
account, a deficit which can be
filled only by continuous high levels
of foreign loans - which itself
would sooner or later raise the danger of the "debt trap" . With the
shadow of Mexico-type near-defaults,
this debt-trap threat is most unpalatable . Thus, the obstacle or constraint posed by the balance of payments situation was and remains a
major reason for the decision to
switch from an expansionary to a
deflationary fiscal policy.
The switch in fiscal policy will
have a substantial impact since the
public sector has assumed an increasingly important role in the
economy. Its direct share in terms
of real consumption and investment
rose dramatically from 25 % of the
GNP in 1974 to 28% in 1977, and
32% in 1982 . The decline in real
public-sector spending from 18%
growth in 1980 to 0.3% fall in 1982
was the major factor pulling the
GDP growth down from 7% to 4%.
In 1983 , public spending is planned
to drop in absolute terms by 7.4%.
Given its one-third weightage, this
will have the direct effect of pulling
7

Gathering firewood

the economy down by 2.4%. The
private-sector will thus have to
perform extra well even to maintain the 1982 low growth of 3 4 per cent. There will also be indirect,
but just as powerful, secondary
multiplier effects as the cut in
government spending reduces business for private companies, with
less money for wages and profits, thus
in turn affecting consumer and investment demand .

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS :
SHIFT INTO DEFICIT
As explained in the previous
section, the Malaysian balance of
payments has become a majo·r
casualty of the recession. Since
the external ' sector is so crucial
to the Malaysian economy, this
shift in the external position has
rather serious implications, and thus
deserves some attention here.
A look at the statistics on the
balance of payments (see Table 4)
reveals the following important developments in recent years:
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1
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Table 4
Malaysia's Balance of Payments 1977 - 83 ($ mil.)

A. Current Account
Merchandise trade

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983F

1278

249

2163

-788

-5286

-8649

-6670

3871

3690

6603

4909

-110

-2453

-2515

-3337

-4299

-5459

-5066

-6093

99
-6691

-78

-104

-141

-238

-110

-103

-78

B. Capital Account

1792

1576

2055

2086

5810

7834

7595

c.

3070

1825

4218

1298

524

-815

925

-2267

-1200

-2429

-296

-1617

63

755

625

1789

1002

-1093

-752

74

76

580

152

-1863

-1078

-510

-600

Services
Transfer

Basic Balance (A+ B)

D. Short-term flows

E. Overall Balance (C + D)
F. Special Drawing Rights

G.

Change in Assets (E + F)

490

-625

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Report 1982/83, Statistical Appendix 2.3 ·
Notes: 1. F= Forecast in Economic Report
2. Capital account refers to inflow of public-sector loans and private corporate investments.
3. Short-term flows refer to changes in imancial institutions' net overseas assets as well as errors and omissions unaccounted for
4. Change in assets refers to Bank Negara's level of foreign exchange holdings. Minus sign indicates a drop

(a)

a drastic about-tum in the
merchandise trade account
from large surpluses to
deficits;

(b)

a huge and consistently increasing deficit on the services account;

(c)

following from the above,
a change in the current
account from surplus to
massive deficits;

( d)

(e)
(f)

an increasing reliance on
larger inflows of long-term
capital to keep the balance
of payments "in balance"
and, lately, to cover the
current account deficits ;
substantial outflows of
short-term capital and unaccounted items;
finally, a shift in the overall balance of payments
from surplus into deficit.

The above developments indicate
that the Malaysian balance of payALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

ments has considerably weakened in
recent years and that since 1981
this weakness has probably entered
a structural phase which cannot be
easily solved by an anticipated tradecycle upturn.

In the short and medium turn,
as the world economic situation
remains uncertain, it is unlikely
that exports will recover
sufficiently to pull the trade
balance back to the heady years
of $5-7 billion surplus.
The most important development
has been the collapse of the trade
account, which had enjoyed such
high surpluses as near-$4 billion
{1977, 1978), $6 .6 billion (1979)
and $5 billion (1980), into deficits
of $110 million (1981) and $2.5
billion {1982). In the short and medium turn, as the world economic
situation remains uncertain, it is
8

unlikely that exports will recover
sufficiently to pull the trade balance
back to the heady years of $5-7
billion surplus. There are however
positive factors (the future stream
of LNG exports and a probable deflation-induced drop in imports)
which will most likely pull the trade
account back into balance and smaller surpluses of perhaps up to $23 billion. In the medium term,
there will however also be problems
arising from the depletion of timber,
tin and petroleum resources.

SERVICES DEFICIT
Even more worrying is the chronic
services deficit which has grown
from $1.7 billion in 1975 to a projected $6.7 billion in 1983. The two
major components of this services
deficit are investment income remitted abroad and freight and insurance
charges (see Table 5). The investment income deficit has risen from
$727 million in 1975 to an estimated
continued on page 12
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COMMUNALISM

_THE WORSENING
COMMUNAL SITUATION
Chandra Muzaffar

The following article is taken from Part II of the writer's paper* presented at the Conference on ''Modernization
and National Cultural Identity' organized by the Malaysian Association of Social Science;
In the first part of the paper, ethnic patterns in seven social groupings are examined. Political parties, trade unions,
commercial associations, professional oodies, public interest societies, cultural and religious organizations, and finally the
student movement are analysed with reference to ethnic tendencies therein.
The year 196 9 is seen as a dividing line marking the emergence of new social groups and communal situations
which have drastically influenced ethnic perceptions within and among the 7 social groupings. The writer shows how this
changing social situation has contributed to deterioration of ethnic relations. In this context, ethnic polarization within
the student campuses is perhaps symptomatic, for the communalistic life of the campus often determines the individual
student's perception and outlook in the larger society.
In the second part of the paper which is reproduced herein, the writer goes on to analyse the nature of the larger
divisive forces at work in Malaysian society.
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COMMUNALISM: THE
BACKGROUND

Before we analyse the forces
behind this change, let us reiterate lest we are misunderstood - that we
are acutely aware that the communalism of today has its roots in the preindependence era. There is no need
to emphasise that British Golonial
policies in regard to business, trade,
land, agriculture, education, training,
administration
and
citizenship
created deep ethnic chasms which
have remained, in one form or
another, to this very day. Nor do we ,
have to be told that the psychological impact of colonialism upon the
various communities produced ethnic
prejudices and spawned ethnic
stereotypes which continue_ to
influence
personal and social
attitudes twenty-five years after
Merdeka.
Colonialism, however, was not the
only source of communalism from
the pre-independence era. The
political bargain struck between the
UMNO elites on the one hand and

the MCA and MIC elites on the
other in the fifties was, in retrospect, yet another cause of communal uneasiness in later years. In
the· hurry to fulfil one of the
conditions laid out by the British
for the transfer of power - a clear
demonstration of the ability of the
Malay and non-Malay communities
to work together - the UMNO
leadership acceded to MCA and MIC
demands for the liberalization of
citizenship rules to such an extent
that the concept of cultural identity
was diluted altogether. Although a
knowledge of Malay was one of the
qualifications of citizenship, this
requirement was upheld more in its
breach than its observance. Consequently, the new citizens were
legally, but not culturally, part of
the land. This absence of cultural
identification, so evident among such
a large proportion of the new
citizens, has remained one of the
main causes of non-Malay communalism in the last two decades.
The bargain of the fifties was
disastrous for yet another reason. In

return for a non-cultural concept of
citizenship, non-Malay elites agreed
to the special position of the Malays
and by implication the perpetuation
of an indigenous nQn-indigenous
(Burniputra non-Burniputra) dichotomy in the life of the new nation.
In effect, this meant that while
there was common citizenship there
were two different categories of
citizens. These differences could not
be confined to those specific areas
within the special position clauses in
the Constitution (which we noted
elsewhere) for the simple reason that
the moment a deep-rooted sentiment
- the indigenous sentiment - was
institutionalized it was bound to lead
to the development of interests and
attitudes which would create an
entire belief-system out of a primordial feeling. This is precisely what has
happened with the 'bumiputra' concept. It has become a belief-system
within the Malay community as a
whole which impedes its acceptance
of the non-Malays as equal and
legitimate
partners in nationbuilding.

*Has the communal situation worsened over the last decade? Some preliminary thoughts.
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Bumipu traism has become a
belief-system within the Malay
community as a whole which
impedes its -acceptance of the
non-Malays as equal and
legitimate partners in nationbuilding.

Apart from colonialism and the
communai bargain, the inability of
the Alliance elites to understand that
the capitalist economic system
created by almost eight decades of
colonial rule was itself a cause of
communalism was yet another
obstacle to national integration. Why
capitalism in the Malaysian context is
partly responsible for communalism
we shall discover later. Coming back
to the Alliance elites, it was perhaps
not just a qu,e stion of understanding.
These elites by virtue of their class
background, the administrative and
economic roles that some of them
performed in colonial society, their
myriad links to the colonial system,
were undoubtedly favourably disposed to capitalism. They could not
be expected to transform a system
from which they benefitted. They
could not, therefore, be expected to
resolve the communal problem.

COMMUNALISM UNDER
CONTROL
In spite of the burdens produced
by history and the shortcomings of
the elites, the communal situation
managed to hold for the first twelve
years, as we have noted before. Why
was this possible?
First, given the perpetuation of a
capitalist system, it was inevitable
that the interests and values of the
middle and upper classes would
, determine the tone and tenor of
society. Within themiddle and upper
classes, there was no Malay nonMalay conflict since the non-Malays
were overwhelmingly dominant at
those levels. This was due to the
headstart that segments of the nonMalay communities had as a result of
English education and their location
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1
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in the middle echelons of the exportoriented sector of the economy
during the colonial period. These
non-Malay groups that constituted
the majority in the middle and upper
classes at the time of Merdeka were
able to enhance further their advantaged positions through the continued operation of an economy
which emphasised unlimited expansion of private capital and entreprenuerial activities. And so during the
first twelve years, they did not perceive any Malay threat to their
dominance. This gave the impression
that communalism was not a
problem. It was deceptive, for the
power and influence of non-Malay
elements in the middle and upper
classes were to a large extent the
result of the perpetuation of an
iniquitous system inherited from
colonial rule. It was bound to be
challenged sooner or later. In fact,
changes were already taking placewhich would eventually undermine
their position.
Second,
even
outside
the
economy, the UMNO elites, as we
have seen, did not really seek to
regulate or restrict the educational,
cultural and political interests of the
non-Malay middle and upper classes.
Once again, it was obvious that there
wasn't a powerful Malay element at
those levels to push for its own
ethnic interests especially in relation
to education and culture. True, out-
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side the citadel of power, PAS
elements, Malay teachers and literary
figures wanted a redefinition of
politics, of culture which, in their
opinion, would favour the community. But the UMNO leadership chose
to maintain its own version of a
balance which, while proclaiming
Malay as the main medium of
administration and education continued to allow the use of English
in particular. This amounted to a
generous accommodation of the
interests of the English-speaking,
non-Malay middle and upper classes.
In this connection, it might be noted
that the UMNO elites, given their
educational background and their
adulation of the British, had greater
faith in English as a language of
modernisation than in Malay.

This overly accommodative
attitude was also, in a sense, a
product of the administrative
and aristocratic antecedents of
some of the more crucial
leaders in UMNO's elite core.
Of these leaders, it was the
Tunku who exercised immense
influence.
Third, it is quite conceivable that
this overly accommodative attitude
was also, in a sense, a product of the
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administrative and aristocratic antecedents of some of the more crucial
leaders in UMNO's elite core. Of
these leaders, it was the Tunku who
exercised immense influence. His
political attitudes and values
coloured and conditioned the
thinking of the government as a
whole. Being of aristocratic origin,
the Tunku may have had a different
view of ethnic competition and
challenge from non-Malays than, say,
a Malay professional or businessman
in his position. An aristocrat's status
is inherited; unlike a middle-class
professional who may fear competition from his non-Malay counterpart,
a Malay prince knows that his position and prestige are ascriptive. His
position is not for the taking. This
may have given the Tunku a sense of
confidence which others did not
have. He could afford to accommodate the other communities. He
could afford to be generous to the
non-Malays since they posed no
threat to him or his aristocratic class.
Fourth, the non-Malay elites in
MCA and MIC too were of a particular psychological disposition. Since
the Chinese and Indians had been
granted citizenship through such
liberal laws, there was a feeling of
gratitude especially among the elites
who had worked out the terms with
their UMNO counterparts. More than
the citizenship laws per se, the
UMNO leaders had allowed them to
share political power and to perpetuate an economic system in which
the planting, mining and commercial
interests that MCA and MlC elites
represented could continue to
prosper. Elites who had gained so
much would not be inclined to
challenge the UMNO leadership and
the prevailing pattern of ethnic
relations.
Finally, the Alliance elites had
developed certain common perspectives on inter-community ties as a
result of their united quest for
Merdeka. They had learnt the importance of give-and-take, of compromise, the art of balancing diverse
interests in a multi-ethnic society.
Because they had a common external
force to deal with in the British,
because they had a common goal to

achieve, they forged strong bonds of
friendship which sometimes transcended ethnic considerations. Without any doubt at all, links within the
Alliance played some part in maintaining ethnic relations on an even
keel before 1969.

movement of young Malays from the
countryside to the cities. Kuala
Lumpur, the political heart of the
land, was invariably the popular
target of this migration. It contributed substantially to the urbanisation
of the Malay community.

To these five factors one should
perhaps also add a point that has
been made before. Ethnic friction is
more likely to occur when communities began to interact as equals. When
one community is very strong, and
the other very weak, there will be
less tension. The numerical weakness
of the Malay community in a whole
variety of areas in the pre-69 situation - from labour to commerce to
the professions to the university was partly responsible for the superficial sort of inter-ethnic harmony
that prevailed. It was a harmony that
was bound to break down the
moment the Malay component in the
middle and upper classes, indeed in
the urban community as a whole,
began to increase.

A third factor was, of course,
'special position' itself. Though
limited in its impact in the sixties, its
various provisions helped to increase
tlie number of Malays in the University and the Colleges, in the transport
business, in the contracting and
retailing . businesses and in the upper
echelons of the public services. All
in all, 'special position' served as a
conduit in strengthening the Malay
component of the middle and upper
classes.

COMMUNALISM:
TION

DETERIORA-

This is precisely what happened
after 1969. In fact, the seeds of
eventual change were planted in the
early years of Merdeka. We . have
already mentioned in passing that
rural secondary education expanded
rapidly in the sixties thus enabling
thousands of Malay students to
achieve greater social mobility.
Indeed, the democratization of
education as a whole helped larger
numbers of young Malays to improve
their economic status, and to move
up from lower-income to middleincome levels. As a result, the ethnic
composition of the towns and cities,
especially Kuala Lumpur, began t9
change. The ethnic-class _structure
was also beginning to show signs of a
gradual transformation.
Education, though the most
important factor in affecting the
change, was not the only cause. As in
most third world countries, development, which for various structural
deformations, is urban-oriented,
encouraged the inevitable rural-urban
migration. This meant, in reality, the
11

Though all these three factors education, migration and
special position - helped to
change the situation, the real
impetus came with the
inauguration of the New
Economic Policy.
Though all these three factors education, migration and special
position - helped to change the
situation, the real impetus came with
the inauguration of the New Economic Policy. The NEP not only
incorporated the three processes
which we just discussed into policy
and actual programmes but also expanded and extended existing goals
and activities concerned with
commercialising, industrializing and
professionalizing the Malays in such a
manner that it has become the main
preoccupation of the government in
the seventies and eighties. Needless
to say, NEP activities have contributed in no small measure to the
increase in the number of Malays in
urban areas and at various levels of
the social structure. The national
education policy - which we have
also analysed in another context by making knowledge and skills
available in Malay right up to the
continued on page 19
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THE RECESSION AND THE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
continued from page 8

$3.2 billion in 1983 . While the profits of foreign companies has formed
the main part of investment income,
interest payments on public external
debt has assumed significance in
recent years (federal interest payments alone for 1982 amounting to
$988 millio~). Given the present
reliance on foreign loans and continued large inflows of foreign investment, investment income outflows are bound to increase. Freight
and insurance payments are almost
as large and grew from $751 million
in 1977 to $2 billion in 1981, then
stabilised, probably because of the
decline in exports. This deficit is
bound to remain high as it is rooted
in Malaysia's dependence on foreign
ships to carry our exports and imports (in 1980, Malaysian ships
comprised only· 1.2% of the total
dead weight tonnage of all ships
using Port Klang and Penang) and on
foreign insurance firms which handle
the lion's share of international trade
insurance. In October 1980, the
Finance Minister estimated that gross
payments for freight on imports
alone would rise to $4.5 to $5
billion, while gross payments for insurance would increase from $400
million (1980) to $1 billion (1985).
Another significant item in the ser-

-751
-1061
-1318
-1781
..-2010
-2018
-1912
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vices deficit is travel, or the amount
which Malaysians pay for passenger
fares and expenses while travelling
or staying abroad. The net deficit
for this is substantial and rose rapidly from $105 million in 1975 to
$623 million in 1982. The sum
spent by Malaysians on holiday or
business abroad thus far exceeds
the expenditure of foreigners in
Malaysia. Other service payments,
which include educational fees paid
by Malaysian students abroad , and
contract and professional charges
paid to foreigners for feasibility studies, surveys and projects, have also
increased from $236 million in 1978
to $860 million in 1982. In 1980,
the government formed an "expert
group" to promote invisible exports
and achieve greater self-suffidency
in trade services. However the progress of this group's activities have
not been publicised. At least for
many years yet, we can expect the
services deficit to remain high and
also growing.
The cu"ent account, being determined by merchandise trade and
services, has thus turned around
from surplus (in 1976-79) to growing deficits of $788 million (1980)
$5 .8 billion ( 1981) and $8 .6 billion

Travel

Othe.s

Total

-240
-324
-350
-438
-623
-623
-657

-335
-236
-640
-742
-821
-860
-882

-2515
-~337
-4299
-5459
-5066
-6093
-6691
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tow

(1982). The traditional role of the
trade surplus to cover the services
deficit collapsed when the trade
account itself went into the red .
Even if it recovers, the surplus in
merchandise trade is unlikely going
to be high enough to cover the growing services deficit in the next few
years. Thus we can expect continued
cu"ent account deficits; to what
extent and duration depends on
several factors including the demand
for exports, the movements in
imports, the level of LNG earnings
and the degree of success of the
government effort to curb the services deficit.

CAPITAL INFLOWS
The long-term capital account
has always shown a sizeable surplus,
indicating net inflows of private
foreign investment and the government's foreign borrowing. In the
1970s, the capital surplus played an
important role in ensuring a surplus
for the overall balance of payments. It
covered up for current account deficits in poor years (1971, 1972, 1974,
and 197 5) and even in years when the
current account had a healthy surplus, the net long-term capital inflows
were needed to offset outflows in
short-term capital and unaccounted
outflows categories under "errors and
ommissions" (as in 1977, 1978 and
1979). From 1980 onwards, the
capital account has been increasingly relied upon to offset the increasing current account deficits. Thus,
net capital inflows were raised from
$2 billion in 1980 to $5 .8 billion
in 1981, $7 .8 billion in 1982 and an
estimated $7 .6 billion in 1983. In
the past, corporate investment was
by far the most important form of
capital inflow (accounting for $6.8
billion . of the total $9.4 billion, or
72%, in 1976-80). In 1981 and 1982,
however , there were large inflows on
account of the government's external borrowing. Official long-term capital inflow was $2.9 billion in 1981
(48% of total inflow) and about
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The solution again points
towards a reduction in the
current account deficit. If this
cannot be done by increasing
exports, then payments for
imports and trade services have
to be cut.
$4 billion in 1982 (51% of total).
Government loans were thus mainly
responsible for the fast growth of
capital inflows in 1981 and 1982.
The heavy reliance on the capital account in 1981-83 and probably
beyond will have adverse repercussions .in generating large outflows
of investment income in the future,
thus worsening the services deficit.
As discussed earlier, a high buildup in external loans could also lead
into a future 'debt trap'. There are
thus limits to the usefulness of
capital inflows. Yet there is little
choice but to call up external capital when the current account is in
deep deficit, unless one is willing
to sacrifice foreign exchange reserves. The solution again points
towards a reduction in the current
account deficit. If this cannot be
done by increasing exports, then
payments for imports and trade
services have to be cut.
Short-tenn private capital and
e"ors and omissions are the "left
over" items in the balance of payments made up of changes in financial institutions' net overseas assets
and unaccountable flows. This is an
important component, nevertheless,
for it usually shows a substantial
deficit, thus exerting a downward
pressure on the overall balance. In
1982, however , it showed a small
deficit.
Finally, the overall balance suffered its first ever deficits of $1,093
million in 1981 and -$ 752 million
in 1982 as a result of the adverse
developments in the current account.
After taking into account Special
Drawing Rights allocations , the country lost $510 million of foreign
reserves in 1981 and $600 million
in 1982 .

From~the above, it can be seen
that the recession has had serious
adverse effects on the external
position. The wiping out of the
trade surplus coupled with the services deficit led to the alarming
$8.6 billion current account deficit. Large capital inflows were
arranged to offset this deficit and
they succeeded in keeping the loss
of foreign exchange to manageable
proportions. But the capital inflows
also have their price, namely the
high cost of loan repayment and
profit repatriation. This will cause
a widening of the services deficit
and also depress the GNP ( as the
higher amounts of investment income outflow are netted off the
GDP). Should the recession continue, or in the event of a weak
recovery, ways have to be found to
cut further import and services
payments to overseas. This implies
that a high-growth policy should
not be undertaken and that the
domestic sector should be very much
strengthened, with import-substitution and self-reliance being the basis
of development, rather than "exportled" growth.

SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE
RECESSION
Having examined the nature of
the world recession and its impact on
Malaysia, let us try to look at some
of the implications. This Section
discusses the new constraints to
growth in Malaysia; the effects of
recession on people's incomes, living
standards and livelihood; the implications for the Fourth Malaysia Plan;
the renewed realisation of the
dangers of dependence on the deve-

The structural nature of the
recession is rooted in the
tendency for underconsumption
and overproduction, the
inflationary limits to
Keynesianism, the indiscipline
of the world monetary system
and the financial debt crisis.
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loped countries; and the relation
between recession and the issue of
resource depletion. Some suggestions
for a reorientation in policy are
given in the next Section.

THE NEW CONSTRAINTS TO
GROWTH
It was argued that there is a strong
reason to support the thesis that the
developed countries are facing a
structural recession and not a 'normal' trade-cycle downturn. This does
not deny the possibility of a recovery, but another slump will follow,
and the trend growth-rate will be
low or even zero, thus ending the
long period of expansion since the
Second World War. It was argued
that the structural nature of the recession is rooted in the tendency for
underconsumption and overproduction; the inflationary limits to Keynesianism, the indiscipline of the
world monetary system and the
financial debt crisis.

If this argument is correct, then
the world market will no longer
be able to provide the impetus for
Malaysian growth, at least for quite
a lengthy period of time. Since the
Malaysian economy is presently
so geared towards the world market,
the stagnation in exports will oe a
severe constraint to growth. Other
major constraints which have recently developed are the large current
account deficit in the balance-ofpayments and the need to eurb the
growth of the government budget
deficit and external debts. This limits
the government's capacity for counter recessionary policies. Fortunately, the inflation rate has dropped,
thus reducing the need to worry
about this constraint, but it could
build up again with the recent
spate of increases in charges for
government services (hospital fees,
postage, electricity, telephone).

Thus , one major implication of
the recession is that high growth
based on the old export-led formula
will not be ·possible. In the next
number of years, the economy will
have to face ~nd adjust to low
growth rates.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. l
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INCOME, LMNG STANDARDS
AND JOBS
The recession has already affected
the income and employment of large
segments of the Malaysian population. The drastic decline in rubber
price has cut into the income of
500,000 smallholder families and another 100,000 estate families (whose
wages are partly determined by the
price level). The small producers
are caught in between the double
pincers of lower price for their
product, higher production costs
and higher retail prices for the goods
they consume in exchange for rubber. In fact the present real income
of smallholders is fast approaching the
dismal levels in November 1974when
thousands of smallholders staged a demonstration in Baling to draw attention to their plight. In that month, the
average rubber price (for RSS One)
was 112 cents per kilo. At present
the price is around 185 cents. Between 1974 and 1982, the general
level of consumer prices has increased by 52.1 %. Thus, the "real"
present price of rubber in terms of
the consumer goods it could command in 1974 is around 121 cents
per kilo. If we also take into account
the increased production costs since
then, the real rubber price today
is close to the "Baling flashpoint
price" of 112 cents. With plans for
a planned production cutback, it is
possible that incomes will drop
further this year.
In the estate sector, the total
employment in rubber estates and
factories fell by 19,404 from 158,159 in December 1980 to 138,755
in October 1982, according to the
Rubber Monthly Statistics of Malaysia, October 1982. In the same period employment in oil palm estates
rose by 3,855 from 92,352 to 96,207 .
(Oil Palm Monthly Statistics of
Malaysia, October 1982). Thus for
the estate sector as a whole, 15 ,549
jobs (6% of the total workforce)
were lost in the past two years.
In the tin industry, the level of

employment dropped from 40,080
in July 1980 to 35,032 in October
19~1 and 29,804 in October 1982
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. l

(a loss of 10,276 jobs since July
1980) due to the closure of several
mines (Monthly Tin Mining Industry Statistics of Peninsular Malaysia,
October 1982 and Monthly Statistical Bulletin, September 1981 ).
In the manufacturing sector, there

has been a slowdown in job creation and increasing reports of retrenchments . Between December
1981 and August 1982, employment in selected industries (accounting for 75% of total manufacturing sales) fell from 324,029
to 323,261 (Monthly Industrial Statistics of Peninsular Malaysia, October 1982). Since August 1982,
more retrenchments have taken place.
Between August and December 1982,
about 3,500 employees in several
factories in 10 states were known
to have their services terminated,
mostly in textile , electronics, tin
mining and timber industries (Business Times, 12 January I 983).
Reports from various industries and
unions in January 1983 (including
textile, commercial workers, printing,
metal industry , electronics) indicate
several thousand more retrenchments
are imminent.
In the public sector, the job
freeze in some services will slow
down job creation. In 1982, government jobs increased by 22,000 and in
1983 they are expected to rise
15,000, compared to average annual
job creation of 51,000 in the period
1977-81 (Economic Report 1982/83).

The best indicator of average
living standards, private
consumption, rose by only
1 .4%, thus indicating a 1. 2%
drop in per capita private
expenditure on consumer goods
and services.
In 1982, the overall employment
level rose 2 3 % to 5 .34 million,
slower than the labour force increase
of 2.9%, thus causing an increase
in the unemployment rate from
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5.7% to 6.2% (Economic Report
1982/83) . As the impact of recession continues in 1983 , the unemployment rate can be expected to
increase further .
In terms of income and living
standards, there are some indicators
of a decline in 1982. The GNP
grew in real terms by 2.8% while
population rose 2.6%, thus indicating only a marginal 0.2% growth
in per capita GNP. The best indicator of average living standards,
private consumption, rose by only
1 .4%, thus indicating a 1.2% drop
in per capita private expenditure
on consumer goods and services.
This is only a mean average; a large
proportion of households could have
suffered a deeper decline in consumption.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FOURTH
MALAYSIA PLAN
As discussed earlier the recession
has made it impossible to attain
the major growth targets in the
Fourth Malaysia Plan (4MP). The
4MP assumes 7 .6% GDP growth;
actual growth has been 6.9% (1981),
3 .9% (1982) and an estimated
4.9% (1983). The 4MP target for
the balance of pa:'ments has gone
wide off the mark, as seen in the
comparison between the 4MP cumulative 1981-85 estimates and the
1981-83 reality (in brackets): 4MP
trade balance +$35 billion (actual
to date -$2.4 billion) current account
-$149 million (-$20.6 billion); overall balance +$95 billion (-$1.8 billion for 1981-82). In terms of the
development budget, public sector
development expenditure was targetted at $32 .8 billion for 1981-85.
The hign level of spending in 198182 ($30 billion combined) has
already almost exhausted the target;
the problem now is cutting it down
to reduce the budget deficit in line
with the revenue slowdown . Thus,
in 1983 onwards, development plans
will be scaled down further, a process begun in June 1982.
The effects of recession and the
planned reduction in development
projects will greatly hinder the
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two New Economic Policy goals of
poverty eradication and restructuring
ethnic shares of ownership and participation. With growth rates down,
and with low commodity prices
and · the slowdown of employment
opportunities, it is likely that poverty will increase during the recession. The lack of public funds will
also hinder the continuation of
government-supported purchases of
shares in companies by Bumiputra
trust agencies, such as happened on
a large scale in 1981 and 1982.
Finally, the restructuring process
was planned to take 'i>lace in the
context of rapid growth so that
there is no "encroachment" into
existing business areas held by nonBumiputra Malaysians. If the cake
stops growing fast enough, then
the restructuring process may slow
down, making it harder to achieve
the set goal of 30% Bumiputra par-,
ticipation by 1990. These then are
the challenges posed by recession
to the progress of the 4MP.

THE NEED TO REDUCE
EXTERNAL DEPENDENCE
The recession has highlighted
Malaysia's state of dependence on
the world economy and particularly on the developed countries. The
present adverse impact of reduced
export demand is due to the large
size of the export sector and the
country's dependent trade status,
as shown in the developed countries'
manipulation and control over commodity markets and prices. They also
have a dominant grip over trade
services such as freight and insurance.
Because of a shortage of funds, the
government also resorted to external borrowing, thus increasing the
country's financial reliance on the
international banks. Finally, the large
foreign ownership share of the economy results in a substantial outflow of profits, this being the main
component of the services deficit.

In a period of sustained world
economic growth, the adverse aspects
of dependence are hidden as the
economy is also pulled forward into
a high growth path. However a recessionary period such as the present

fully brings home the instability
caused by excessive dependence. The
issue whether the benefits of dependence outweigh the costs is a complex one, which it is not intended
to discuss here. It is however clear
that if the world economy is in a
structural recession, with low growth
or worse over a long period, then the
disadvantages will outweigh the advantages. Exports can no longer be
relied upon to provide the impetus
for growth, and it is thus imperative
to rapidly develop the domestic
sector both as a source of growth
and to reduce payments abroad
for imports and trade services. A
new strategy of "domestic-led development" must be drawn up to
replace "export-led growth". If, as is
argued in this papE!r, we are in a
structural recession, then self-reliance
as a goal is not only laudable but
necessary. This does not mean comRubber-Smallho/ders
plete autarky of course. A proper
city. This does not however detract
mix must be found between producfrom
the fact that the world is also
tion for the domestic market and
facing
a long-term supply problefn
production for exports. What is
resulting from the rapid depletion
implied is that the present emphaof several natural resources, including
sis on exports should be shifted tooil,
tropical timber, metals, agriculwards production for domestic use.
tural
land and fisheries. This is, in
Indeed, the recession can serve a ·
the long run, an even more serious
useful function in shaking off the
constraint to growth than the deficomplacency accumulated as a reciency of demand.
sult of the abundance of exportable
resources, and moving the country
Malaysia also faces a potentially
towards a more self-reliant path of
acute
problem of resource depledevelopment.
tion in the near future. Tin output
has already reached a peak and is on
The world is also facing a
a decline, and output of iron ore and
bauxite has fallen drastically. By the
long-term supply problem
early 1990s, timber resources may be
resulting from the rapid
exhausted, given current rates of
depletion of several natural
exploitation which are still very
resources, including oil, tropical high despite a conservation policy.
timber, metals, agricultural land
New petroleum reserves have been
and fisheries. This is, in the long found, thus pushing backwards earlier forecasts of oil depletion by the
run, an even more serious
early
1990s; nevertheless, Malaysia
constraint to growth.
may become a net oil importer in
the late 1980s or early 1990s. (In
RECESSION, RESOURCE DEPLE- 1980, Petronas predicted that the
TION AND RATIONAL RESOURCE country would be a net importer
by 1985). Our fishery resources
USE
are being depleted by over~trawling
The present recession is essen- and pollution, while valuable toptially the result of deficient demand soil is washed away by soil erosion
and deforestation.
and overproduction manifested in
underutilised labour and plant capacontinued on page 45
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

LOOKING EAST AND ECONOMIC AUTONOMY
J. Saravanamuttu

A

This article is a substantial reproduction of the author's paper 'Malaysia's Look East Policy and its Implications for
Self-Sustaining Growth' presented at the 7th Malaysian Economic Convention organized by the Persatuan Ekonomi
Malaysia in January 1983.
JAPANESE PENETRATION AND
ASEAN DEPENDENCE
It has become almost a commonplace observation that Japan's "wartime vision of a Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere is now a peacetime
reality."
(Constantino,
1979:21). For ASEAN, this statement is disturbingly real in terms of
practical consequences. After all,
Japan is now undisputably the single
most important external economic
'partner' of the region cornering
about 30% of ASEAN exports and
20% of its imports or a total trade of
around 25%. (The United States has
fallen into second place with 17%).
ASEAN's ·most Japanese-dependent,
hence most penetrated, state, Indonesia, relies for as much as 43% of
total trade, with exports over 50%,

Japan's "war-time vision of a
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity
Sphere is now a peace-time
reality."
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on Japan. Malaysia ranks second
along with the Philippines at a far
from immodest figure of 23% of
total trade (Asia 1982 Yearbook:
10-11).
Thus has Ja pan in market terms
penetrated ASEAN to an extent
that it has become virtually indispensible to ASEAN although the
converse is by no means true. Nevertheless, it is a mark of ASEAN's
growing importance to Japan that it
now claims 10% (US$10.6 billion)
of Japanese exports (Jose, 1982:22).
One may say that an interdependent
or symbiotic relation of sorts has
resulted but a closer examination of
the composition of this trade, apart
from its obvious asymmetry, reveals
which way the balance tilts. Moreover, Japanese market imperatives
also become transparent when one
examines the composition of trade.
Japan generally consumes ASEAN
natural resources and semi-fmished
products while it sells capital goods,
machinery and vehicles to ASEAN.
Taking Malaysia as a typical example,
Japan consumed 30% of Malaysian
mineral products ( oil) and 49% of
16

Malaysian wood and paper while its
chief exports to Malaysia were
Machinery (31%), Vehicles (28%)
and base metals, or articles of base
metals (19%). (Chew and Thambipillai, 1981: 157-160). The image is
starkly neo-colonial and one has not
even accounted for the scale of
Japanese-based import-substitution
industries in ASEAN. Furthermore,
it should be pointed out that except
for Indonesia and Malaysia which are
net oil producers, the rest of ASEAN
suffers a trade deficit with Japan.
Thailand's position is particularly
weak, and has reached a magnitude
in recent years wherein the Japanese
are often virtually in a monopoly
position with respect to certain Thai
commodities. Franklin Weinstein
cites the case of Thai fluorite as illustrative of this Japanese monopoly,
which bears reporting:
The Japanese played a major role
in developing fluorite extraction
in Thailand for export to Japan.
But when the steel industry in
Japan experienced a slowdown in
late 1971, the Japanese informed
the Thais, who had been accustomed to selling virtually all of

E

"Aid" still has an important
supplementary function but
one must be forewarned
about its procrustean
definition and use by
developed countries like
Japan.

It should be apparent that trade

is but one aspect of ASEAN's general

A Japanese Steel-Making Plant - Malaysia

their fluorite to Japan, that they
could not buy the promised quantity, Then to the shock of the
Thai, they contracted to buy a
quantity of fluorite from the
People's Republic of China at
some $55 a ton, at a time when
Thai fluorite was selling at a price
nearly $20 a ton lower. The Thai
protested, but were informed that
the transaction with the Chinese
was economically justifiable because the purchase of overpriced
and unneeded Chinese fluorite
was a precondition to the barter
sale of Japanese machinery to
China, which was viewed as an
important opening to the large
China market. The Thai, of
course, had no such inducement
ta offer the Japanese. (Weinstein,
1976: 380).
BUSINESS ETHICS
This highly instructive episode is
hardly a testimony of admirable
business ethics, but rather typifies
a general strategy to create dependent industries in ASEAN for the
purpose of 'exporting' the goods
produced back to Japan. However,
the industries often become dispensable should Japan change its
priorities or find better clients to
serve her overall needs.

dependence on Japan, two other
closely related areas being aid and
investment. The three, as an Indonesian technocrat suggested, are like
"three cards in one hand." (Weinstein, 1976: 379). The cards have
been dealt with varying impact
historically. Aid by way of war
reparations was the vehicle of penetration in the immediate post World
War II period of the 1950's and
1960's (Halliday and McCormack,
1973: 21-31). It was rapidly surpassed by trade as Japan overtook
the United States and the European
countries as chief trading partner of
ASEAN by the early 1970's. Today,
rising levels of investment in carefully selected industries along the
new international division of labour
dovetails nicely with Japan's nearmonopolistic ASEAN trade to constitute the third phase of Japanese
penetration. "Aid" still has an
important supplementary function
but one must be forewarned about
its procrustean definition and use by
developed countries like Japan. Low
by world standards, Japanese official
development
assistance
(ODA)
peaked in 1974 at 0.24% of its GNP,
then fell to 0.23 , 0.20 and 0.21 % in
subsequent years but seems to have
reached a new peak after 1979
(0.26%) to 0.32% in 1980 (Asia 1982
Yearbook: 62). Rather than through
ODA, aid is more likely to be channelled today thrQUgh such developedworld dominated bodies as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF),
the World Bank and, especially for
Japan, the Manila-based Asian
Development Bank (ADB) of which
Japan is the top contributor with a
sum of US$1.3 billion as of Decem17

ber 1980 (Asia 1982 Yearbook: 60).
ASEAN's share of ADB aid from
1968 - August 1981 was US$4.1
billion which is considerable. Of this
Malaysia's share was US$619 million.
BLATANT SELF-INTEREST
For Japan, aid serves the double
purpose of lubricating the private
investment of its transnational companies as well as of wooing ASEAN
deeper into its sphere of influence
and interest. A notable attempt to
court ASEAN was the offer in 1977,
under the so-called Fukuda Doctrine,
of a US$1 billion aid programme for
ASEAN regional industrialization
projects. As a general rule, Japanese
project aid is blatant in promoting
self-interest. Such is certainly the
case with the giant Asahan hydroelectric and aluminium-smelting complex in Sumatra. Opened in January
1982, the US$2 billion scheme Japan's largest Asian "aid" project
- involves the Japanese and Indonesian governments with 37.5% and
25% participation respectively and
five Japanese smelting and· seven
trading companies with a total
participation of 37.5% (Far Eastern
Economic Review, Feb. 5, 1982).
The project has raised a storm of
criticism, and for good reas_on; under
the terms of contract, at least twothirds of the aluminium must be
exported to Japan for a period of 30
years (New Straits Times, Jan. 21,
1982 ). Here is a classic case of the
consummate Japanese art of maximising self-interest, wherein the
pretext of aid is used to ensure the
exploitation of a natural resource
absent in Japan with a guarantee of
a long-term satiation of Japanese
needs. Hardly a case of business
practice or ethics worthy of emulation for Third World countries, or
for that matter, within their range
of action since they are . seldom in
such a strong bargaining position.
An examination of cumulative
Japanese di!ect investment in
ASEAN over the period 1951 to
1979 shows that ASEAN with 19%
of Japan's total investment ranks
only second to North America as a
repository of Japanese overseas
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

capital. Indonesia should be singled
out for mention as her share comprises an inordinately large 64% of
the ASEAN total or a hefty 12% of
Japan's world total. Malaysia's share
of this is 1.6%. The most significant
type of investment in ASEAN is in
mining ( 45%), followed by textiles
(39%) of which Indonesia takes the
lion's share in both, with Thailand
significantly featuring in textiles.
Typically, ·Japan invests in industries
to tap sources of natural resources
or in manufacturing industries which
can exploit cheap ASEAN labour.
PENETRATION IN MALAYSIA
MALAYSIA
At this juncture it will be germane
to examine specifically the character
of Japanese investment behaviour in
Malaysia* to -throw more light on the
modus operandi of the Japanese and
to show. how it has affected this
country directly.

The Chief reason for the
influx of Japanese and other
foreign capital into Malaysia
is the exceedingly liberal and
attractive terms offered by
the government to investors.
In Malaysia, Japanese penetration
did not make significant inroads
until after 1970, there being only 37
joint ventures in 1964 and 46 in
1969. One reason for this may have
been the unresolved reparation issue
which was settled only in 1967 with
the donation of two ships to the
Malaysian Interna,tional Shipping
Corporation. Thereafter, Japanese
joint ventures appeared to have
picked up to the tune of more than
100 out of a total of 189 joint ventures in the country in 1978. The
general growth of foreign investment
presumably also received impetus
from the New Economic Policy
launched in 1970, which promoted,
among other things, the growth of
Bumiputra - largely government - ..
involvement in joint ventures. However, the chief reason for the influx
of Japanese and other foreign capital

into Malaysia is the exceedingly
liberal and attractive terms offered
by the government to investors under
the 1968 and 1980 (Amendment)
Investment Incentive Act. This trend
in the Third World of providing a
conducive 'climate' for investment
has generally allowed for a geographical division of labour in global
capitalist production, wherein the
peripheral Third World countries
serve primarily as a repository of
cheap manpower. Essentially, this
entails the concentration of the more
sophisticated and capital-intensive
production, technology and knowhow in the core, developed countries
while the peripheral, Third World
countries are assigned the less technologically advanced and routinized
production. (For a theoretical exposition of this point, see Fernando H.
Cardoso 1973.) Theinvestmentincentives add to the 'pull' .factor. Malaysia's specific fiscal and other incentives, designed to provide tax relief
to new enterprises or expanding
existing ones, are: pioneer status
(whereby · companies are exempt
from 40% company tax and 5%
development tax), labour utilization
relief, special incentives for exportoriented industries, and locational
,inceptives with 'tax lfolidays' of 5 to
10 years. In addition, the government provides appropriate tariff
protection and duty exemptions or
reductions such as on raw materials
and machinery required by manufacturing industries. Furthermore,
physical facilities offered include 50
industrial estates and 7 Free Trade
Zones totalling 9,649.2 hectares in
various parts of the country. The
pioneer status bait has attracted 748
companies from
1971-75 and
another 420 from 1976-79 (Fourth
Malaysia Plan, 1981: 14142).
Finally, we should note that Malaysia
imposes no restrictions whatsoever
on the repatriation of profits.
,
PIONEER STATUS
Japan has naturally taken advantage' of such incentives. In 1978, out
of 158 Japanese firms in the manufacturing sector in Malaysia, 80 were
receiving some form of incentive,
with 55% of them having been

granted pioneer status. As to be
expected, Japanese firms in terms of
location are found in the more
developed states which provide
better infrastructure for economic
activity. For example, the heaviest
concentration was in Selangor where
there were 191 firms or 52% of the
total. In the poor states, Kedah,
Perils, Trengganu and Kelantan, there
were only 14 firms or a mere 4% of
the total. Not only are Japanese
firms sited in developed states, they
are also located in large town. Kuala
Lumpur takes the lion's share with
122 firms. As for type of enterprise,
the Japanese are heavily concentrated in electronics and textiles.
Among the 21 foreign-controlled
electronic companies, 10 were
Japanese-controlled. In the textile
industry, out of 22 firms, 15 were
Japanese-controlled. In keeping with
Malaysian NEP policies, Japanese
firms are increasingly steered into
partnerships with public enterprises
as
Perbadanan
Nasional
such
(Pernas), Majlis Amanah Rakyat
(Mara), Federal I.and Development
Authority (Felda) and more recently,
the National Petroleum -Corporation
(Petronas), the various State Development Corporations (SEDC's). The
emergence of state capitalism does
not appear to hinder Japanese transnational companies who are concerned more with 'control' rather
than majority equity participation.
For example, such was a finding of
A.B. Sim, "Comparative Management
Practices, and Performance of
American, British and Japanese
MNC's in Malaysia", cited in Chee
and Lee, 1979: 28. See also Weinstein, 1976: 398, for a discussion of
Japanese "Ali-Baba" or dummy
shareholding tactics in Indonesia.
With respect to resource-oriented
investment, the scale of operation
of the 7 in mining, 15 in timber
processing and 12 in food processing
in 1978 were likely to be large. Such
is definitely the case with the enormous joint venture of Malaysian
Liquefied National Gas (LNG) Sdn.
Bhd., in Bintulu, Sarawak. This joint
venture of Petronas, Mitsubishi Corporation and Shell Gas has a paid-up
continued on page 56

*There being only one major study on the subject, namely, Chee and Lee, 1979, my account relies greatly on their data, interlaced with
observations of my own and from elsewhere as shall be noted.
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THE WORSENING COMMUNAL SITUATION
Continued from page 11

apex has played its part too in the
expansion of the Malay urban
working class and the Malay middle
and upper classes.

If the change-over from a onecommunity dominant situation to a
multi-ethnic situation creates some
ethnic discord in most circumstances
- as stated elsewhere - it is bound
to be even more disharmonious when
it has been brought about to some
extent by ethnic quotas in factories,
firms, offices and colleges. Viewed
against this backdrop one can understand why communal feelings are so
rife in the post-69 period.
They are particularly rife at the
level of the middle and upper classes
- though they permeate the entire
social fabric. For it is those levels
which have received most attention
from the state in its endeavour to
restructure society ethnically. This,
in turn, · is a reflection of the
dominant significance of the middle
and upper classes ip a capitalist
system. Most of the government's
energies as far as the NEP is concerned have been directed towards
the incubation of Malay contractors,
wholesalers., importers, executives
and professionals. This bias in the
NEP is amply illustrated by the
emphasis given to ethnic quotas in
university recruitment compared to
the lack of attention to the massive
drop-out problem among Malay
pupils in rural schools. Similarly, the
paucity of Malay executives in a
foreign firm or the lack of Malay
directors in an established company
generates much more concern within
government circles than say, the low
wages paid to Malay workers in an
electronics factory or the lack of
mobility for junior Malay clerks in a
shipping enterprise.
This middle and upper class thrust
of the NEP was obvious right from
the outset. In fact, it can be argued
that the NEP came into being in the
first instance to cater for the economic and political aspirations of
middle-class Malays who discovered

that the administocratic Alliance
leadership of the sixties was not
quite capable of accommodating
their ambitions. It was not prepared
to intervene extensively in the
economy on behalf of the Malay
middle-class; it allowed Chinese
capital to operate freely and widely.
The vast majority of policies and
programmes under the NEP - some
of which we have examined elsewhere - proves its middle and upper
class orientation.

An emerging Malay middle and
upper class backed by, what is
perceived as a Malay state
versus an established non-Malay
middle and upper class deriving
its strength from a market
economy linked to international
capitalism - this is the scenario
of the post-69 period that has
influenced the entire pattern of
ethnic relations in the country.
This then is the essence of the
ethnic problem in the country. The
largely Malay government is committed to the creation of a Malay middle
and upper class. This class and its
aspirations have brought it into
direct conflict with an established
non-Malay middle and upper class
which grew out of the colonial era:
An emerging Malay middle and upper
class backed by, what is perceived as
a Malay state versus an established
non-Malay middle and upper class
deriving its strength from a market
economy linked to international
capitalism - this is the scenario of
the post-69 period that has influenced the entire pattern of ethnic
relations in the country. As an aside,
one wonders how ethnic relations
would have been if there was a
substantial Malay component in the
middle-and-upper class of the first
twelve years of Merdeka! The
delayed birth of the Malay middleand-upper class is therefore a vital
dimen~ion in the communal problem.
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MOBILIZING COMMUNAL
INTEREST
It goes without saying that Malays
who benefit from ethnic policies will
want these policies to continue.
Middle and upper class Malays will
defend privileges and special opportunities in the name of the interest of
the community as a whole. In this
way, the sentiments of the community will be mobilised on behalf of
the interest of the middle-and-upper
classes. This will undoubtedly reinforce communal feelings.

Similarly, reactions from nonMalay middle and upper class types
have also contributed towards the
communalization of the situation.
We have already looked at the form
and content of these reactions. In a
sense, it is not just reaction to a
particular policy. Non-Malay communalism of this sort arises from a
selfish desire to preserve and, if
possible, strengthen one's existing
dominance . This is obvious from the
fact that in rejecting the state's
'middle-classing' policy there is an
unwillingness to suggest an alternative which will benefit the. poorer
majority of all communities. Rather,
the solution very often is to curb
Malay capitalism but to allo_w nonMalay capitalism to flourish.
If conflict within the middle and
upper classes has aggravated ethnic
relations, it is also because the
character of development remains
capitalistic - even though the state is
much more interventionist today.
But then, as we have already
observed, it is intervention on behalf
of Malay capitalism. Such intervention does not in any way alter the
basic framework of economic and
social relations. Capitalist relations
emphasise the. acquisition of commodities, the maximization of profits,
the pursuit of wealth as an end in
itself. When the attitudes and values
in such relations intrude interactions
between communities, they invariably distort underlying human
ties. The wealth of an individual ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

his acquisitive capability - becomes
the criterion of community success
in a capitalist society. Communities
are judged against each other on the
basis of these capitalist values. Individual successes in acquiring immense
wealth become representative of the
total well-being of the community
since capitalism is founded upon a
nation of individual enterprise and
affluence. This is why for the Malay
political leadership the riches of a
handful -of Chinese millionaires
became the motivation for the
creation of a Malay commercial and
industrial elite. This is why the Malay
middle and upper class like the nonMalay middle and upper class tends
to equate the well-being of their
particular classes with the welfare of
their respective communities. Seen
from this perspective one can understand why communalism cannot be
divorced from capitalism.
So far we have studied various
closely-related processes which have
led to a deterioration of the communal situation. There are, however,
specific elements in them which must
be re-examined from other perspec-

tives. Malay urbanisation, for instance, has not only had an impact
upon the ethnic composition of
Kuala Lumpur; the uniqueness of
this urbanisation lies in the fact that
an indigenous community suddenly
realizes that it is culturally alien in its
own premier city. The non-Malay
environment of Kuala Lumpur and
the other cities, given the incessant
emphasis upon the bumiputra/non·bumiputra dichotomy, thus becomes
a traumatic experience for the young
Malay migrant. For the non-Malay
city-dweller, the entry of the Malay
- again, given the ethnically-divided
atmosphere - is perceived as an
encroachment. His attitudes becomes
even more negative when he has to
adjust to the Malay presence because
of the early morning call to prayer or
some such cultural element. As a
result of all this, communal sentiments on both side's begin to
coagulate.
The ethnic reaction to the city
which we have just analysed is
related to yet another cause of the
decline in communal relations. This·
is religious revivalism. One of the

main reasons for Islamic resurgence
in particular is the non-muslim, nonMalay, and therefore, culturallyalien city environment. The MalayMuslim migrant becomes very conscious of his identity in his new
setting. He has to seek some form of
psychological sanctuary. Religion, as
we have seen, provides that security.
We have also noted how this leads
eventually to the proliferation of
religious movements which_become
impediments to inter-ethnic social
intercourse. Non-muslim reactions
through the establishment of new,
exclusive religious coteries make
matters worse.

The non-Malay environment of
Kuala Lumpur and the other
cities, given the incessant
emphasis upon the bumiputral
non-bumiputra dichotomy, thus
becomes a traumatic experience
for the young Malay mifrant.
It is quite possible that the new
interest in religion among non-
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Muslim youths, long settled in cities,
may also be due to the contemporary
citr itself. The city - Kuala Lumpur
for instance - has become huge and
impersonal. It compartmentalizes life
and living. It separates inner man
from his outer self. It creates a
feeling of emptiness, of a vacuum.
This is often reinforced by the lack
of meaningful communication, of the
absence of community solidarity, of
a sense of belonging. In his endeavour to overcome both his inner
dilemma and his outer predicament,
the city dweller affiliates with a
religion. Superficially, at least, his
new affiliation creates an inner
peace; externally, it provides him
with some fellowship through his
co-adherents.
URBAN PAROCHIALISM
The character of the city as a
contributory factor in the reinforcement of religious sentiment is
certainly not confined to nonMuslim groups. It may be part of the
explanation for religious revivalism
even in many Western cities. It may
also be an additional reason for
Islamic resurgence in the country. It
is ironical that the city, often seen
as the focal-point of cosmopolitanism; as the centre of universal
values, should become a source of
parochial sentiments, a barrier to
inter-ethnic harmony.
Finally, as in other multi-ethnic
societies too, the emergence of new
elites as part of a generational change
has also brought about a certain
degree of deterioration in ethnic
relations. As we have observed
earlier, the Alliance elites - whatever
their ethnic backgrounds - developed some common perceptions
through the efforts to obtain Independence. The post-69 elites do
not have the benefit of a 'communitytranscending', 'nation-embracing' experience. Development does not have
the same effect especially when it is
defined in ethnic terms. This is why

these new elites tend to be more
ethnic-oriented. They are community
leaders first; national leaders only
afterwards. Their attitudes and values
have influenced the thinking of a
whole generation - a generation
which has been indoctrinated to view
'nation-building' as a 'communitybuilding' process.
CONCLUSION
Colonialism, citizenship laws,
special position, the bumiputra/nonbumiputra dichotomy, a lack of
understanding of the historical and
cultural background of the country
among non-Malays, a lack of appreciation of contemporary realities
among Malays, the language problem,
the capitalist system, the determination of the non-Malay middle and
upper class to protect and expand its
position, the desire of the state to
create a Malay middle and upper
class, the vested interests of this class
among both communities, religious
revivalism, urbanisation, the modern
city, the change in elites - all these
and perhaps other factors have been
responsible for communalism. But
the deterioration in communal relations in the last decade has been due
mainly to the conflict between an
emerging Malay middle and upper
class and an established non-Malay
middle and upper class.

This is why instead of creating
more vertical structures, instead
of "classing" society further
one should seek to de-class
society, to establish horizontal
relationships.
There is no way in which this
conflict could have been avoided as long as one sought solutions to the
communal problem within the framework of a capitalist system. For it
would have been impossible to resist
pressures to use state power to

create a Malay middle and upper
class enjoying wealth and prestige
through commerce and industry as
long as there was such a class dominated by non-Malays.
Of course, it can be argued that
once a Malay middle and upper class
has established itself, there would be
harmony between the Malay and
non-Malay components of this class
which would then produce unity at
all other levels of society. This is not
likely for as long as society is vertically structured there will always be
other tensions between say the lower
and upper echelons which in a multiethnic society could be manipulated
to take the form of an ethnic conflict.
This is why instead of creating
more vertical structures, instead of
"classing" society further one should
seek to de-class society, to establish
horizontal relationships. Verticallystructured societies will need "vertical" ideas and ideologies to sustain
their power. The Malay/non-Malay,
bumiputra/non-bumiputra, Muslim/
non-Muslim dichotomies are all vertical intellectual structures. They
merely serve to camouflage class and
communal tensions.
Horizontal
relatfonships
are
relationships between human beings
in a classless society. These relationships allow people to share common
values and common interests that
transcend ethnic and cultural
differences. For that reason, they
have the potential capacity to overcome communalism.
It is only too obvious that a classless society - as the antidote to
communal dichotomization - can
only be achieved through a wholistic
social transformation. It is a transformation whose core must embody
a spiritual conception of man that
impels each of us to recognise that
universal humanity that is the
essence of our being. D

The gentleman first practises what he preaches and then preaches what he practises.
- Kung Fu-tze
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HUMAN RIGHTS

WORLD ROUND-UP
Azmi Khalid

WORLD REFUGEE SURVEY 1982
According to the annual survey by
the U.S. Committee for Refugees,
the worldwide total of persons
generally recognised as refugees
increased by almost 800,000 in 1982
to 10 million. The Committee reported that "the situation of refugees
is more difficult in much of the
world than it was a year ago. The
important issues of refugee protection valued in the past by the international .community seem to be
under assault in many areas. In parts
of Africa, Asia and the Americas,
nations are showing a greater tendency to push small groups of
refugees back across international
boundaries, notwithstanding their
fate on the other side, and to treat
refugees within their borders with a
harshness not generally exhibited in
the recent past." However, the
world-wide total of "internally displaced" persons, who flee their
homes but do not actually cross
international borders, dropped from
4.6 million in 1981 to 1.2 million in
1982.

LAWASIA

HUMAN

TIONS

COALITION OF
RIGHTS ORGANISA-

The Human Rights Standing Committee of LawAsia held a meeting in
New Delhi from 9-11 October 1982
with representatives from 12 countries from the ESCAP region to
discuss the establishment of a
regional coordinating body. The
meeting unanimously resolved to
establish a Coalition of human rights
organisations active in the region
and, as one of the long-term objectives of the Coalition, to work
towards an Asian Charter of Human
Rights and an Asian Human Rights
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

Commission, along similar lines to
the commissions now in existence in
Europe, America and Africa. It was
further resolved that LawAsia's
Human Rights Standing Committee
should undertake the coordinating
role of the new Coalition. The Committee was also authorised to take all
necessary steps in furtherance of the
Coalition and to carry out the
administrative task of formulating a
3-year plan of coordinated activities
for its members and affiliates. The
Coalition will hold its first Conference in Manila in September 1983.

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS - AID TO
EL SALVADOR
As much as US$385 million has
been provided as economic aid to
El Salvador by the United States over
the past 3 years. Yet, not much has
been used in programmes to assist
the needy, with 90% of funds being
allocated to military aid, budget
support, and private sector aid. Even
food aid mostly goes to the government for resale to the general population. Projects like the US$10 million
· Public Services Restoration provide
water and electricity services for
some but do not help the poor who
cannot afford them. The leading
causes of death in the country are
still malnutrition and painful diseases
caused by poor sanitation. Of the
total deaths by natural causes in rural
El Salvador, 4 7% are children under
5 years of age who starve to death.
30% are babies under 1, victims of
diarrhoeal diseases, malnutritional
deficiencies, pneumonia and prenatal
complications. Very small amounts
of direct aid could probably have
saved many of those lives.

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA DETENTION OF EDITOR
22

Liu Qing, editor and co-founder
of the April Fifth Forum, an unofficial magazine of the "democratic
movement", was detained in November 1979 when he publicly protested
against the arrests of Wei Jingsheng
and others. He was interrogated by
agents of the Public Security Bureau,
held without trial and kept in
solitary confinement for much of
that time. Though urged to confess
to the crime of "violating the administration of public security" he
remained adamant in his assertion
that he had committed no wrong.
Though he had still not been tried
by late July 1980, he was taken to a
labour reform camp called Lianhua
Temple in Hua County, Shanxi.

INDONESIA - HUMAN RIGHTS
SOCIETY FORMED
The Humaika Foundation (Himpunan Masyarakat Indonesia Untuk
Kemanusiaan) was established to
address the problems associated with
the development process. Their three
programmes - social action, public
relations, study and research - are
oriented toward the cultivation and
development of social consciousness
on such issues as legal awareness,
social solidarity and community
justice. Humaika also provides
humanitarian aid to all who need
assistance, including detainees and
their families. Priority is given to
those who suffer the worst socioeconomic conditions.

PHILIPPINES - PETITION BY
TORTURE VICTIMS
In July 1982, 23 political
prisoners who claim to have been
tortured while in detention filed a
petition with the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and
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Protection of Minorities of the U.N.
Commission on Human Rights. The
detainees had been arrested in a
series of raids in Metro Manila conducted by the Task Force Makabansa, a unit of the Intelligence
Services of the Armed Forces of the
Philippines. The petitioners were
initially taken to and detained in a
Constabulary Stockade at Camp
Crame, Cubao, Quezon City, or in
"safehouses" maintained by the
Armed' Forces. In the petition,
supplemented by over 150 pages of
documentation and sworn statements, they ·claim that they were
denied counsel and subjected to
various forms of torture.

SRI
LANKA
CAMPAIGN
AGAINST REPRESSIVE LAW
The Movement for Inter-Racial
Justice and Equality (MIRJE) has
announced the formation of CAPT A
- the Campaign for the Abolition of
the Prevention of Terrorism Act.
CAPT A
organisers have
held
meetings and seminars to discuss the
Act and begun a signature campaign
urging its repeal. The Act was
initially introduced to operate only
within the Northern Province for a
temporary period. It has now been
made a permanent law covering the
entire country and can be used
against any individual or group of
individuals suspected to be opponents of the government. Anyone
can be detained- for 3 days on
suspicion of being a terrorist. The
Minister of Defence can issue an
order of detention for 18 months.
Confessions extracted by force are
admissible evidence.

ARGENTINA - BODIES IN UNMARKED GRAYES
Over 400 bodies of unidentified
people were found in 88 unmarked
graves at the end of October 1982 on
the outskirts of Buenos Aires.
Human rights organisations say they
may have been among the thousands
of people who disappeared in the
1970s. Hundreds of parents of
missing Argentines joined with
leaders of the organisations in a
march to the presidential palace to

back demands for a complete investigation into the discovery of the
bodies. The military government
which is under growing public
pressure to account for more than
10,000 people reported to have disappeared, has remained silent.

URUGUAY - HUMAN RIGHTS
WORK THREATENED
The Uruguayan Chapter of the
Peace and Justice Service of Latin
America (SERPAJ /Uruguay) has been
severely threatened by the authorities lately. Founded in 1981 at the
invitation of Adolfo Perez Esquivel,
the Argentine Nobel Peace Prize
laureate, it is the only nongovernmental organisation working
to defend fundamental rights in
Uruguay. The danger to SERPAJ/
Uruguay's courageous attempts to
speak out against human rights
violations and to support those
affected are clearly demonstrated by
the military dictatorship's cruel
history of repression.

GUATEMALA
DOCTOR
RELEASED FROM DETENTION
Dr. Juan Jose Hurtado, a Guatemalan physician and anthropologist,
was released by the government in
July 1982 after 5 weeks of detention. He h'ad been held under the
broad provisions of the 'State of
Siege' and investigated, though not
charged, for links to subversive
elements. His release occurred only
days after the arrival of an international commission of inquiry in
Guatemala. The commission was
unable to meet with Dr. Hurtado to
verify reports that he had been
tortured, but he was released in the
custody of the International Committee of the Red Cross, reportedly
to receive medical attention.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA - UNFAIR
DISMISSAL OF DISSIDENTS
The Czechoslovak delegation at
the conference ·of the International
labour Organisation (ILO) in Geneva
in June 1982 admitted for the first
time that some dissidents had been
unjustly dismissed from their jobs.
23

This was particularly so of numerous
supporters of Charter 77 who had
been dismissed over the last 5 years
for signing the Charter manifesto. It
was in fact Charter 77 which had
fust exposed the authorities' fairly
current practice of dismissing people
from work because of their opinions.
Many intellectuals who lost their jobs
had no alternative but to accept
menial jobs. The ILO had itself
stated clearly that the signing of the
Charter 77 human rights declaration
"could not be considered as an
activity against the security of the
State". After 5 years of ILO pressure, Czechoslovakia seems to have
conceded this basic point.

U.S.S.R. - MOSCOW HELSINKI
GROUP DISBANDS
At a press conference in Moscow
in
September
1982, it was
announced that the Moscow Group
for Furthering the Implementation
of the Helsinki Agreements in the
USSR was being disbanded. A
founding member stated that the
savage persecution of the group since
its formation in 1976 had eventually
made its further existence impossible. The last straw had been a
threat of prosecution for "the dissemination of knowingly false
fabrications discrediting the Soviet
political and social · system" against
one of the 3 remaining members. Ten
others had been arrested and sentenced to various terms of confinement and exile, whilst the rest had
been obliged to emigrate or leave the
group.

LESOTHO
NEW
LEGISLATION

SECURITY

Lesotho has just enacted two
pieces of legislation to deal with
emergency situations - the Internal
Security (General) Act (No. 6 of
1982) and the Emergency Powers
Act (No. 7 of 1982). The Emergency
Powers Act repeals a similar law of
1970 enacted to deal with the state
of
emergency
following
tlie
coup d'etat of 1970. This new
measure empowers the Minister to
make regulations to deal with an
emergency situation. D
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POLITICS AND ADMINISTRATION
Chandra Muzaffar
Part 1
1.

The inherent right to life is perhaps one of the
most ful\damental human rights which in turn is a
vital pre-requisite for other rights in politics,
economics, culture and so on. The right to life means
that "no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life"
as the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights emphasizes. The political relevance of this
right is obvious.

If we sought to transform society on the basis of
God-consciousness and the values and relationships
associated with it (Aliran quarterly Vol. II no. 4)
what sort of social order will emerge? How will it
manifest itself in terms of specific spheres?

To answer the questions, we begin with those
spheres of society related to politics and administration. For without a description of the political and
administrative framework, our later discussions on
the economy, social relations, culture and so on will
not make much sense. This framework will provide
some idea of the organisational setting within which
we conceive of a new social order.
2.

Similarly, the Covenant recognises that "no one
shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment". Neither should
anyone be held in slavery or required to perform
forced or compulsory labour-. In our conception of
human rights, we also maintain that since everyone
has the right to liberty and security of person, no one
shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention.

What will be the dominant concern of politics and
administration in the new order?

Within a country, everyone has the right to
liberty of movement and freedom to choose his
residence. Without this right, a regime could, if it
wanted, manipulate people for its own political
purposes. It is equally important that everyone has
the right to leave any country, including his own.
Another aspect of these rights which is crucial in the
protection of the individual against the arbitrariness
of state power pertains to his privacy. As the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights puts it, "No one
shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his honour and
reputation".

We know what it will not be. It will not be
obsessed with power. Politics and administration in
most societies today, whatever the ideology, are
devoted largely to the pursuit, preservation and
perpetuation of power. When power becomes an end
in itself the human being ceases to have any real
meaning. He is seen as nothing more than a mere
pawn in the game. For the power-hungry politician
the spiritual essence of the human being has very
little worth or value.

To restore the inherent spirituality of man, freedom - not power - should become the major
concern of politics and administration. And crucial to
that freedom is of course individual freedom. Over
the last few decades, we have become conscious of a
whole variety of individual freedoms ranging from the
right of free speech to the right of employment and
the right to practise one's own religion.

A more explicit right which everyone recognises
as fundamental in a democracy is, of course, the freedom of thought and conscience. To be truly meaningful this right must be embodied in the right to hold
opinions without interference and the freedom of
expression. Human beings must also have the right of
peaceful assembly and the right to freedom of
association with others. These basic rights which have
always been regarded as vital to a citizen's role in a
society that values freedom must necessarily encompass the right "to take part in the conduct of public
affairs directly or through freely-chosen representatives, to vote and to be elected at genuine elections
which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and
shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing_ the free
expression of the will of the electors and to have
access, on general terms of equality, to public service
in his country". (International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights)

These freedoms are so important that it is worthwhile to examine them in some detail. Since we are
dealing with politics or administration, we shall confine ourselves to freedoms directly connected to these
two spheres though we must always remember that
these freedoms cannot be separated from economic,
cultural and civil rights which affect intimately the
exercise of political and administrative freedoms and vice-versa. Indeed, all human freedoms, in the
ultimate analysis, are closely interwoven. They are
part of an indivisible whole. Later on, when we study
the economic and cultural dimensions of society, we
shall examine rights that are relevant to those two
areas.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1
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4.

I

First, individual freedoms whether in politics or
in other areas underscore the position of man as a
sacred, spiritual being. One cannot preach the sacredness of the human being and yet deny him his rights.
By · exercising his freedoms - which in essence
amounts to shaping his own life, determining his own
destiny to the extent it is possible - man realises not
only his power ·but also his responsibility. In this way,
he becomes conscious of his mission on earth, his
purpose in life.
Second, in a sense individual freedoms are the
only real freedoms. For if freedom is inherent in the
very soul of man, then it is only through individual
consciousness that it can be brought to fruition. After
all, whether it was in the struggle against slavery or in
the fight for Independence during the colonial era,
individual awareness of the im:eortance of freedom
was a vital element in initiating these movements.
This is easy to understand for thinking, speaking and
acting - as essential dimensions in the quest for freedom - are, in the ultimate analysis, activities that
emanate from the individual. Even when a group is
committed to freedom, it is the love for that ideal in
each individual that sustains the commitment. A
group as an abstract entity cannot preserve or protect
freedom. That freedom must have an individual base
is emphasised by a fact that has repeated itself over
and over again in human history. Whenever human
rights are articulated and implemented as rights of the
collectivity or the mass, invariably individual freedom
is lost. With it, all freedom withers away .
Third, to be truly meaningful to the ordinary
human being, freedom has to centre around the
individual. There is no point in telling an individual
that he is free because his nation is independent, if he
does not have the right to express his own opinions or
to form associations with others or even to move
within his country. How can an individual be expected to believe that his nation is a defender of freedom
if he himself does not have the freedom to choose his
own job or the right to safeguard the privacy of his
home? This is precisely what is happening in many
communist states. This is also why we have always
insisted that institutional freedom must be such that
the individual is able to enjoy it. He must feel that it
is part of his life. That is the only way in which freedom can exist in society.
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interest' and 'public order' are included. Even the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights and the International Covenant of Civil and
Political Rights contain these qualification~.

3. - Why does Aliran give so much significance to individual freedoms?

4.

It is of course true that individual rights can be
abused in such a manner that public order is threatened. The use of violence by individuals and groups
to achieve their political aims - even when the objective situation does not warrant such an approach - is
perhaps an appropriate example of what I mean.
The community, on the other hand, may seek to
. defend its actions against an individual or a group in
the name of preserving national security, even though
it may have been motivated by other considerations.
As a case in point, national security may be the
argument for detaining a political critic without trial.
In reality, the detention may be aimed at removing a
formidable political opponent. Or, the state may
control the press ostensibly to ensure that harmonious ethnic relations are maintained when the real
reason may be the fear that its misdeeds will be
exposed to all and sundry.
Because community interests are sometimes
indistinguishable from elite interests, there is always
the danger that arguments like 'public order' and
'national security' may be nothing more than camouflaged attempts to perpetuate the position of those in
power. Conversely, the pursuit of individual rights
may conceal vested interests which, if allowed free
play, could harm the rest of the community:
This is, then, a dichotomy between the individual's position and the community's "7el1-being as
defined by its elites. This is a dichotomy which has
existed in one form or other since the very dawn of
organised society. It may never be possible to overcome it completely. Nonetheless one should try to
harmonize individual and community interests. In
that way, the individual need not subordinate his
inherent right to be free to the elites' desire to
protect what they perceive as the well-being of the
community.
There are many ways in which the individual and
the community can be brought into harmony. First,
if political power is diffused as widely as possible
some of the contradictions between the individual
and the community will be resolved. For one thing, it
will be more difficult for elite interests to develop
separately and as distinct from those of the ordinary
individual. If substantial segments of the community,
at various tevels, are involved in thinking and planning
policies and even in implementing and supervising
them; the people as a whole will feel that they have a
stake in preserving the stability and harmony of the
larger society to which they belong. Defining the
community's interest in the end becomes a collective
endeavour which is no longer the exclusive prerogative of a particular group.

Granted that individual freedom is imperative. But
isn't there such a thing as the 'interests of society'?
Shouldn't we subordinate individual freedom to the
needs of national security, of public order?

This is an argument that has to be treated
seriously. All national constitutions emphasise this
point. Whenever civil rights and political liberties are
mentioned, these conditions pertaining to 'national
25
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This brings us to the second factor. This allembracing consciousness, however, does not in any
way threaten to destroy the individual or his individuality - as some total thought systems do . For
the individual himself embodies the totality of this
consciousness; he is in fact the universe of all the
values that social existence demands. This means that
though our concern is with a philosophy that binds
the whole community the individual can continue to
remain at the core.
An example or two will clarify this point. Freedom, we have noted, is integral to man. So is
restraint. Affection for one's child is essential. So is
what is sometimes seen as its opposite - namely
authority. In other words, what we sometimes tend
to regard as curbs and controls are, from our philosophical standpoint, vital for man's total development.
This is because human values cannot exist in fragmented bits and pieces. They are part of an integrated
whole.
The same goes for society. All the values that are
applicable to the individual - freedom and restraint,
affection and authority - which sometimes present
themselves in dialectical relationships, are equally
relevant to the community. Emphasing one value and
disregarding the other can sometimes cause chaos.
We now .know that power and freedom in economics
and politics, unaccompanied by restraint and
discipline can lead to our own destruction. Similarly,
using our vast knowledge to exploit nature's bounties
without exercising the responsibility that should go
with it, may well bring about our own demise.

Second, as important as -sharing political and
administrative power in an egalitarian manner is
democratic control of the ruler by the ruled. A situation must develop where the media and various social
groups deem it a duty to criticize, to challenge, to
question and scrutinize the actions of those in authority. The government's notion of 'the national
interest' will be subjected to·intense examination. At
the same time, groups and individuals who espouse
rights and liberties will not be spared the sort of
rigorous analysis which will force them to be
genuinely altruistic. By exposing hidden motives and
interests in both the government and its critics, some
of the forces that help to sustain the individual community dichotomy will be curbed effectively.
Third, democratic control does not have much
impact if the economic base does not also undergo a
,major transformation. In an economy where individuals and groups are obsessed with. maximising
profits, one can hardly expect to find a sense of
community. On the other hand, an economic system
where the elites decide and determine how much
society must produce and what it will consume is
bound to qestroy individual initiative and achievement. The alternative may be an economic order
where free individuals on their own choose to share
and cooperate so that the welfare of one and all is
guaranteed. To accomplish this goal, there must be
changes in the ownership of economic resources, the
structure of social organisation, the nature of work,
settlement patterns and so on.
Fourth, it is perhaps true that a great deal will
also depend upon the type, scope and scale of technology-used by society. Certain types of technology
strengthen elite dominance and by implication,
leads to community control over the individual.
Other types of technology enhance individual power
and authority and contribute towards expanding
opportunities for individual freedom. Properly
utilised, technology that liberates the individual as an
integral element of the community can bring about
greater soda! solidarity.
Finally, in addition to politics, economics and
technology, a common philosophy that holds every- ,
one together will also help to redu~e the individual community dichotomy. For us, the vision, values,
attitudes and .relationships emanating from Godconsciousness would constitute the crux of our
philosophy. If it is to serve any purpose at all, it has
to be propagated through all available avenues of
communication and socialization.
There are 3 reasons why this philosophy may be
able to handle the problem of individual rights and
community interests. To start with, it does not begin
by dividing . human existence into an 'individual'
sphere as against a 'community' sphere. Life, society,
in its entirety is supposed to be guided by this allembracing consciousness.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

It is apparent then that the individual and his
community are governed by the same eternal,
universal values. By developing the individual in total,
we would also be enhancing the position of the
community.
There is a third reason. Our philosophy has yet
another advantage in that while it is comprehensive,
it is also broad and general. Values should remain that
way. When our notion of values and relationships
becomes too specific, there is a danger that it will
veer towards authoritarianism. At that point, political
and bureaucratic elites acting in the name of the
community may decide to define decent dressing for
everyone or determine the extent of social intercourse that is permissible between the sexes and so
forth. As long as values are broad and general, they
will continue to generate debate and discussion. They
will continue to produce those differences and disagreements which constitute the essence of freedom.
The five ways which can help reduce the individual - community dichotomy have to be further
elaborated in later essays. We have said very little
for instance about the sort of organizational structure
which will give form and meaning to the type of
politics and administration that we envisage. That
will be in part 2 of this presentation.
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Mustafa Anuar
n December 26, 1982, we held our Sixth Annual
General Meeting which was well attended. The
office-bearers and Committee members of the Society for
the past year were re-elected with some minor changes.
Sdr. Mustafa Anuar has taken over the Secretary's job
from Sdr. Ariffin Omar who is going overseas to further
his studies.

Malaysia. ( 4) American and Soviet domination on an
international scale. (5) Problems of intellectual captivity.
The Internal Education bureau has drawn up a
series of 10 talks for the year. So far, we have heard Sdr.
M. Ramachandran on "The Current Economic Recession
and the Workers in Malaysia", and Sdr. Cecil Rajendra
talking about "Lawyers and the Community". As a result
of the first talk Aliran has launched collections for a
'Retrenched Workers' Fund', presently confined to its
members.
As f~r Fraternity functions, we will be having a
Satay party on March 12 at Chandra's residence, partly as
a farewell do for Sdr. Ariffin and Yoke Kuan.

In his AGM address, the President expressed disappointment that many of the recent changes introduced
by the government had not been analysed and examined
in depth eg. the Malaysian car project, the Look East
policy and the Islamization process. This intellectual
superficiality, which is dangerous to the nation, may
derive from the intellectual shortcomings of our political
and administrative elites, an unwillingness to introduce
fundamental · social reforms and sycophancy among
bureaucrats and politicians.

The past few months have also seen some of our
members · giving talks to students, academics and trade
unionists.
On the Societies scene, Aliran has made a joint
statement with other societies on ISA hangings (which
was not carried by the Press). Aliran also initiated a
meeting on the amendments to the Penal Code which was
attended by the Young Christian Workers, Hindu Youth
Organisation and the Selangor Graduates Society. On
January 22, Aliran and various other societies met with
the Deputy Prime Minister . to discuss the new Societies
Act which will replace the present Act.

The need to analyse deeply becomes especially
vital, the President stressed, when the nation is facing
economic challenges and religious and cultural revivalism.
Aliran, intends to expand its areas of interest. For
the next 5 years we will add to our programme the
following: (1) Discrimination against women. (2) Bureaucratisation 'of society as can be seen in various
policies. (3) Arms expansion which is now a problem in

Though Aliran does not agree with the method of
presentation of both issues, and even the slant and
emphasis in some of the articles, we are nonetheless convinced that it would be unjust to cancel_ Nadi Insan's
permit.
A fundamental principle is at stake here. Press
freedom must mean the right to report, interpret and
analyse events based upon facts which are independently
verifiable. The Ministry of Home Affairs has not challenged Nadi Insan's exposition of facts. Neither has it
shown that the magazine has distorted certain events or
was prejudiced or biased in its analyses. If it were, the
action against Nadi Insan would have been justified.

NADI INSAN
Nadi Insan - a monthly magazine in Bahasa Malaysia devoted to social analysis - has been asked by the
Ministry of Home Affairs to show cause why its publishing pennit should not be cancelled. The magazine has
been given a month from the 12th February to defend its
position.
On the 25th February, Nadi Insan gave various
reasons on why it should continue to exist. It is still
awaiting a reply from the Ministry.

Besides, it must be borne in mind that while
hannonious relations with one's neighbours are important,
it is wrong to expect every magazine or group in the
country to toe the government's foreign policy position.
In a democracy citizens have the right to explain trends
and happenings in their societies in their own way.

The Ministry of Home Affairs, it is apparent, found
objectionable certain articles in Nadi Insan no. 44 pertaining to Brunei. It was felt that they would affect
adversely diplomatic relations between Malaysia and
Brunei. In fact, that particular issue was banned by the
Ministry.

Finally, in spite of its many shortcomings, Nadi
Insan has contributed to the growth of public awareness
of the major challenges confronting securities like ours.

Subsequent to that, it also objected to Nadi lnsan,
no. 46 which, the Ministry alleged, contained articles and
cartoons derogatory of the Singapore government. Once
again, the Ministry argued that Malaysia's relations with
its neighbours would suffer. It was at this point that Nadi
Insan was asked to 'show cause'.

In the interest of justice and freedom, it should be
allowed to continue to publish.

The Executive Committee
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In each Issue of the Journal, we shall be reproducing In this column all A/iron's complete statements to the Press made during ·
the preceding quarter.
·

MORAL
LAWS

are taken into account. This is why
attempts to eliminate prostitution
for instance which do not consider
the social situation as a whole have
always failed miserably.

bile Aliran has always argued
for a society with a strong
moral basis, founded upon common
spiritual values upheld by the
different communities, it cannot
support the 'moral laws' approach
advocated by the Minister in the
Prime Minister's Department, Datuk
Muhammad Nasir.

Instead of formulating moral iaws
from such a myopic perspective
Aliran urges the government t~
develop a more profound understanding of sexual morality based
upon knowledge afforded by religious philosophy and the social
sciences.

<W

First, his concept of moral values
is too narrow since it is _confined to

sexual morality. Sexual morality is
part of a larger concept of right and
wrong which must necessarily encompass issues of justice, freedom,
integrity and compassion. To see
sexual morality in isolation from the
more crucial question of the human
being as a moral entity is to distort
the meaning of morality itself.
Second, even sexual morality
must be understood within the
context of a modem, progressive
society. For example, in traditional
religion, 'modesty' on the part of
women meant that they should not
interact with men other than their
close relatives. Various rules were
formulated in line with this concept
of modesty. In societies where
women are actively involved in
public life, modesty has to be reinterpreted to allow for social interaction with men. This is why it is
wrong to enforce sexual mores as
understood in traditional religions
without analysing their effects in
contemporary social settings.

Third, it is in any case foolish to
believe that sexual morality can be
imposed through the force of the
law. For what is regarded as 'immoral' is very often a product of
economic conditions, social circumstances and value-systems which may
all be beyond the control of the
individual who is being punished.
Individual responsibility should be
assigned only after all these factors
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

Disseminating such a concept of
morality and transforming society in
accordance with spiritual values
should take precedence over the
implementation of moral laws. For
eduC{ldtion .and social tran_sformation
proVI e a more enduring basis for
moral values than the strictures of
the law.
Indeed implementing moral laws
without other more fundamental
changes will have adverse consequences. First, it would merely serve
to legitimize deception. What is the
point for instance, of having a law
which claims to protect women's
honour when the wage structure, the
work pattern, the family system, the
media, indeed the entire distribution
of power in society seek to degrade
women? Second, it would only
enhance the already pervasive hypocrisy in society. In societies which
are neither genuinely democratic nor
egalitarian, laws on moral behaviour
succeed in punishing the lowly and
protecting the powerful. For the
immoral conduct of the elites who,
in the ultimate analysis jlre one of
the major causes of moral decadence,
will not be exposed, let alone
examined, by the law.
In other words, superficiallyconceived moral laws may create a
more immoral society in the real
sense of the word.
Chandra Muzaffar
President

14th December, 1982
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PENANG REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY
(D oth in terms of its objectives
functions the Penang
Regional Development Authority
(PERDA) is similar to other regional
development authorities established
in
Johore, Pahang, Trengganu,
Kelantan and Kedah.
To a certain extent, all these
authorities affect the legislative and
executive powers of their respective
state governments. This is a trend
that should not be encouraged. If
development is to result in meaningful participation by ordinary people,
state governments and local authorities should be given bigger roles.
After all ours is a federal system of
government which means that power
should be shared equitably between
the centre and the state.
Besides, many of the duties of
PERDA can be carried out by other
federal institutions. Some of its
specified functions, for instance,
overlap with ministries such as Rural
and National Development, Regional
and Land Development and the
Prime Minister's office. Yet other
functions could have been handled
by UDA, FAMA, FELCRA, the Bank
Pertanian and other such agencies.
Even at state level some of the goals
of the Penang Development Corporation (PDC) are not very different
from PERDA's.
If it was a question of trying to
bring about more effective development through a single agency, it
would have been more economical to
coordinate the activities of different
bodies in a systematic and rational
manner. By setting up a new authority the public has incurred additional expenditure at a time when we
should be controlling bureaucratic
expansion. Bureaucratic expansion is
one of the major causes of our
economic decline. It is completely
unjustifiable especially when there is
~ and
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already so much duplication of roles
and activities within the bureaucracy.
Finally, Aliran observes that
PERDA, like most other statutory
bodies is not required to report
directly to Parliament. PERDA was
created by an act of Parliament. It is
financed by public funds. It is only
proper there.fore that it reports to
the people on its activities through
Parliament. The law only requires
PERDA to report to the Minister
concerned. This is not sufficient and
is contrary to the principle of
accountability.
In this connection, Aliran would
like to suggest that the statutes of
all existing public authorities should
be amended to include a specific
clause requiring them to submit
annual reports direct to Parliament.
This is one way of checking the
power of bureaucratic agencies
whose functions are all-embracing
and whose financial resources are
unlimited.
Executive Committee

14th December, 1982

A RESPONSIVE
CIVIL SERVICE
11
OT

liran welcomes some of the
positive elements in the Prime
Minister's speech to the Administrative and Diplomatic Service Association on Monday night.

It is significant that he has
stressed the importance of reading
and seeking knowledge . There is a
need for civil servants in particular to
constantly widen their intellectual
horizons through reading since the
routinized nature of their work
sometimes get them into a mental
rut. Without the infusion of new
ideas, the Civil Service will stagnate
and degenerate. In this connection,
Aliran would like to suggest that civil
servants acquaint themselves with
literature on development, social
change, modern history and Eastern
philosophies rather than confine
their readings to management and
administrative techniques.

However, acqumng knowledge
alone is not enough. There must be
integrity within the Civil Service. The
Prime Minister has also emphasised
that integrity is only possible if those
holding key positions within the
Civil Service are clean and incorrupt
and prepared to take action against
the wrongdoers.

Finally, for the Civil Service to
really serve the people there must be
serious re-structuring of the service
itself. While its functions have
increased manifold since Merdeka,
the Civil Service remains a hierarchical institution whose activities
are directed and dictated by the
upper echelons. There is very little
scope for initiative and innovation
by ordinary officers.
To encourage initiative and innovation within the Civil Service, more
power and authority should be given
to those at the lower levels. This can
only happen if the district or the
community is made the basic unit of
administration. It could result in a
more responsive and humane civil
service.
Executive Committee

23rd December, 1982

LOCATION OF THE
SIXTH UNIVERSITY

11 liran regrets that the location
OT of the proposed Sixth Univer-

sity is being determined by criteria
which have nothing to do with
education.
Educational planners should be
allowed to advise the government on
where the University should be
located based upon considerations
such as the academic orientation of
the university, the type of social
needs it fulfils and the geographical
distribution of existing Universities.
The Higher Education Advisory
Council which has been dormant for
a long while should be reactivated
and asked to play its rightful role in
planning for the Sixth University.
Ind~ed, all educational projects
should be planned by educationists
and not politicians. In this way, we
can begin to de-politicize education
in
Malaysia.
Once
educational
policies have been formulated by
Parliament, educationists should be
given the freedom to implement
these policies without interference
from the politicians.
In this connection, Aliran is
particularly disturbed by a newspaper report that the Kedah state
government has reserved a 200hectare site in the Prime Minister's
Parliamentary
Constituency
of
Kubang Pasu for an institution of
higher learning. The impression
created is that the Sixth University
may be in Kubang Pasu. A subsequent statement by the Kedah
Mentri Besar has confirmed this.
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Unless it can be shown that from
an educational point of view the
Kubang Pasu Constituency is better
suited than other areas in the
country for a University campus,
impartial observers are going to conclude that there is apparent bias in
the proposal. There are many
examples in various parts of the
Third World of Presidents and Prime
Ministers locating prestigious projects
like ports, Hydro-electric dams and
fertiliser plants in their home provinces or parliamentary constituencies
even when there are no rational
grounds for their decisions. Invariably, such actions have only
served to discredit the leaders concerned.
Aliran is convinced that Datuk
Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamed would
not want to tarnish his image as an
honest and righteous leader. He
should not, therefore, allow the
Sixth University to be built in his
Constituency.
When a leader wants to inspire his
people to create an ethical society,
he must make sure that his own
ethical standards are many times
higher than that of his most virtuous
follower.
Executive Committee

24th December, 1982

LEAVING THE
POOR TO DIE
t1 t1
cJ V \

alaysians are deeply concerned
about the rising cost of basic
public services. In the last few weeks,
there have been significant increases
in postal, telecommunication and
hospital charges.
These increases will only worsen
the already serious inflationary
trend. The poor, it is obvious, have
been badly hit, especially by the new
hospital charges. It is particularly
tragic when seriously-ill patients
cannot
afford
urgently-needed
medicines.
This is why Aliran would like the
government to scrap the new hospital
charges and· restore the earlier rates.
Aliran is convinced that the government will be able to do this if it
reorientates its development strategy
and rearranges its economic priorities. Indeed, with a new approach, it
should be able to provide other
public services too at much reduced
rates.
ALI RAN QUA RTE R.L Y VOL. 3 No. 1

First, there must be a determined
effort to control elite extravagance.
Public funds should not be used to
purchase new executive jets for the
use of government leaders or to buy
new, expensive cars for them or to
undertake exorbitant renovations of
official residences.
Second, there must be greater
seriousness in curbing corruption and
wastage at all levels.
Third, military expenditure which
has been increasing in the last few
years should be controlled.
Fourth, massive public projects
which bring direct benefits to only
segments of the population should
be postponed. The Penang bridge,
flyovers, superhighways and the new
universities will not help in any way
to improve the standard of living of
the majority of the people.
Fifth, unnecessary bureaucratic
expansion through the creation of
new agencies which duplicate the
activities of existing authorities
should cease. At the same time, there
must be so_me attempt to check the
amount of money spent on travelling, board and lodging within the
bureaucracy. It is also wrong to
spend so much on welcoming
ceremonies, opening and closing
ceremonies and gifts to dignitaries.
However, control over public
sector expenditure will not work
unless the private sector is also made
to play a more responsible role.
I

For one thing, the 'wealth-drain'
from the country should stop.
Foreign companies should not be
allowed to repatriate such huge
profits. Indeed, it would be in the
interest of the majority if the Malaysian community as a whole own our
vital resources and manage crucial
economic activities through popular
participation. In this manner, wealth
which would otherwise accrue to
already affluent individuals and
powerful companies should be
retained by the community for the
benefit of everyone.

An example of an economic
activity which should be controlled
and directed by the community is
the pharmaceutical industry. At the
moment, the industry is dominated
by private firms which reap massive
profits. It is a pity that after 25
years of Merdeka, we do not manufacture our own pharmaceutical
products. Even Bangladesh has its
own pharmaceutical industry. A
community-owned
pharmaceutical
industry ·could reduce considerably
the price of medicines.
If the government could adopt
these measures there would be
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

enough money to provide for the
basic needs of each and every citizen
through public services that are
freely available to all. There would
be no need for the poor to die
because they cannot afford medical
treatment.
Chandra Muzaffar
President

7th January, 1983

RETRENCHMENT
fl liran ' is concerned over the

07"

recent cases of retrenchment
and other labour problems in the
electronics, metal and textile industries. These labour problems have
caused serious hardship to workers
and their immediate families.
The Malaysian public should not
fail to appreciate how much these
workers have sacrificed in accepting
pay cuts and retrenchment owing to
the economic situation.
However, in spite of all these
sacrifices, the workers still get
shoddy treatment. Needless to say
the Government has to step in to
ensure that social justice prevails.
Also, the public ought to understand the underlying forces that have
made the Malaysian economy what it
is today - i.e. comprising an industrialized sector that is over dependent on the world market. It is the
type of industrialisation that not
only encourages exploitation of our
labour but also discourages the
development of our own scientific
and technological base.
Besides, it prevents the growth of
a domestic market for our own
industrial products. Perhaps the
Government ought to take this
opportunity to reconsider its entire
industrialisation policy.
As far as the-immediate situation
is concerned, there is an urgent need
to deal with the following:
a. Protecting workers' welfare by
providing
full
retrenchment
benefits which would incorporate
not only their monthly wages .for
a period of six months but would
include cost of living allowances
to cope with inflation, and also
family allowances. This is a social
·commitment that the factories
concerned, which have reaped
immense profits in good times,
owe to society and to the
workers.
b. The Government should provide
facilities to re-train the retrenched
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in industrial skills for small and
medium-sized industries that cater
for the domestic market, and for
purposes of self-employment.
Aliran is saddened to realise that
there's no preparation for this,
especially when the present slump
was predicted some four years
ago.
c. The Government should also look
into the possibility of providing
incentives for the retrenched
workers to participate in food
production. This will not only
provide them alternative employment but also increase local food
production. Strong emphasis upon
food production is very much
needed especially if we want to be
self-reliant in the face of the
economic recession.
d. A workers' solidarity fund should
be initiated by the Government,
the employers and the general
public with the aim of generating
money for, say, loans to help in _
the education of workers'
children.
These labour problems serve to
highlight the need for the unionisation of workers to protect their
legitimate interests and rights.
Finally, Aliran would like to stress
that it is the right of every citizen and not necessarily the workers' only
- to be concerned about the shutdown of factories and other related
problems because all of us are part
and parcel of the country. For if one
were to follow the "logic" of specialisation, confining concern to the
group involved, then only the
corrupt may talk about corruption!
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Mustafa K. Anuar
Secretary

9th January, 1983

GAMBLING
( I he moral philosophies of all the
·_1 communities in Malaysia condemn gambling as a vice. Indeed, it is
some non-muslim societies - rather
than muslim states - that have
succeeded in controlling institutionalized gambling. Rational analysis has
shown that gambling is harmful to
society as a whole.
This does not mean however that
it should be curbed through prohibitions and proscriptions.
Prohibitions have been notoriously unsuccessful in controlling
gambling especially in societies which
have not made any attempt to elimi-
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nate the underlying causes of this
vice. Gambling as a social disease is
the product of a whole variety of
factors. In a materialistically-oriented
society, for instance, some of the
'haves' may be addicted to gambling
since the whole system is geared
towards unending acquisition and
affluence. Similarly, in a community
where the 'have-nots' are not looked
after properly, they may see
gambling as a way of securing their
economic well-being. Besides, how
can prohibitions work when elements
of gambling are integral to our entire
social system? Isn't the Stock
Exchange itself a citadel of speculation?
Instead of introducing prohibitions,
the
government
should
endeavour to check the conspicuous
consumption of the elites which is
undoubtedly a major cause of
gambling. It should at the same time
strive to improve the standard of
living of the poor for whom life itself
has become a gamble.
Quite apart from the foeffectiveness
of
prohibitions,
banning
muslims from the Genting Casino
may create the impression that nonmuslims are lax in their morality . In
a society where ethnic misconceptions are rife, such a perception will
only help to reinforce existing communal sentiments. Rather than create
contradictory moral codes within the
same society, the government should
attempt to evolve a common ethical
foundation for both muslims and
non-muslims
through
example,
education and economic reform.
Shared ethical values - not separate
moral standards - should be the goal
of a multi-religious society.
Given the likely consequences of
the 'casino ban' it is naive to argue
that it is merely the first step before
the underlying causes are dealt with .
Approaching the problem in this
manner only serves to aggravate the
situation. It is not the first step but
the wrong step. It is yet another
example of treating the symptoms
without looking at the illness.
Chandra Muzaffar
President

12th January, 1983.

NEGLECT OF OLD
FOLKS HOME
distressing to learn about
[I ttheis pathetic
conditions existing

at the old folks home in Nibong
Tebal as reported recently.

Basic necessities of life like clean
water, electricity, proper toilet facilities are being denied to the inmates.
Clothing is being restricted to one set
a year and hardly any medical attention is provided to the infirm among
the inmates.
It is shocking to know that food is
not being served according to the
menu. The dining hall lights do not
work, as a result of which the
inmates are forced to have an early
dinner before dark.

Aliran finds it difficult to understand how these conditions have
been allowed to continue. Surely it
cannot be due to a shortage of funds
since this home is being funded by
South Indian Labour Fund Board
which is reported to have a few
million dollars of assets, some of
them invested in foreign countries.
Furthermore, the fund is under the
supervision of the Minister of Labour
and Manpower.
According to the South Indian
Labour Fund Ordinance 1958. the
fund is to be used, among other
things, 'for the maintenance of aged
or decripit South Indian labourers and
their dependents or orphans' and 'for
the welfare or benefit of South
Indian labourers in need of assistance'.
Thus it is not a question of
charity being handed out to the
inmates. The services that ought to
be provided in the Nibong Tebal old
folks home are rightfully due to
them.
Aliran calls upon the Minister of
Labour and Manpower to investigate
this matter. Specifically, he must
find out whether the lack of proper
basic facilities is due to misuse of
funds or non-availability of funds.
Then proper steps can be taken to
rectify the situation. In addition to
what they are entitled to, it will help
the inmates a great deal if recreational facilities such as television are
also provided.
It is sad to note that in a prosperous nation like Malaysia, such
inhuman conditions for the disadvantaged are allowed to exist. We
wonder at the human feelings of the
officials of the Ministry of Labour
who are supposed to supervise the
running of the home.

Aliran also understands that this is
not an isolated incident. In many
institutions set up to help the disabled, the original aims and purpose
are forgotten all too soon. In the
end, these institutions end up serving
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the interests of the bureaucrats who
run the places.
P. Ramakrishnan
Exco Member

19th January, 1983

II
OT

DATUK AHMAD
BOESTAMAM

Jiran is saddened to learn of
the death of Datuk Amhad
Boestamam. He was deeply corn·
mitted to the struggle against
colonialism. Our history books
should give due consideration to his
important role in the Independence
movement.
It is significant that Datuk Ahmad
Boestaman continued to espouse the
cause of the disadvantaged majority
throughout his political career. To
his credit, his notion of economic
justice was seldom coloured by ethnic
considerations.
May his soul rest in peace.
Executive Committee

20th January, 1983

WAR AGAINST
DRUGS
II
OT

liran hopes the public will give
full support to the government's nation-wide campaign against
drug abuse.
Drug addiction has become an
extremely serious problem with an
estimated
350,000
dependent&.
Between January and August 1982
there were 7,072 new addicts which
represents a 20 per cent increase over
the same period in 1981. What is
even more alarming is that a vast
majority of them were in their
twenties.
Some of the measures which the
government proposes to take like
Operation White Area will undoubtedly curb the menace to some
extent.
However certain other measures
must also be adopted as far as the ·
immediate situation is concerned.
First, more drug rehabilitation
centres should be opened up
throughout the country. The present
centres are inadequate. Hospitals and
even polyclinics in areas known for
drug addiction should be equipped
with detoxicating units.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. l

Second,
detailed
information
should be obtained from drug addicts
already seeking treatment on how
they get their supplies, their network
of friends, how the habit is propagated and so on. Such information
would be most valuable in not only
destroying existing supply systems
but also drawing out the thousands
of addicts who are slowly withering
away in different parts of the
country.
Third, there must be greater surveillance of various entry-points
through which drugs flow into the
country. Anti-drug abuse personnel
should be better trained in methods
of detection and inspection.

Fourth, corruption which has
helped to sustain, and even aggravate,
the drug problem should be eliminated. Corruption has enabled illegal
drugs to find their way into the
country. It is also partly because of
corruption that there is no effective
enforcement.
Fifth, major drug operators, once
caught and convicted, should have all
their financial assets and earnings
confiscated. The law already provides
for this, and for that reason it should
be more widely publicised. Their
wealth should be used in the fight
against drug addiction. Longer jail
penalties should also be imposed.
Sixth, the Malaysian Medical
Association should be asked to check
the misuse of addictive drugs in
private clinics in particular. This is
one of the minor causes of drug
addiction in some cases.
Seventh, Radio and Television
Malaysia, in conjunction with private
advertising companies should try to
devise more effective films, documentaries, fillers and jingles on the
drug menace.
Finally, schools, parent-teacher
associations, community organisations, religious bodies, trade unions,
voluntary societies and the press
should be given all the necessary
information on the drug problem.
Millions of pamphlets and brochures
should be distributed to all those
who exercise influence and authority
in society. This sort of mass mobilization has not taken place yet.
In formulating responses to the
immediate situation we should not
however ignore the underlying causes
of the problem. In fact, unless these
causes are dealt with there can be no
solution.
First,
the government must
endeavour to eliminate poverty and
unemployment. The misery and
frustration that they generate conALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

stitute a major cause of drug addiction among the poor and deprived.
Second, it is dangerous to encourage the growth of a consumeroriented,
materialistic
culture
especially within the upper classes.
For the boredom and emptiness that
this culture produces is also a cause
of drug addiction among the young
in wealthy homes.
Third, family life, the husbandwife relationship and love between
children and parents should be
strengthened
considerably.
The
erosion of family ties in recent times
has helped to proliferate emotionallyunstable personality types who seek
sanctuary in drugs. We must reorganise work patterns and the social
structure in such a manner that the
affection and security that the family
offers will be restored.
Fourth, there must be a lot of
opportunities for the young, whatever their background, to express
themselves in a creative, meaningful
manner. Sports, recreational and
cultural activities should be given
every encouragement. The chanelling
of youthful energies in this direction
may dissuade them from seeking
adventure through experimentation
with drugs.
Fifth, for everyone, young and
old, there must emerge the sort of
society that provides its citizens with
a sense of purpose in life, a feeling
that human existence has a meaning
and a message. Development must
take a society along the path of
spiritual fulfilment.
Otherwise one will have no
qualms about abusing life with drugs.
Gan Kong Hwee
Exco Member

23rd January, 1983.

IN-HOUSE
UNIONS
/1

liran hopes that the government will not go ahead with
the proposal to establish in-house
unions.

OT

In-house Unions will only serve to
splinter further the labour movement
since each Union will negotiate its
own wage arrangement with its
management. Different wage rates
within the same industry will create
new divisions among workers.
Indeed, unscrupulous owners and
managers of firms and factories may
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seize the opportunity to depress
wages as divisions among workers
in the same industry weaken their
collective bargaining power. In industries such as textiles and electronics
this is quite possible since the unions
are in no position to exert their
strength, given the availability of
cheap labour elsewhere.
Besides, in-house unions will make
it easier for the management to
victimise workers in a particular firm
since they are not part of a larger
movement. Workers, including union
leaders, in such situations will
become more dependent upon the
goodwill of the management for
confirmation, promotion and the
like.
Instead of weakening labour
further through in-house unions the
government should seek ways and
means of strengthening the trade
union
movement.
Unionization
should be made easier in various
industries. The expansion of union
membership should be encouraged
through positive measures undertaken by the government. The wagenegotiating machinery should be
made more effective especially from
the point of view of the workers'
position. The welfare of workers
should be given priority in progressive legislation which goes beyond
what SOCSO has to offer.
A strong labour movement is in
the interest of the nation. Properly
directed it can help the government
achieve its goal of a truly self-reliant
society. It can ensure that wealth ,
incomes and opportunities are more
equitably distributed. It can check
the excesses of capital. In fact, a
strong, healthy labour movement can
play a major role in breaking down
ethnic barriers and creating a
genuinely multi-ethnic atmosphere.
It is wrong to point to Britain as
an example of a country that has
been ruined by a powerful trade
union movement. Britain's economic
woes are due to a whole variety of
technological, commercial and sociological factors which have very little
to do with trade unionism as such.
After all, there are other examples of
prosperous and dynamic societies
like Sweden, Denmark, Holland and
Austria which allow labour to
exercise tremendous power.
In this connection, Japan is not a
good example of a country that has
looked after its workers. It is a wellknown fact that in many of the
smaller industries there is widespread
exploitation of labour. Even if there
is a degree of harmony between
workers and employers in some of
the bigger firms, it is a product of
certain cultural influences which
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cannot be transplanted to other
societies. It is naive therefore to
believe that Japanese-style in-house
unions in Malaysia will improve our
industrial rP.lations.
Executive Committee
3rd February, 1983

THE TUNKU'S
BOTH BIRTHDAY
_// liran joins the nation in wishing
OT the Tunku a happy 80th birth·
day. It is a sign of God's bounty to
him that the Tunku has continued to
enjoy relatively good health in his
ripe old age.
History will remember the Tunku
not only for his leading role in the
Independence movement but also for
his faithful adherence to certain
fundamental principles of gover·
nance. As the leader of a multi-ethnic
society he believed sincerely in the
importance of goodwill and tolerance
among all communities.
As the first Prime Minister, the
Tunku was equally committed to the
maintenance of democratic institu·
tions and he exercised his authority
with a deep sense of compassion and
humility. If he had not upheld these
principles in the first formative
decade of Independence, our society
may have taken on a different form
and character.

May God continue to bless him
with health and happiness.
Executive Committee
8th February, 1983
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DELEGATION
OF POWERS

liran welcomes the call by the
deputy Prime Minister Datuk
Musa Hitam, to government depart·
ments involved in the processing of
building applications, to delegate
powers to officers at the ground
level so that decisions can be made
faster.

OT

Though the centralization of
decision-making is only one of many
problems that plague the construe·
tion industry, delegation of powers
will help in a small way to promote
the growth of the industry . To
boost
the housing development
further , problems of land alienation,
foreign in volvement in the property
market, multiple house ownership,
bureaucratic red-tape , corruption ,
speculation , the absence of public
control over building materials and

the lack of funds for public housing
should be looked into.
De-centralization of authority in
relation to the construction industry
should be seen as the first step in a
gradual overhaul of the entire power
structure within the bureaucracy. The
district, rather than the Federal
Capital, should become the effective
basis of administration. Planning and
even policy-formulation in certain
respects should originate from, and
be centred around; the district. The
district, through elected town and
local councils, should exercise control
over housing, education, health,
agricultural development and indus·
trialization among other political,
economic and cultural activities. In
all these activities, ordinary people
should be involved in planning and
implementation.
The vast majority of districts in
West Malaysia are quite capable of
becoming administrative centres in
themselves . The medium-sized towns
that serve as district capitals could
emerge as the nuclei of development
in each area. The countryside could
be utilized for the purpose of food
production and for the establishment
of related industries. Most districts
also have adequate infrastructure in
the form of a modern transport and
communication system. Besides, their
populations are manageable and
provide viable bases for economic
development.
By emphasizing the district in this
manner, one will not only enhance
administrative efficiency but also
check unnecessary bureaucratic ex·
pansion.
Development within a
district setting will benefit the local
community much more than the
present form of elitistic modemi·
sation. People will be more involved
in the type of decision-making that
affects their lives. There could well
be a greater: sense of community
solidarity and more willingness to
co-operate. The alienation characte·
ristic of urban life could be over·
come .
There is perhaps qo other way of
protecting and strengthening freedom
justice and fraternity in modern'
societies.
Mohd. Osman Ibrahim
Exco Member
15th February 1983

/1
OT

REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITIES

liran feels that the dismal
failure of the expensive regional
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development authorities in achieving
their set goals should indeed be
viewed with great concern.
The massive amount of money
that has been and will be spent for
these authorities makes it more vital
for the Government to re-examine
and analyse critically every aspect of
their operations.
There are various factors that con·
tribute to the failure of the Develop·
ment Authorities.
To start with, the physical size of
these schemes warrants a review
because from the viewpoint of both
agricultural and industrial develop·
ment, smaller units tend to achieve
greater success.
Moreover, no proper analysis was
made before these authorities were
established with regard to natural
resources, settlement pattern, market
linkages, population profile, capital
and level of skills.
Once the authorities were set up,
no attempt was made to involve the
local
population
in
planning,
management and implementation.
.Aliran believes th-at development
must involve people's participation at
grassroots level.
During the last few years as these
schemes were expanding, there were
no attempts made to monitor
systematically their performances.
In the current evaluation exercise,
Aliran hopes that the following con·
siderations would be kept in mind :
a. The emphasis in these ~uthorities
should be on the development of
viable farming communities orien·
ted towards food production.
b. People's cooperatives should be
established that would organise
marketing and credit facilities for
the farmers.
c. Industries that are established
should use local resources and be
oriented towards producing tools
and
~ppliances
for
modem
farming.
d. Technological skills should be
improved by developing small
and medium-sized craft industries.
e. The modem towns which grow
out of these development schemes
should
emphasise community
living, _educational and cultural
development rather than consu·
merism and materialistic growth.
f. In all these endeavours, bureaucratic involvement should be kept
to the minimum.

25th February, 1983.

Mustafa K. Anuar
Secretary
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IKATAN ETNIK DAN KELAS
DI MALAYSIA
Sanusi Osman

Di Malaysia , faktor etnik, agama
dan kelas merupakan faktor pengi kat
dan penjalin kerjasama yang penting
di kalangan anggota-anggota masyarakat di sini .
Dai am
masyarakat
berbilang
etnik, berbagai ikatan kesetiaan
wujud di kalangan anggota-anggotanya. Ada ikatan yang bersifat mengikut garis etnik dan ada pula yang
merentas garis etnik. Seseorang
individu mung~in akan memilih
beberapa i katan kesetiaan untu k
kebaikan
dan
kepentingannya.
Sungguhpun begitu individu yang
mempunyai beberapa i katan kesetiaan terpaksa menyesuaikan ikatan
kesetiaannya itu dengan kepentingannya.
Jenis-jenis ikatan kesetiaan itu
wujud disebabkan oleh beberapa
dorongan tertentu. Oleh itu, sekiranya dorongan itu berubah besar
kemungkinan yang ikatan kesetiaan
itu juga akan
turut
berubah.
Dorongan yang paling kuat bagi
pembentukan kumpulan manusia
ialah keperluan untuk melindungi
seseorang
dan
menambah
hak
individu terhadap prestige, kuasa dan
kekayaan yang ada dalam masyarakat
itu. Dalam masyarakat berbilang
etnik
yang
kumpulan-kumpulan
etni knya bersaing antara satu sama
lain
untuk merebutkan sumber
kekayaan yang · sama, seruan-seruan
yang menggunakan faktor etnik
biasanya
dengan
mudah
dapat
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

mengumpulkan sokongan daripada
anggota-anggota kumpulan etnik itu .
Penekanan yang terlalu kuat
kepada faktor etnik dalam persaingan
di antara kumpulan-kumpulan etnik
yang berlainan bagi mendapatkan
peluang-peluang
ekonomi
dan
k_ekuasaan politik, boleh menjejaskan
usaha-usaha memupuk persefahaman
dan perpaduan di kalangan rakyat.
Pada masa ini, ikatan kesetiaan etnik
memainkan peranan yang amat
penting di Malaysia. Hampir seluruh
kegiatan, tindakan dan pergerakan
adalah berasaskan kepada etnik.
Keadaan demikian akan terus
wujud selagi kumpulan-kumpulan
etnik di sini dapat memberi ke. mudahan, kebaikan dan keuntungan
kepada anggota-anggotanya." Dengan
memberi keuntungan dan memenuhi tuntutan anggota-anggotanya,
kumpulan-kumpulan etnik itu akan
perasaan
dapat
memperkuatkan
etnik, identiti etnik dan sempadan
kumpulannya. Keadaan ini sudah
tentu boleh menambah lagi keraguan,
ketegangan dan pertentangan di
antara kumpulan etnik.
Sebaliknya pula persaingan untuk
mendapatkan kuasa ekonomi dan
politik ini boleh juga mendorong
kepada pembentukan ikatan kelas.
Apabila wujud golongan yang merasa
bahawa ikatan kesetiaan etnik tidak
mengubah nasib mereka dan tidak
pula berjaya memenuhi tuntutan
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mereka, keti ka itu mereka akan bersatu dengan anggota-anggota dari
_berbagai kumpulan etnik yang memdan
kepentingan
punyai
nasib
ekonomi yang sama. Kepentingan
yang sama di kalangan rakyat - baik
di bidang sosial, ekonomi dan pol iti k
- yang merentas gar.is etnik itu akan
mendorong kepada pertumbuhan
kesedaran kelas di kalangan mereka
yang kemudiannya dengan perlahanlahan akan melemahkan identiti
etnik.

IKATAN ETNIK
Jika dibandingkan dengan ikatan
kesetiaan lain yang wujud di Malaysia
etnik
mempunyai
kini,
ikatan
peranan yang amat penting dan kuat
pengaruhnya. Keadaan yang-sama ini
berlaku dalam semua kumpulan etnik
baik Melayu, Cina maupun India.
Meli hat
kepada
perkembangan
sekarang, besar kemungkinan yang
ikatan etnik ini akan terus memainkan peranan yang penting ini buat
beberapa lama lagi di negeri ini.
Komposisi penduduk di Malaysia
agak yunik j"ika dibandingkan dengan
negara-negara lain di rantau ini. Di
Semenanjung Malaysia, misalnya,
menurut Banci 1980 daripada penduduknya yang berjumlah 11,849
ribu, orang Melayu merupakan 53.9
peratus, orang Cina 34.9 peratus dan
orang India 10.5 peratus. Bilangan
yang besar dalam tiap-tiap kumpulan

etnik memudahkan pembentukan
persatuan atau organisasi yang berasaskan kumpulan etnik.
Selain
dari
itu,
kumpulankumpulan etnik ini juga boleh
di katakan mengalami pengasingan
dari segi tempat tinggal akibat dari
penjajahan dahul u dan kegiatan
ekonomi mereka yang berlainan.
Walaupun sudah ada usaha-usaha
untuk mengubah keadaan ini tetapi
pada umumnya, sebahagian besar
orang Melayu masih tinggal di
kawasan luar bandar dan sebahagian
besar orang bukan Melayu pula
tinggal di kawasan bandar.
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Pemisahan tempat tinggal mengikut etnik baik di kawasan bandar
maupun di kawasan luar bandar terus
wujud. lni disebabkan oleh kecenderungan di kalangan anggota-anggota
kumpulan etnik itu. sendiri untuk
tinggal berkelompok. Keadaan ini
akan beransur-ansur berubah sekiranya semua rancangan perumahan
yang sedang dan akan dilaksanakan
itu dipastikan oleh kerajaan supaya
penduduknya mencerminkan komposisi etnik di negeri ini.
Waiau bagaimanapun pemisahan
tempat tinggal di kalangan kumpulan
etnik ini memberi kesempatan yang
bai k
kepada
anggota-anggota

kumpulan etnik itu untuk mengamal
dan memperkembangkan cara hidup
dan
kebudayaan
masing-masing.
Mereka boleh menggunakan bahasa
ibunda atau bahasa dailek mereka
setiap hari bila berurusan sesama
mereka. Mereka dapat menjalan kan
upacara agama atau sosial mengikut
adat istiadat masing-masing.
Lama kelamaan beberapa institusi
dan
organisasi
yang berasaskan
tempat tinggal dan etnik akan
tumbuh di tempat itu yang bertujuan
untuk memelihara identiti dan kepentingan kumpulan etnik yang
tertentu.

Persaingan untuk mendapatkan
peluang-peluang ekonon:ii yang
lebih baik menggalakkan
kumpulan-kumpulan etnik
tersebut untuk bertindak
menggunakan faktor etnik
sebagai senjata untuk mencapai
tujuan ekonomi mereka.

Pengasingan tempat tinggal yang
ketara di kalangan kumpulan etnik
ini telah diperkuatkan lagi pemisahan
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Oleh kerana tiap-tiap kumpulan
etnik mempunyai bilangan yang
besar ini membolehkan mereka bertindak menuntut supaya hak-hak
mereka dipelihara dan diperkembangkan. Tuntutan ini jelas dapat dilihat
dari penggunaan berbagai bahasa
dalam media massa, hak berpolitik,
kebebasan mengumpul harta dan
sistem persekolahan yang menggunakan aliran bahasa ibunda masingmasing.
lkatan kesetiaan etnik ini dapat
dilihat dengan jelas dari bilangan
murid-murid yang memasuki sekolah
rendah setiap tahun. Sebahagian
besar orang-orang Cina dan India
menghantar anak-anak mereka ke
sekolah rendah yang menggunakan
bahasa
ibunda mereka. Melalui
sumber, yang terkandung didalam
"Educational Statistics of Malaysia
1976-1979" yang diterbitkan oleh
Kementerian
Pelajaran
Malaysia
1982, bilangan murid-murid yang
berdaftar dalam darjah satu hingga ke
darjah enam pada tahun 1979 berjumlah . 1,648,517 orang. Daripada
jumlah ini seramai 1,068,509 berada
di dalam aliran Melayu, 502,995
orang di sekolah aliran Cina dan
77,013 dalam aliran Tamil.
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mereka
itu
dengan
perbedaan
kegiatan ekonomi mereka. Pengkhususan ekonomi mengi kut garis
etnik ini boleh mendorong kepada
pembentukan
kumpulan-kumpulan
berkepentingan
yang
berasaskan ,
faktor
etnik.
Selain
dari
itu
perbedaan-perbedaan penyertaan dan
pemilikan
dalam
bidang-bidang
ekonomi itu juga boleh menimbul kan
persaingan dan perasaan tidak puas
hati di kalangan anggota-anggota dari
berbagai kumpulan etnik. Persaingan
1
untuk mendapatkan peluang-peluang
ekonomi yang lebih baik menggalakkan kumpulan-kumpulan etnik tersebut untuk bertindak menggunakan
faktor etnik sebagai senjata untuk
mencapai tujuan ekonomi mereka.
Dalam hal ini berbagai organisasi
ekonomi yang berasaskan etnik telah
wujud dan masing-masing giat memperjuangkan kepentingan ekonomi
kumpulan etnik yang diwakilinya.

-

Murid-murid
yang
mengi kuti
aliran Melayu boleh dikatakan terdiri
daripada semua kumpulan etnik,

Didorong o/ih perasaan ke/as atau etnik?
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sungguhpun begitu sebahagian besarnya adalah murid-murid Melayu.
Manakala di dalam aliran Cina dan
Tamil
boleh
dikatakan
hampir
semuanya terdiri daripada muridmurid Cina dan India, kecuali
beberapa orang murid sahaja dari
kumpulan etnik lain.
Oleh kerana sekolah-sekolah al iran
Cina dan Tamil ini berasingan
bangunannya
daripada
sekolahsekolah
kebangsaan,
1ni bererti
murid-mu.rid di sekolah tersebut
tidak berpeluang untuk bercampur
dengan murid-murid dari kumpulan
etnik lain sekurang-kurangnya selama
mereka di peringkat sekolah rendah.
lni menunjukkan bahawa dasar
pelajaran kita sekarang seolah-ola_h
tidak menggalakkan percampuran
dan perhubungan di kalangan muridmurid dari berbagai kumpul_an etnik
di peringkat rendah.
Malah jika diteliti, di peringkat
sekolah menengah pun masih banyak
sekolah yang pelajar-pelajarnya terdiri dari satu kumpulan etnik yang
tertentu sahaja. Keadaan demikian
telah menyebabkan sebahagian besar
pelajar-pelajar kita tidak mempunyai
kesempatan untuk bergaul dan berhubung dengan pelajar-pelajar dari
kumpulan etnik lain sehinggalah
mereka sampai di peringkat universiti. Sebaliknya pula mereka yang
tidak
berpeluang
ke
univers1t1
mungkin tidak akan dapat berbuat
demi kian. Dalam hal ini anak-anak
kita bukan sahaja dipisahkan oleh
tempat tinggal mereka tetapi juga
oleh dasar pendidikan di negara ini.
Tidak syak lagi bahawa faktorfaktor persamaan yang terdapat di
kalangan anggota-anggota kumpulan
etnik itu seperti bahasa : pelajaran,
kebudayaan, tempat tinggal dan
kepentingan ekonomi telah mendorong mereka untuk · memilih
kesetiaan etni k bagi kepentingan
mereka bersama. Seterusnya untuk
menjaga
kepentingan
kumpulankumpulan tertentu, berbagai jenis
pertubuhan, persatuan, dewan perniagaan, syarikat kerjasama, kelab,
agensi dan kompeni yang berasaskan
etnik telah ditubuhkan.
Dengan wujudnya berbagai organisasi yang berasaskan kumpulan
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

etnik jelas membuktikan betapa
mustahaknya etni k sebagai asas penggembelingan tenaga dan sokongan .
Bukti yang lebih jelas lagi dapat kita
lihat dari perjuangan dan peranan
parti-parti politik di negeri ini. Sejak
negara kita mencapai kemerdekaan
hingga sekarang, parti-parti politi k
yang kuat dan berpengaruh adalah
parti-parti yang berteraskan ku mpulan etnik dan yang menggunakan
etnik untuk
perjuangan
isu-isu
politiknya. Kepada parti-parti ini,
perpaduan kumpulan etniknya dan
kepentingan
anggota-anggotanya
senantiasa menjadi pokok perjuangannya.

Sebenarnya perpaduan etnik
itu bukan merupakan satit
prasyarat kepada perpaduan
nasional. Malah perpaduan
nasional dapat diwujudkan
dengan lebih mudah lagi tanpa
perpaduan etnik. Selain dari
itu banyak bukti yang
menunjukkan bahawa
perpa.duan etnik tidak wujud
dalam semua kumpulan etnik
di negeri ini. Bukan itu sahaja,
malah dalam tiap-tiap kumpulan
etnik di sini terdapat
pertentangan, perpecahan,
pulau memulau, tuduh menuduh
dan singkir menyingkir di antara
sesama anggota dan golongannya.

Oleh itu kebanyakan pemimpinpemimpin parti tersebut seringkali
menyeru anggota-anggotanya supaya
bersatu di bawah parti pimpinannya
supaya mereka akan bertambah kuat
dan
akan
dapat
menghadapi
etnik
lain
kumpulan-kumpulan
dengan lebih tegas dan gagah lagi.
Dengan bersatu juga tuntutan mereka
mungkin
akan
dipenuhi
dan
dipertimbangkan, manakala hak dan
kepentingan mereka tiada siapa yang
berani pertikaikan. Dalam usaha
mendapatkan lebih banyak sokongan
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in 1,
kadang-kadang
pemimpinpemimpin parti tersebut menimbulkan kesangsian dan ketakutan di
kalangan kumpulan etniknya dengan
memberi
gambaran
yang salah
tentang kumpulan etnik lain. Biasanya mereka akan membesar-besarkan
semangat kerjasama dan perpaduan
di kalangan anggota-anggota kumpulan etnil< lain dan memperkecilkan
keupayaan kumpulan sendiri . Satu
lagi alasan yang seringkali diberikan
untuk perpaduan etnik ini ialah
kononnya perpaduan etnik itu perlu
untuk perpaduan nasional.

Sebenarnya perpaduan etnik itu
bukan merupakan satu prasyarat
kepada perpaduan nasional. Malah
perpaduan nasional dapat diwujudkan dengan lebih mudah lagi tanpa
perpaduan etnik. Selain dari itu
banyak bukti yang menunjukkan
bahawa perpaduan etnik tidak wujud
dalam semua kumpulan etnik di
negeri in i. Bu kan itu sahaja, malah
dalam tiap-tiap kumpulan etnik di
s1n1 terdapat pertentangan, perpecahan, pulau memulau, tuduh
menuduh dan singkir menyingkir di
antara sesama anggota dan golongannya. Kadang-kadang pertentangan di
yang
antara
parti-parti
pol iti k
mewakili
kepentingan
kumpulan
etnik yang sama itu biasanya lebih
hebat dan terbuka daripada pertentangan dengan parti-parti yang
mewakili kepentingan
kumpulankumpulan etnik lain. Contohnya pertentangan UMNO dengan PAS dan
MCA dengan GERAKAN dan DAP.
Waiau bagaimanapun parti-parti
politik 1ni berjaya mendapatkan
sokongan yang kuat dari kumpulan
etnik masing-masing dengan perjuangan mereka. Mereka bertindak
sebagai juara dan pembela kepentingan kumpulan etnik yang mereka
wakili. Setiap isu yang menyentuh
kepentingan kumpulan etnik mereka
baik isu sosial, ekonomi maupun
politik akan diperjuangkan. lsu-isu
yang seringkal i dibangkitkan keti ka
pilihanraya umum jelas mencerminkan penekanan dan arah perjuangan
parti-parti tersebut.
Dai am
usaha
mendapatkan
sokongan ini, parti-parti tersebut
cuba menunjukkan keupayaannya
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sebagai sebuah parti yang paling
layak untuk mewakili kumpulan
etniknya.
Manakala
pemimpinpemimpinnya pula cu~a menyakinkan penyokong-penyokongnya babahawa mereka tidak akan berganjak
dari perjuangan parti itu untu k
politik
dan
mendapatkan
hak
ekonomi yang sebai k-bai knya. Persaingan di antara parti-parti politik ·
ini bukan sahaja boleh menimbulkan
pertentangan, ketegangan dan salah
faham di antara anggota berbagai
kumpulan etnik tetapi memperkuatkan lagi perbedaan dan identiti
etnik.
Perebutan kuasa ekonomi dan
politik yang diperjuangkan melalui
parti-parti politik yang berpengaruh
telah juga menimbulkan rasa tidak
puas hati dan ketegangan dalam
perhubungan etnik di negeri ini .
Perjuangan yang menekan kan faktor
etnik ini telah berjaya mendapat
sambutan dan ·sokongan yang hebat
dari kumpulan-kumpulan etni k tertentu. Tuntutan yang dibuat oleh
satu kumpulan etnik tertentu biasanya dianggap sebagai ancaman oleh
kumpulan-kumpulan etnik lain. Lalu
mereka pula membuat tuntutan
untuk melawan tuntutan tadi. Perebutan yang demikian telah mendorong dan memperkuatkan lagi
ikatan kesetiaan etnik di kalangan
anggota-anggota kumpulan etnik di
negeri ini.

IKATAN KELAS
Konsep kelas yang dimaksudkan
disini merujuk kepada kumpulan
manusia yang berada dalam kedudu kan ekonomi yang sama, mempunyai peluang-peluang hidup yang
sama dan mempunyai kepentingan
ekonomi yang sama. Kedudukan
ekonomi seseorang individu itu dapat
dilihat dalam banyak perkara seperti
punca
pendapatannya,
keadaan
ek·onominya, cara hidupnya, perhubungannya dan sebagainya. Dalam
hal ini dianggapkan bahawa mereka
yang berada dalam kelas yang sama
akan menunjukkan lebih banyak persamaan di antara mereka dalam
perkara-perkara ini daripada mereka
dari kelas yang berlainan. Dengan
penggunaan
difinisi
ini
bererti

bahawa majikan dan pekerja adalah
tergolong dalam kelas yang berbeda.
Oleh yang demikian, mereka bukan
sahaja
mempunyai
kedudukan
ekonomi yang berlainan tetapi juga
mempunyai peluang-peluang hidup
dan kepentingan ekonomi yang berlainan.
Sungguhpun
ikatan
kesetiaan
etnik . memainkan peranan yang
penting dalam , berbagai kegiatan
ekonomi dan politik masyarakat di
negen 1ni, tetapi kewujudannya itu
tidak menyekat sama sekali pertumbuhan i katan kelas. Sebenarnya
ikatan kelas ini wujud bukan sahaja
dalam tiap-tiap kumpulan etnik,
tetapi juga merentas garis etnik.
Sungguhpun begitu peranan i katan
kelas tidak begitu penting jika dibandingkan dengan ikatan etnik disebabkan oleh beberapa faktor.
Pertama, pada masa ini ikatan kelas
memainkan peranan yang amat terhad
sekali
dalam
menentukan
dan
peluang-peluang
ekonomi
kesejahteraan individu. Keduanya,
dalam keadaan tertentu, ikatan kelas
ini wujud bertindan lapis dengan
'

...

ikatan etnik. Ketiganya, terdapat
tekanan dari pihak kerajaan untuk
mengawal dan menghadkan peranan
berbagai organisasi dan parti-parti
politik yang berasaskan kelas.
lkatan kelas baik yang di dalam
kumpulan etnik maupun yang merantas garis etnik tumbuh kerana
didorong
oleh
beberapa faktor
seperti
perbedaan
kedudukan
ekonomi, penindasan manusia oleh
manusia dan kesedaran tentang kepentingan kelas yang wujud di
kalangan
masyarakat. Perbedaanperbedaan ekonomi ini dapat dilihat
dengan jelas dari pembahagian pendapatan
dan
kadar
kemiskinan
. rakyat . Pada umumnya golongan .
yang
berpendapatan
tinggi,
menengah dan rendah adalah terdiri
dari anggota berbagai kumpulan
etnik. Sebagai contoh dalam Jadual
ditunjukkan bahawa pembahagian
pendapatan golongan bawahan di
Semenanjung Malaysia bukan tertumpu kepada anggota satu kumpulan etni k sahaja tetapi merentas
garis etnik.

Jadual

SEMENANJUNG MALAYSIA: PENDAPATAN BULANAN
H.P. ISI RUMAH GOLONGAN BAWAHAN TAHUN 1970, 1976
DAN 1979

.

..Kadar Pertumbuhan
tiap tahun
1971-76
1971 -79

Etnik

1970

1976

1979

Melayu
Cina
India
Lain-lain

56.76
135.94
112.48
44.72

101.95
247.27
197.21
107.08

140.35
280.11
263.43
154.37

10.3
10.5
9 .8
15.7

75.90

142.19

186.19

11.0

Jumlah

($)

($)

($)

(%)

.

...

(%)

10.6
8.4
9.9
14.8
10.5

Sumber: Fourth Malaysia Plan 1981-1985: m.s. 37

Begitu juga kadar kemiskinan
menunjukkan bahawa sebahagian
besar golongan miskin itu adalah dari
satu gulc1ngan etnik. Sungguhpun
begitu anggota-anggota dari kumpulan etnik lain juga ada yang
miskin. (Sumber: Rancangan Malaysia Ketiga dan Rancangan Malaysia
Keempat) .
Pembahagian pendapatan yang
tidak adil dan kekayaan akan menen-
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tu kan peluang-pel uang yang berbeda
kepada individu bagi mendapatkan
nilai-nilai tertentu dan juga kesempatan yang amat penting bagi kehidupannya. Mereka yang berada
dalam kelas atasan pada umumnya
dapat menikmati peluang-peluang
hid up yang jauh lebih bai k daripada
mereka yang berada dalam kelaskelas lain. Mereka mampu mencapai
pelajaran yang tinggi dan dapat pula
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

mempastikan yang anak-anak mereka
juga akan beraleh kejayaan yang
cemerlang di bidang pelajaran ini.
Sebaliknya pula, mereka yang berada
dalam kelas bawahan, dengan pendapatan mereka yang amat terhad,
tidak mampu mendapatkan pelajaran
yang secukupnya bukan sahaja untuk
mereka tetapi juga untuk anak-anak
mereka.
Perbedaan ekonomi ini juga akan
mengasingkan tempat tinggal dan
membedakan cara hidup di kalangan
mereka. Golongan atasan dari berbagai kumpulan etnik itu lebih ramai
yang tinggal di kawasan-kawasan
mewah di mana rumah-rumahnya tersergam
indah;
lengkap
dengan
perabut-perabut
moden ,
kolam
mandi dan sebagainya. Perhubungan
mereka dipereratkan bukan sahaja
oleh kepentingan ekonomi yang sama
tetapi juga oleh keanggotaan kelab
dan hobi yang sama. Selain dari itu,
golongan
yang , mempunyai
kedudukan ekonomi yang kuat ini juga
biasanya menguasai politik dan
memiliki status yang tinggi setelah
dianugerah berbagai bintang dan
gelaran.

Mereka yang berada dalam kelas
atasan pada umumnya dapat
menikmati peluang-peluang
hidup yang jauh lebih baik
daripada mereka yang berada
dalam kelas-kelas lain. Mereka
mampu mencapai pelajaran
yang tinggi dan dapat pula
mempastikan yang anak-anak
mereka juga akan beroleh
kejayaan yang cemerlang di
bidang pelajaran ini. Sebaliknya
pula, mereka yang berada
dalam kelas bawahan, dengan
pendapatan mereka yang amat
terhad, tidak mampu
mendapatkan pelajaran yang
sucukupnya bukan sahaja untuk
mereka tetapi juga untuk anakanak mereka.
Sebaliknya pu la golongan miskin
dari berbagai kumpulan et nik ini
A LI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1
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Rakyat berbifang kaum menonton sepak b_ofa.

terpaksa tinggal di kawasan-kawasan
sesak, di kawasan setinggan, di rumah
pangsa, di rumah murah di mana
kemudahan-kemudahan awam yang
disediakan sangat terhad sekali. Oleh
itu, golongan miskin ini tidak mempunyai apa-apa keisti mewaan atau
kuasa politik, untuk mengubah nasib
mereka.

KEPENTINGAN

MANIFESTASI
KELAS

Akibat dari perbedaan pembahagian pendapatan, kekayaan dan kuasa
di kalangan anggota-anggota dari
berbagai kumpulan etnik, berbagai
bentuk manifestasi kepentingan kelas
telah wujud di dalam kumpulan etnik
dan merentas garis etnik. Dalam
beberapa situasi tertentu, kepentingan kelas ini menjelma dengan
bertopengkan etnik. Misalnya, apabila
setengah
orang
Melayu
menyokong langkah-langkah yang
dibuat untuk memajukan ekonomi
orang Melayu, sokongan mereka ini
dapat dianggap sebagai satu man ifestasi kepentingan kelas. Sebaliknya
sokongan mereka ini boleh juga
di i nterpretasi kan sebaga i kepenti ngan
etnik semata-mata . Kedua-dua interpretasi ini boleh diterima oleh sebab
dalam situasi demikian terdapat satu
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tindan-lapis di antara kelas dan etni k.
Keadaan yang sama juga timbul.
Misalnya, orang-orang bukan Melayu
menentang perlaksanaan langkahlangkah ekonomi sebab mereka tidak
percaya bahawa langkah itu benarbenar akan menguntungkan orang
Melayu yang miskin, penentangan
mereka juga dapat dianggap sebagai
satu manifestasi kepentingan kelas
atau sebagai satu pernyataan kepentingan etnik. Kesulitan ini timbul
disebabkan oleh perbedaan ekonomi
di kalangan rakyat negeri ini pada
umumnya menyamai dengan perbedaan etni k. Man ifestasi kepentingan kelas ini boleh dibahagikan
kepada dua:
1. Prates

2. Kerjasama ekonomi dan politik.

Protes
Prates sering kali dilakukan oleh
golongan yang tertindas sebagai satu
cara untuk menyatakan rasa tidak
puas hati, penentangan dan tuntutan
mereka kepada pihak yang berkuasa,
majikan atau pemimpin-pemimpin
mereka. Di Malaysia, prates dari
golongan rakyat ini timbul dalam
berbagai bentuk.
Ada prates yang dibuat secara
diam-diam dalam bentuk gosip, per-
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bualan atau mengkritik di belakang
pemimpin atau majikan yang tidak
disukai itu. Pemimpin yang didapati
menyeleweng atau korap akan ditentang dengan cara mendedahkan
kisah-kisah peribadinya, kecuaiannya, kelemahannya, pengumpulan
hartanya, tipu muslihatnya dan
penyelewengannya
kepada orang
ramai. Perbualan-perbualan ini berpusat di kedai-kedai .kooi. di tempat
kenduri, di masjid, di surau dan '
sebagainya . Setengahnya pula ·membuat prates mereka melalui suratsurat layang yang mendedah kan
kelemahan
dan
penyelewengan
pemimpin itu.
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Satu bentuk prates lagi ialah
mengirim
surat
bantahan
yang
ditanda tangani oleh mereka yang
tidak berpuas hati dengan sesuatu
dasar yang dilaksanakan atau sesuatu
keputusan yang telah diambil. Bantahan tersebut dikirim kepada pemimpin yang lebih tinggi dan lebih
bertanggungjawab supaya bertindak
memperbai ki sesuatu keadaan yang
tidak dipersetujui itu. Ki ranya bantahan ini tidak membawa apa-apa
kesan mungkin bentuk prates yang
lebih tegas akan timbul.
Mogok merupakan satu bentuk
prates yang seringkali digunakan oleh
golongan pekerja. Mogok membuktikan bahawa pekerja-pekerja dari
berbagai kumpulan etnik boleh bersatu dan bekerjasama apabila mereka
menyedari yang kepentingan mereka
sudah terancam.
Pemogokan di kalangan pekerja
berlaku dengan meluas sejak dahulu
lagi . Perkembangan diakhir-akhir ini
menunjukkan
bahawa
pekerjapekerja di Malaysia lebih bersatu
dan lebih menyedari tentang masalah
bersama mereka. Kesedaran tentang
kepentingan mereka bersama in1
juga telah mendorang kesatuankesatuan sekerja ini untuk membantah dengan cara yang lebih
berkesan terhadap undang-undang
buruh yang baru di perkenal kan .
Undang-undang tersebut dianggap
oleh MTUC sebagai menghalang
pertumbuhan kesatuan sekerja yang
kuat dan berkesan .
Kerajaan telah mengenakan beberapa sekatan ke atas kesatuan sekerja.

lni telah melemahkan gerakan kaum
buruh di negeri ini. Di bawah Peraturan 1969, mogok dalam apa
bentuk sekalipun adalah .haram.
Dengan adanya peraturan ini, golongan pekerja telah kehilangan senjata
mereka yang paling berkesan untuk
memperbai ki nasib mereka. Hasi 1nya yang jelas ialah bilangan mogok
sudah berkurangan. Tetapi ini tidak
bererti bahawa . golongan pekerja
tidak mempunyai apa-apa masalah
untuk dibantah? Sebaliknya keadaan
pekerjaan mereka mungkin bertambah buruk; tetapi kerajaan berpendapat ba_!,awa sekatan-sekatan
demikian penting untuk kesetabilan
ekonomi di negeri ini. Tindakan
demikian sebenarnya tidak menguntungkan golongan pekerja olel)
sebab peraturan ini bertujuan unNk
melindungi · kepentingan
pelaburpelabur as·ing dan majikan besar
tempatan.
Kesedaran tentang kepentingan
kelas juga wujud di kalangan kaum
tani yang miskin. Kadar kemiskinan
didapati paling tinggi di kalangan
kaum tani di luar bandar iaitu 85
peratus daripada keseluruhan isirumah yang miskin di negeri ini

(Rancangan Malaysia Keempat: 34}.

Manifestasi kemiskinan mereka itu
terjelma dalam kelaparan tanah,
kekurangan
tanah,
pengangguran
yang tinggi dan pendapatan yang
rendah di kalangan ·mereka. Keadaan
hidup yang terdesak dan menekan
telah memaksa mereka untuk bertindak bersama bagi memperlihatkan
ketidakpuasan dan frastrasi mereka.
Beberapa penst1wa yang berlaku
tentang pendudukan tanah haram
oleh petan i-petani yang tidak bertanah (Siti Nor, 1982), demonstrasi raksaksa oleh kaum tani di
Baling dan Alor Setar, Kedah;
tunjuk perasaan oleh kaum nelayan
di Pulau Pangkor (Wan Hashim
1982:28} jelas menunjukkan kesedaran kelas di kalangan mereka.
Negara ini telah menyaksikan
berbagai bentuk prates yang telah
digunakan oleh golongan pekerja
dan kaum tani untuk menunjukkan perasaan tidak puas hati dan
kesulitan hidup mereka. Golongan
pekerja
menghadapkan
prates
mereka kepada majikan mereka
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manakala kaum tani pula kepada
golongan pemerintah. Majikan dan
golongan
pemerintah
sebenarnya
menguasai secara lan·gsung nasib
golongan pekerja dan kaum petani .
Kerjasama Ekonomi Dan Politik

Satu lagi manifestasi kepentingan
kelas yang penting ialah kerjasama
di antara kumpulan-kumpulan etnik
di bidang ekonomi dan politik.
T erdapat tiga bentu k kerjasama iaitu:
(a) pembentukan
usaha sama
(joint-ventures);
(b) politik campuran dan
(c) parti politik tidak perkauman . Ketiga-tiga bentuk kerjasama ini pasti akan memainkan peranan penting bagi
menentukan
perkembangan
dan perubahan khususnya
dalam bidang hubungan etnik
di negeri ini.
Bentuk kerjasama melalui kegiatan ekonomi kian bertambah hasil
galakan dan sokongan dari pihak
kerajaan . Dasar kerajaan untuk menambah penyertaan bumiputera di
bidang perniag 9an dan perinaustrian
telah mendorang kepada penubuhan
lebih banyak syarikat-syarikat usaha
sama di peringkat individu, kumpulan dan agensi dari berbagai kumpulan
etnik.
Usaha sama · di antara bumiputera dan bukan-bumiputera membayangkan wujudnya kepentingan
bersama dan sating bergantungan
yang merentas garis etnik. Orangorang Melayu memerlukan kerjasama orang-orang Cina yang banyak
modal dan pengalaman perniagaan.
Sementara orang-orang Cina pula
memerlukan orang Melayu untuk
mendapatkan
lebih banyak ke,
mudahan dan peluang-peluang perniagaan dari kerajaan. · Sungguhpun
begitu, bagi mempastikan kejayaan kerjasama itu, ahli-ahli perniagaan
bukan Melayu akan memilih rakanrakan mereka yang terdiri dari orangorang Melayu yang mempunyai kuasa
dan pengaruh dalam urusan membuat dasar dan keputusan. Oleh
kerana itu, kebanyakan syarikatsyarikat usahasama itu berkisar di
kalangan anggota kelas atasan sahaja.
ini

Dua tiga tahun kebelakangan
didapati kerjasama di bidang
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ekonomi antara etnik ini tumbuh
begitu
banyak
sehingga
membimbangkan kerajaan. Bentuk kerjasama yang sering kali berlaku ialah
usaha sama di antara pemimpin
pol iti k Melayu yang berpengaruh
di peringkat negeri atau kebangsaan
dengan
pemodal-pemodal
besar
bukan Melayu. Pemimpin-pemimpin
politik yang mempunyai berbagai
pingat dan gelaran itu biasanya dilantik menjadi pengurus atau ahli
jumaah pengurus syarikat-syari kat
usaha sama itu. Umumnya usahasama demikian adalah menguntungkan kedua-dua belah pihak.
Perkembangan pesat dalam bidang
pembinaan telah menyebabkan berbagai bentuk kerjasama di bidang
ini telah berlaku khususnya dalam
perusahaan perumahan. Selain dari
pemimpin politik, didapati ramai
juga pegawai-pegawai tinggi kerajaan
yang terlibat cfalam kegiatan perniagaan ini. Akhirnya kerajaan telah
bertindak melarang pegawai-pegawainya dan ahli-ahli politik melibatkan diri dalam perniagaan. Mereka
yang dilantik menjadi ahli exco di
larang menjadi pengurus mana-mana
syarikat atau bergerak cergas dalam
perniagaan. Tindakan ini diambil
untuk mengurangkan rasuah dan
mengelakkan penyelewengan dalam
perlaksanaan dasar ekonomi negeri
ini.

,epuluh buah parti dalam Barisan
Nasional ini dilantik bagi mewakili
parti masing-masing di dalam ber·
bagai badan kerajaan baik di peringkat negeri maupun di peringkat
kebangsaan. Pembahagian kuasa di
kalangan mereka dapat dilihat dengan jelas dari pengagihan kerusi
pilihanraya,
perlantikan
menterimenteri kabinet, anggota-anggota
e-xco kerajaan negeri, dalam distribusi jawatan-jawatan pol iti k seperti
setiausaha politik, perwakilan kedutaan dan sebagainya.
lni menunjukkan bahawa walaupun tuntutan politik perkauman
semakin bertambah, pemimpin parti
yang kebanyakannya dari kelas atasan itu, semakin bersatu di antara
mereka. Oleh sebab tugas memerintah dan keperluan untuk memelihara perpaduan politik supaya mereka kuat dan dapat terus memerintah telah menyatukan pemimpinpemimpin di peringkat atas ini
(S. Husin Ali 1972:57). Demi untuk
memelihara kepentingan mereka ber~
sama, pemimpin-pemimpin ini dapat
bekerjasama dan bertolak ansur
dalam menghadapi tuntutan dari berbagai kumpulan etni k. Dalam hal
demikian kepentingan kelas telah
mengatasi kepentingan etnik.

Oleh kerana kedudukan
komposisi keanggotaan yang
tidak seimbang dan suasana
politik perkauman yang agak
kuat di negeri ini, parti-parti
ini juga tidak dapat Zari dari
perjuangan perkauman
walaupun ideologinya
berasaskan kelas.
Satu lagi bentuk manifestasi kesedaran kelas ialah kerjasama di
dalam parti-parti politik yang tidak
perkauman. lstilah tidak perkauman
ini dimaksudkan kepada parti-parti
politik yang keanggotaannya terbuka
kepada semua. Di Semenanjung
Malaysia, kita dapati parti OAP,
GERAKAN dan PSRM masingmasing mempunyai anggota dari
berbagai kumpulan etni k. Sungguhpun begitu tiap-tiap parti itu dipengaruhi oleh kumpulan etnik tertentu
oleh kerana bilangan anggotanya jauh
lebih besar daripada bilangan anggota
dari kumpulan etnik lain. Misalnya
OAP dan GERAKAN mempunyai
bilangan anggota Cina yang lebih
banyak daripada anggota-anggota
lain; sementara PSRM pula mem-

Bentuk
manifestasi
kesedaran
kelas yang kedua ialah perubahan
politik campuran di antara berbagai
kumpulan etnik. Kuasa politik di
Malaysia senantiasa dikongsi bersama
oleh anggota-anggota kelas atasan
yang terdiri dari berbagai kumpulan
etnik. Kerjasama dibidang ini mula
wujud sejak penubuhan Parti Perikatan yang mengabongkan tiga buah
politik yang besar iaitu
parti
(UMNO). (MCA) dan (MIC) pada
tahun 1955. Sejak negara ini mencapai kemerdekaan pada tahun 1957
hingga sekarang teraju pemerintahan
negeri ini ditentukan oleh parti
campuran yang kini dipanggil Barisan Nasional.
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Dengan penubuhan kerajaan campuran ini. semua pemimpin dari
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punyai bilangan anggota Melayu
jauh lebih ramai daripada anggota·
anggota lain. Oleh kerana kedudu1'an
komposisi keanggotaan yang tidak
seimbang dan suasana politik perkauman yang agak kuat di negeri
ini, parti-parti ini juga tic;lak dapat
lari dari perjuangan perkauman
walaupun ideologinya berasaskan
kelas.
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Perkembangan politi k di negeri
ini
telah membuktikan bahawa
politik perkauman mudah mendapat
sokongan dan kemenangan. Sementara parti yang berpegang kuat
kepada ideologi kelasnya seperti
PSRM belum dapat menandingi politik perkauman. lni terbukti dalam
keputusan pillhanraya di mana PSRM
bertanding. Sungguhpun begitu ke- .
wujudan PSRM dan sokongan yang
diterima dalam pilihanraya jelas
adanya
kesedaran
membukti kan
kelas di kalangan rakyat walaupun
tidak meluas.

Kesimpulan

lkatan kesetiaan etnik tumbuh
keraila didorong oleh kepentingan
sosio ekonomi kumpulan itu . lkatan
ini menjadi bertambah kuat apabi la wujud persaingan untuk mendapatkan peluang-peluang ekonomi
dan politik yang dibawa oleh perubahan dan pembangunan. Pembangunan yang pesat sekarang memberi kan harapan yang tinggi kepada
ramai rakyat. Tetapi tidak semua
rakyat akan dapat mencapai harapan mereka itu . Untuk menghasilkan harapan itu, mereka gunakan
ikatan etnik ini sebagai senjata.
Ketika ini ikatan etnik merupakan
senjata yang berkesan untuk memelihara dan memperbaiki kepentingan
kumpulan etnik.
Sungguh pun begitu, manusia
senantiasa menyesuai kan i katan kesetiaannya d(?ngan kepentingannya.
Apabila timbul keadaan di mana
ikatan kelas akan lebih menjamin

kepentingan
sosio
ekonominya
mereka akan memilih ikatan kelas.
Tetapi di Malaysia perkembangan
ikatan kelas ini tidak begitu digalakkan malah selalu ditekan. Selain dari ikatan etnik dan kelas,
i katan agama juga berkemungkinan
memainkan peranan yang berkesan
di negeri ini. Dengan bertambahnya bilangan pemeluk agama Islam
dari berbagai kumpulan etnik, mungkin boleh mempercepatkan perkembangan ikatan agama · ini menjadi
ikatan yang lebih berpengaruh D

(Penulis tamu Aliran kali ini ialah
Dr. Sanusi Osman, seorang pensyarah
dari Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia.
Tulisan ini adalah sebahagian dari
kertaskerja yang telah beliau bentangkan di Seminar mengenai "Modernisasi dan Keperibadian Budaya Bangsa, anjuran Persatuan Sains Sosial
Malaysia, yang telah berlangsung di
Universiti Malaya pada 10-7 2 Januari
1983).
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AGAMA DAN
Denganagama
Menekap r'ama
Mengha.kim-hukunt insan ~sama
Waiau menganut agama selama
Menyeram kan roma
Sodah teralpa melihat rama-rama?

KUDA
Di zaman melaut kenderaan
beroda
Mas,h manusia dijadikan kuda
Penonggang mengada-ngada
Bukan pun bonda, memanda
Tiada waspada
Jad i pertanda
Maka maruah ke keranda
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INTRODUCTION
Since their early settlement until
today, the Chinese in Malaysia have
been in contact with the indigenous
people who are mostly Malays, but
there are many other ethnic groups
too, such as the various Orang Asli
groups, Thai, Than, Kadazan and
others. There are also other immigrants from India and Indonesia.
The intensity of cultural contact
differs from time to time and from
place to place. We should not
imagine that the early Chinese
settlers had little contact with the
people in Southeast Asia. In fact
they had to interact frequently with
the local people since their numbers
were small and many were involved
in trade. Once the Chinese had learnt
to speak the local languages well,
their social contact with the local
people was even easier. As a result
of continuous cultural contact with
Malays and other Southeast Asian
people, the Chinese had been differentially acculturated and some of
them were even assimilated. This
paper will examine the nature of
acculturation -and assimilation of
Chinese Malaysians, ·as well as discuss
the implications of these processes
on national integration in Malaysia.
ACCULTURATION AND CHINESE
MALAYSIANS
When different ethnic groups are
in continuous contact, mutual linALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

guistic influences are common, as a
result of inter-group communication.
Other than language, ways of
cooking in one ethnic group can be
passed easily to individuals of another
ethnic group since what matters is
whether an item of food is tasty and
is culturally edible. Eating a dish
cooked in the style of another
ethnic group is normally not seen as
identifying with the group although
ways of eating, such as the use of
fingers or chopsticks, may be seen as
such. Chinese Malaysians have
adopted certain aspects of Malay
cooking, especially in the use of chilli
and chilli paste. The Malays have also
adopted certain Chinese items of
food. While most Chinese food is
culturally inedible to Malays who are
Muslims, it can still be prepared in
ways acceptable to them.

It is not merely the overt
cultural elements whiclz
distinguish Chinese
Malaysians from the
Chinese in Taiwan. Their
thinking and sentiments
are different.

Unlike food, ethnic dress is a
more rigid indicator of ethnic boun42

dary, although Western-style garments
are seen as non-ethnic and universal
for all people in Malaysia. Thus
Chinese Malaysians do not normally
wear full Malay-style attire. Nevertheless, the sarong has become a
universal clothing for many Malaysians, including Chinese.
Now if we merely consider
language, food and dress, and compare Chinese Malaysians to the
Chinese in Taiwan, there is no doubt
that Chinese Malaysians share a
common Chinese Malaysian culture
which is distinct from that in Taiwan.
The similarity among them is the
common cultural origin. But this
continuity of traditional Chinese
culture is manifested differently due
· to differential cultural adjustment
and cultural change. It is not merely
the overt cultural elements which
distinguish Chinese Malaysians from
the Chinese in Taiwan. Their
thinking and sentiments are different.
The Chinese in Taiwan are direct
bearers of a long continuity of
Chinese culture and they are part
and parcel of China. Chinese Malaysians are Chinese by ethnicity but
Malaysians by nationality. The
setting of their daily life and routines
is not merely a Chinese social world;
it is a multi-ethnic social world. 2 This
of course affects their sentiment
and perception of social reality. To
the extent that people in a country
0

a

share certain social experiences,
perceptions and sentiments, Chinese
Malaysians are a people who are
distinct from the Chinese in Taiwan
or, for that matter, Chinese anywhere
else. Chinese all over the world do
not form one people even though
they may share certain aspects of
cultural identity and Chinese civilization. Phenomenologically, Chinese
Malaysians share with Malays, Indian
Malaysians and other Malaysians a
certain stock of knowledge, sentiments and ways of life that can only
be described as Malaysian. This is
the core of Malaysian culture and
personality.
In saying that Chinese Malaysians
share a common Chinese Malaysian
culture, I am stating it in a g_eneral
and loose way. Chinese Malaysians
are not culturally homogenous. This
is not simply because they are of
different _ speech-groups, but also
because the nature and intensity of
acculturation differ among them.
The specific environment where the
Chinese live differs , from place to
place. The Chinese in Peninsular
Malaysia and those in East Malaysia
interact with slightly different sets
of people. Those in Peninsular
Malaysia are more influenced by
Malays while those in East Malaysia,
where there is greater ethnic
complexity, interact more with lban,
Bidayuh, Kadazan and many others.
Even in Peninsular Malaysia, there
are differences between, say, the
Chinese in northeast Kelantan and
those in Johore. Chinese Malaysians
in northeast Kelantan are more
exposed to Malay and Thai sociocultural
influences and speak
Kelantan Malay very fluently, while
many speak Kelantan Thai as well.
Those in Johor are relatively much
less influenced by Malay culture and
many do not speak Malay very
fluently.
Differential acculturation accounts
for cultural diversity among Chinese
Malaysians, even to the extent of
creating a new category of Chinese
Malaysians called Peranakan Chinese,
also known in anthropological works
as Chinese Peranakans. They are
mainly found in Malacca (the Babas)
and in the coastal areas of Kelantan

and Trengganu. There is so much
sub-cultural differences between
Peranakan
Chinese
and
nonPeranakan Chinese that it is relevant
to classify Chinese Malaysians into
these two broad categories. The
majority of Chinese Malaysians
belong to the latter and they see
themselves as "pure Chinese". The
Peranakan Chinese may be loosely
identified as Malay-speaking Chinese
who show a significantly high level of
acculturation but no sign of eventual
assimilation.
SOCTAL INTERACTION AND
INTEGRATION
What are the factors which have
accounted for the acculturation and
assimilation of Chinese Malaysians,
and why is there differential acculturation
amongst
them?
The
necessary condition for acculturation
and assimilation to occur is crossethnic interaction. The nature and
intensity as well as the history of
interaction determines the nature of
inter-cultural influences on the
ethnic groups in contact. It is the
long history of continuous interaction which makes possible the
emergence of 'Peranakan Chinese'
communities. The need of the early
settlers to find spouses among the
natives further promoted intermarriage and acculturation. Children
who were brought up by Malayspeaking mothers and grew up in an
interethnic environment picked up
Malay easily.

The problem is more than one
of liguistic competence, for
phenomenologically these
Chinese and Mo.lays inhabit
rather separate social worlds.
This lack of a wider sharing in
their social worlds certainly
limits their social interaction.
For intensive cross-ethnic interaction to occur, geographical concentration of ethnic groups is not a
sufficient condition. In many places,
Chinese have opportunities to meet
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Malays, yet they generally live in
rather separate social worlds. For
example, many villages in Johor are
multi-ethnic although Malays and
Chinese usually live in different
sections of the villages. Malay and
Chinese individuals may encounter
one another at work, or during
leisure times at the village coffeeshops. Yet the interethnic encounter
is not intensive and the Chinese are
more at ease chatting with Chinese,
so too Malays with Malays. It is
therefore common to find more
Chinese in Chinese-operated coffeeshops, and more Malays at Malayoperated coffee-shops. Even in the
same shop, members of the same
ethnic group tend to cluster at the
same tables. To a large extent, this
is due to the fact that while most
Chinese do speak Malay, the language
for interethnic communication, they
do not speak it as fluently as the
Malays do, and their vocabulary is
not sufficient for engaging in all
aspects of "coffee-shop talk". However, the problem is more than
one of linguistic competence, for
phenomenologically these Chinese
and Malays inhabit rather separate
social worlds. This lack of a wider
sharing in their social worlds certainly
limits their social interaction. This is
why the Chinese find it more at ease
and more satisfying chatting with
fellow Chinese for they all share a
cognitive reality which enables them
to engage in meaningful social interaction. The relationship between
Malays and Chinese in Johor is
cordial but their participation in
each other's social life is limited.
Each community is socially rather
autonomous. On the whole the
villages (for that matter the urban
centers) are multi-ethnic but there
is not much interethnic social
environment.
In northeast Kelantan, however,
the Peranakan Chinese children play
with both Malay and Thai friends.
This helps not only to foster interethnic solidarity, but also reinforces
the acculturation of the Chinese.
The interethnic life-world is internalized from an early age. The stock
of knowledge on interethnic communication is not only socialized by
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

parents but directly by Malay and
Thai friends. This affects the
perception and behaviour towards
the outgroups when the children
grow up. The perception of oneself
is also very much influenced by
childhood
socialization.
Baba
children from Baba households are
socialized to think as Baba. Since
Baba Malay is the language of the
Baba, it is socialized as part of the
Baba way of life and its perpetuation
as a language for the Peranakan
Chinese does not depend on an
interethnic environment or a Malaydominated social environment. Those
individuals who grow up in families
which are not fully Baba may face
some problems of identity crisis,
especially if they live in a predominantly
non-Baba
Chinese
environment. Thus socialization is a
process whereby individuals internalize a scheme for the interpretation of social phenomena and
the adoption of a meaningful cultural
and ethnic identity.

This linguistic ability has
enabled the Peranakan
Chinese to participate
meaningfully in various
aspects of Malay cultural
life.
·
REINFORCING ETHNICITY
In a non-interethnic social environment, socialization within an ethnic
group has the effect of reinforcing
the cultural identity and ethnic
identity of the group, and does not
promote interethnic solidarity or the
internalization of a cross-ethnic
social world. Unlike the Peranakan
Chinese,
many
non-Peranakan
Chinese do not encourage their
children to mix too much with
Malays, Indians or other ethnic
groups. Adult females are discouraged from spending too much
time with Malays to prevent intermarriage. If conversion and intermarriage do occur, it is not only
shocking to most Chinese parents
but also rather incomprehensible.
Hence such occurrences are usually
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attributed to Malay magic. The use
of Malay magic to explain the
seemingly inexplicable development
is itself a form of acculturation.
To be sure, there are Peranakan
Chinese in Kelantan who convert
to Islam and marry Malays. However,
the social environment there does
not permit the Chinese to segregate
their sons and daughters from the
Malays as much as the Chinese in
Johor can do. Conversion and
intermarrying Malays do not come
as a shock to Chinese parents.
Nevertheless, it is frowned upon. 3

kan Chinese do. Furthermore, they
regard Malay as a language of the
Malays and use it only for intergroup communication. They do not
speak Malay among themselves and it
is still a social norm not to do so.

Since Kadazans follow the
bilateral principle, whether
the Sinos eventually identify
with the Chinese or Kadazan
depends very much on whether
they are brought up in a pre
predominantly Chinese or
Kadazan environment.

There is a crucial difference
between the Chinese in northeast
Kelantan and those in Johor. The
ability of the Peranakan Chinese
INTERMARRIAGE
to speak fluent Malay is the key to
greater cross-ethnic interaction and
Other than the factors mentioned
acculturation. Peranakan Chinese
above,
intermarriage certainly plays
speak Malay not only for inter-group
an important role in the promotion
communication but also for in-group
of acculturation and even assimicommunication. It has become one
iation. As we have seen, intermarriage
of their languages. While Hokkien
between the early Chinese settlers
(the Peranakan Chinese version) is
and Malays as well as Thai and
spoken more at home, it is not
Indonesian immigrants had "ontriuncommon to find Peranakan
buted much to the creation of
Chinese parents and children conPeranakan Chinese communities. Of
versing in Malay or Thai. In fact it is
course intermarriage alone does not
the Peranakan Chinese women who
explain the emergence of Peranakan
speak Hokkien more regularly than
the mert and they. certainly play an
Chinese communities. Furthermore,
elsewhere in Malaysia, intermarriage
important role in preserving the
Chinese language. This linguistic
did not create Peranakan Chinese
communities. Intermarriage was a
ability has enabled the Peranakan
catalyst in the acculturation of
Chinese to participate meaningfully
Chinese offspring, and the creation
in various aspects of Malay cultural
of Peranakan Chinese societies is due
life. For example, they enjoy
to the long history of settlement and
watching the Malay shadow play
intensive cross-ethnic interaction dis(wayang kulit) as much as the
cussed above.
Malays do. In fact, the Peranakan
Chinese stage wayang kulit and
Where there is no religious barrier,
menora (Thai dance-drama) rather
as between the Chinese and the Thai,
than Chinese operas for their in Kedah and Perlis intermarriage
religious festivals. This is because
leads to the incorporation of offthey can understand Malay and
spring into each other's commuThai better than the standard Hokkien
nity. Since the Chinese follow the
and certainly better than Cantonese.
partrilineal principle, the nonChinese women (except Muslims)
Furthermore, the stories of Chinese
who marry Chinese tend to be
operas, which are usually based on
incorporated into Chinese families.
classical and folk stories from tradiThis is especially so in the case of
tional China, are not familiar to the
Chinese and Indians who also follow
Peranakan Chinese who know more
about Malay and Thai performing . the partrilineal principle. Thus a
arts. While the non-Peranakan Chinese Chinese man who marries an Indian
in Malaysia can speak Malay, most do woman brings her and their offspring
not speak it as fluently as the Peranacontinued on page 52
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THE RECESSION AND THE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
Resource depletion will have the
in the forefront of planning variables.
following serious consequences: inThe recession can in fact be used as
a mechanism to weed out waste, reability to tap the resources for local
orientate development priorities to
use in the future; the creation of
a serious void in export earnings as . bring about more rational use of
the resources run out; the loss of
resources, so that they be used for
foreign exchange in having to import
basic needs satisfying rather than for
what we once exported . Malaysia is
monumental or luxury purposes.
already importing increasing quanOtherwise, resource depletion - the
tities of wood and fish. Conservaphysical limits to production tion measures should replace the
will soon be · a contributory or even
present export-fast policy so that the
the major factor in structural recespresent (let alone future) generation
sion.
will not have to face acute shortages POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
in the near future. Resources should
This paper has argued that the
thus be sparingly exploited for soworld recession is a structural crisis
cially desirable projects and uses,
with a longer-term duration, and
such as fulfilling basic needs of the
that there is a need for -structural
majority, and not for luxury projects
adjustments in the Malaysian econoor uses.
my, particularly to reduce the counThe present recession temporarily
try's external dependence and to
covers up the imminent dangers of switch the main emphasis of future
resource depletion. For instance, the
development to the domestic secpresent oil glut and price decline
tor. An outline of recommendations
resulting from reduced demand tends
on these structural adjustments is
to blind people from the reality of given in this Section. The adjustoil scarcity; the cheaper cost may
ments suggested here are partly in
induce industries and individuals to
response to the recession , but also
increase oil usage. Moreover, due to
largely to use the opportunity
recession, the key problem is seen to
provided by the recession to bring
be insufficiency of demand rather
about changes in the direction of
than depletion of the resource, as
a more ·balanced development orientin the tin industry where supply
ed towards the satisfaction of basic
currently far outstrips demand. It is
needs, a more rational use of rein a boom period, when production
sources for social utility, greater
is carried out to its limits and comsocial and economic equity and a
modity prices rise to reflect scarcity
greater degree of self-reliance. The
value, when the resource depletion
suggestions given here are by no
problem reaches public consciousness
means comprehensive and only serve
more. Ironically, recession may also
as an outline of a policy framework.
contribute to faster resource depletion, as when output and export
quantity is raised to counter price
The objective should be lower
declines and defend the level of
growth
while still upgrading
export earnings . . For instance, in
the living standards of the
1982, the conservationist oil depletion policy was abandoned and pepoorer majority of people.
troleum export volume was raised
by 20% to raise more export earnings and government revenue as a
(I) The Scaling Down of Growth
counter to a price decline and the
losses in other export commodity
Given the nature of the world
earnings. The volume increase in
recession, it would be necessary to
timber exports in 1982 can . also be
scale down the growth targets of the
seen in this light.
4MP. The constraints working against
high growth are poor export demand,
Thus, in the recession , it is vital
the large current account and budget
to keep the long-term supply and
deficits and (in the longer run)
res.ource availability constrain still
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Continued from page 15

the depletion of oil, timber and tin
resources.

(2) Greater Emphasis on Basic Needs
and Income Redistribution
With the reduction in growth
rates, there is an urgent need· to
reorientate the economy towards
the production and provision of
basic needs (food, health services,
water, sanitation, housing, transport,
etc.) and the preservation and
expansion of source of livelihood
for the poorer majority. This is
necessary not only as a desirable
social goal in itself but also to prevent a substantial increase in poverty
and unemployment in the context
of low growth. The objective should
be lower growth while still upgrading the living standards of the poorer
majority of people.
This implies a redistribution of
income towards the poor, which
would result in the following: (a)
a reduction in poverty; (b) the generation of greater consumer demand
as the lower-income groups have a
higher marginal propensity to consume; (c) a shift in market demand
away from sophisticated or luxury
products and services towards more
basic goods and services demanded
by the poor; (d) providing the market basis for a shift in production
towards basic needs industries and
services, as the purchasing power and
thus effective demand of the poorer
sections of society would have increased in absolute terms as well as
relative to total demand; (e) as
consumer demand shifts towards
basic products, investment should
also be channelled into the simpler
capital goods required to produce
basic goods (this type of investment
is also more labour-intensive and
thus generates more jobs), while
the government sector can give
more emphasis on infrastructural
development providing for basic
needs industries and seIVices such
as water, lighting and housing. It
should be noted that without a
redistribution of income , there will
not be the market demand or basis
for a switch in emphasis in producALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

tion towards providing for basic
needs.
(3) Reduction in External Dependence

Malaysia should reduce its present
dependence on external trade, foreign
loans and investment and imported
technology. These cause instability
during recession, _and exacts a high .
cost in terms of lossess, foreign exchange outflow, investment income
and high payments for capital goods
and technical fees. Reducing dependence will thus reduce the current
account deficit and the reliance on
developed countries to provide the
main impetus for domestic economic
growth.
To achieve greater self-reliance,
we require a comprehensive strategy of import substitution in various
fields. This implies a confraction of
the external trade sector, and the
development of the domestic sector,
so that the economy produces more
of the goods which are locally used,
thus channelling resources from the
export sector, while cutting down on
demand for imports. The external
sector presently occupies a very
large part of the economy; in 1982
exports of goods and services comprised 50% of GDP while imports
of goods and services accounted for
54% of total final expenditure.
Greater development of the domestic sector would reduce this extreme
"openness" or trade dependence.
Among the import-substitution
measures that can be taken are the
following:
(a) Food production should be
greatly increased. In 1981, Malaysia imported $3 billion worth of
food, including fruits and vegetables ($406 million), meat and
live animals for food ($187
million), milk and dairy products
($358 million), fish ($166 million), rice ($298 million), wheat
($240 million), other cereals ($420
million) and sugar ($512 million).
There is much scope for food
self-sufficiency and for agricultural food production to be a
major basis for self-reliant development of the. domestic sector.
The demand for food can be
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

expected to increase with population growth and with the increased capacity of poor people's
purchasing power to buy food as a
result of redistributive measures
(recent surveys show a malnutrition rate of up to 30% in Peninsular Malaysia and 64% in Sarawak). More land incentives and
schemes should thus be allocated
for food development.

ployment and are more ecologically appropriate compared to
trawler fishing) and the construction and design of the traditional
Malay house. Research on the
viability and utility of a13propriate Malaysian .technologies is
now in progress, (United Nations
University-sponsored research
"Sharing of traditional technology" done by Institut Masyarakat, Malaysia).

{b) In the industrial sector, more
encouragement should be given to
small-scale industries which are
locally-owned, make use of local
resources, are labour-intensive and
which largely produce basic goods
needed by the poorer majority
of the local population (in contrast to the higher propensity of
the better-off for imported consumer products). These small-scale
industries produce many items
such as food, household implements and furniture, wood and
charcoal, and producer goods
such as fishing nets and basket
work. A comprehensive industrial
policy based on developing such
small industries should be formulated, with less stress on the
large-scale production of luxury
products.

(d) In the area of health services, there should be the development of a local pharmaceutical industry. The production,
import and marketing of pharmaceutical drugs is presently
dominated by multinational companies {which account for 80%
of capital investment and sales).
Imports of medicinal drugs are
valued at around $200 million
annually, foreign exchange which
can be saved. The recent Bangladesh decision to ban imports
of non-essential drugs and to
promote local industry shows the
possibilities of developing countries to develop a self-reliant
drug policy.

The present dependence on
high-cost foreign technology
could be replaced with the
appreciation, development and
upgrading of selected
indigenous technologies.
(c) The formulation of an appropriate technology policy is a vital
component of the proposals to
switch to a basic needs selfreliant development strategy. The
present dependence ofl high-cost
foreign technology could be replaced with the appreciation,
development and upgrading of
selected indigenous technologies
which are small in scale, ecologically-sound, often fashioned
from local resources, and accessible to the poor. Examples include traditional fishing technologies {which provide more em-
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(e) In the area of transportation,
stress should be placed on the
development of public transport
instead of private motorcar owpership, together with individual
ownership of small-scale nonenergy consuming modes such as
,bicycling. This would reduce the
high import costs of motorcars
and parts and the high infrastructural cost of road building
and provision of land and space
for parking.
The above are only rough sketches
of some elements of a self-reliant
strategy, with the realisation that a
great deal of thinking and analysis
is required of the entire subject.
(4) Reducing the current Account
Deficit

It is obvious that a reduction in
the huge current account deficit
must be a high priority in a readjustment strategy. Firstly, to reduce the
trade deficit, the following measures
could be considered: (a) The continuation of efforts to secure better
prices for rubber and tin through the
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joint action of producing countries;
(b) The banning or imposition of
high duties on selected luxury ,
non-essential or harmful imports. In
the drawing up of such controversial
list of imports, the following examples may be included for consideration, (with their import value in
brackets): wholly-built cars ($128
million in 1979); CKD cars ($688
million in 1981); tobacco ($130
million); alcohol ($70 - 100 million
in 1981); TV sets ($144 million in
1979); radios and sound recorders
($75 million in 1979); and the following household and decorative
items (1979 import values):decorative glassware ($23 million), porcelain tableware ($16 million), leather bags and travel goods ($14
million), statuettes and ornaments
($1.4 million), dolls, toys and games
($23 million); (c) A careful examination of the' high level of machinery
and transport equipment imported
annually (1981 value: $10 billion).
In September 1982, the Minister of
Trade and Industry announced the
government's intention to ban the
import of cars and other luxury
items. Recently, the import of
whole-unit cars was suspended, and
in the 1983 Budget higher import
taxes were imposed on cars, tobacco
and alcohol. It is not known if curbs
on other imports are still being
planned.

Malaysia's shipping lines and insurance business should be upgraded.

With the economic cake
shrinking, more stress be given
to prevention of increased
poverty, to redistribution of
income and to selfreliant
development.

(5) Reorientation of Government
Projects
Given the reduction in the government development budget, it is
important to review the criteria for
government projects. It has been
argued that with the economic cake
shrinking, more stress be given to
prevention of increased poverty, to
redistribution of income and to
self-reliant development. Thus, projects should be evaluated according
to the criteria of the extent to which
they prevent or eradicate poverty,
increase social equity and develop
the domestic sector. Non-essential
projects (such as the Penang Bridge,

the Komtar project, the NorthSouth highway) should be accorded low priority or rejected in present and future planning. Moreover, projects which displace, dehouse or de-farm poor communities should be discouraged. Even
if such projects are being undertaken by the private sector, the
government should intervene whereever possible to stop adverse repercussions of projects. An example
is the conversion of large tracts of
agricultural food-producing land as a
result of housing, road or airport
construction activities in Penang and
elsewhere, displacing farms and causing a decline in agricultural produc'
tion.

(6) Rural Development and Employment Opportunities

One major area where employment opportunities can be expanded
is the agricultural sector and the
rural areas. In the past ten years,
the agricultural sector has declined,
with growth rates far below the
overall average, with labour moving to other sectors ;md with the
rural population moving to towns.

In considering the services deficit,
it is worth noting that the proposed
reduction of the trade sector in the
economy wouid also reduce payments for freight and insurance
(since less goods will be traded)
while a reduction of the reliance on
foreign capital and loans would also
cut down investment income outflows. These are necessarily longerterm measures. In the meanwhile,
if the current account deficit remains
acute , restrictions on capital repatriation could eventually be considered. The high outflows due to travel
and education abroad could be
curbed by the imposition of a travel
tax (as has been done in other countries) and the provision of more
higher education opportunities locally. To reduce dependence on foreign trade and insurance services,
47
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This trend should be reversed. With
the proposed rapid expansion of the
food sector, more employment opportunities will be created in agriculture, which should become a major source of output and employment growth. Steps should thus be
taken to revitalise agriculture and rural society, including the utilisation
of the present 2 million acres of
idle agricultural land, the opening
and distribution of land for needy
farmers who could farm on a cooperative basis, the improvement of
marketing, and land reforms on
existing farms and smallholdings
to ensure fair returns to tenants.
Rural society should also be developed with the establishment of
small-industries producing basic consumer and producer goods, while
cultural and entertainment facilities
should be developed. A re-emphasis
on rural development is especially
necessary if.job creation in the urban
areas slows down as a result of slow
growth and retrenchments.

(7) Ecological Balance and Resources

In the proposed development strategy, the principles of ecological
balance and resource conservation
should be adhered to. This is to
ensure the long-term availability of
natural resources such as cultivable
or grazing land, timber, energy,
clean water and fisheries, without
which development cannot take
place. Private or public sector projects should thus be subject to
environmental assessment before and
during operation.
(8) Changes in Concepts and Lifestyles

numbers of fashionable objects, especially imported luxuries, should be
controlled. The "taste transfer"
from the developed countries to
Third World countries, well noted
by economists and social scientists
is already rampant in Malaysia, and
has generated motivational attitudes,
values and expectations in various
layers of society which are not conducive to self-reliant basic needsoriented development. With the
onset of recession, it is now clear
that Malaysia as a country is spending beyond its means. There must
thus be a change in values and lifestyles from one based on fashion
and high living to a simpler way of
life. Here , one is not advocating an
austere and strict discipline devoid
of life's pleasures. Rather, what is
being proposed is a type of development in which the basic material
needs of everyone are met, but where
excess and conspicuous consumption
and the values of competitive ownership . of fashionable products are
replaced by a simple life-style with
enough recreational time to pursue
the lost arts of conversation, reading and music, the pleasures of a
family picnic or a climb in the hills,
and the disappearing values of friendship and cooperation. D

The implementation of the selfreliant basic needs-oriented development strategy would probably meet
with objections from those whose
vision of development comprises,
the symbols of ultra-modernism,
such as superhighways and 60storey skyscrappers, and those who
have been used to sophisticated
products and a high-level lifestyle.
In order for the new approach to
succeed, there must also be a reconceptualisation of the meaning and
nature of development, which focuses on the participation and upliftment of the majority of people
rather than the high living of the
minority. The free operation and ·
Our guest writer, Martin Khor, is the
manipulation of the consumer culResearch Director of the Consumers
ture, with its penchant for the
Association of Penang ( CAP).
ownership and collection of greater

There must thus be a change
in values and lifestyles from
one based on fashion and high
living to a simpler way of life

Overheard at Fitzpatrick's Supennarket
Customer A: Hey, How are you, man?
Customer B: OK lah, You have put on a lot of weight, man.
Customer A: Yes lah. Not much work lately. Go to office, punch in and go round town. They have set up my unit,
but still no work lah.
Customer B: Yes ah? Our office has no punch clock yet /ah. I think government has no money to buy it, yc:,u know.
Customer A: What no money? They are spending one-and-a quarter million to renovate one big shot's house. They
.are buying jets for the PM's department, yet no money to buy punch clocks ah?
D.atomer B: Who are you to question that, man?
Customer A: Mr. Nobody. Hahaha.
E.T.
Kuala Lumpur.
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LEARNING FROM HISTORY

.

WEIMAR GERMANY
Gan Teik Chee

INTRODUCTION

1bis year is the 50th anniversary
of Hitler's rise to power in Germany.
On January 30th 1933, the aged
President von Hindenburg appointed
Adolf Hitler Chancellor of the
Weimar State, in effect investing him
with the power to destroy the
Republic and impose totalitarian
rule. Thus ended the democratic
experiment in Germany and began
the liquidation of Weimar culture,
which in brilliance of achievement
has been described as a second Periclean age.
Freedom-lovers and celebrants of
the human spirit everywhere see the
fall of the Weimar Republic as a
story with tragic significance in the
modern world. It would do well for
those dedicated to a democratic way
of life to learn from the fate of
Weimar
how
newly-established
democracies are lost by the fumblings
of good men and the manoeuvrings
of clever politicians, as much as the
ruthlessness of the evil.
SHORT HISTORY

On the eve of World War I
Germany had a semi-democratic
government based on the Reichstag
{lower house) and the Bundersrat
(upper house). The supreme power
was in the hands of the Emperor
who delegated his military powers to
the General Staff and civil matters to
the Chancellor (equivalent of Prime
Minister).

The military High Command
were happy to let a civilian
government take the blame for
Germany's defeat - they
considered that the army was
blameless.
In the autumn of 1918, it was
obvious that the German armies were
collapsing at the front. Under
pressure from the General Staff, the
Emperor appointed Prince Max von
Baden Chancellor to obtain an
armistice from the Allies and to
transform Germany into a parliamentary democratic State. Prince Max
entered into negotiations with US
President Wilson based on the latter's
14 Points. The military High
Command were happy to let a
civilian government take the blame
for Germany's defeat - they considered that the army was blameless.
On 11th November 1918 the German
Armistice Commission reluctantly
signed the harsh armistice agreement.
Two days earlier, the Emperor had
abdicated and Germany was proclaimed a Republic.
Elections were held under ·the
system of proportional representation for a new national assembly and
in February 1919 the elected representatives convened in Weimar, the
city of Goethe and Schiller which
provided an image of a new
Germany. The Weimar Republic was
the first real opportunity for national
democracy in Germany. The Social
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Democrats, a party of workers and
trade unionists, won the most seats
but had to form a coalition with the
Catholic Center Party and the Democrats, a party of bourgeois intellectuals and progressive industrialists.
1bis became known as the Weimar
Coalition which constituted a
dominant political grouping for
many years. The Assembly elected
Ebert President and he appointed
Scheidemann Chancellor to form
a Cabinet.
The Weimar Constitution provided for a strong central government. The chief officer was the
Reichsprasident (President) who
could dissolve the Reichstag, invoke
a popular referendum against its
decisions, and assume emergency
powers in case 'public safety and
order were seriously disturbed'. In
such a case the President was allowed
to rule by decree and to suspend
fundamental rights. Otherwise there
was a marked socialist leaning in the
Republic, at least on paper.
Meanwhile the question of the
Peace treaty loomed large. The
Germans had expected it to be based
on President Wilson's 14 Points but
the Allies merely prepared a final
text containing their joint terms for
Germa_ny's signature. The Scheidemann Government refused to sign
and had to resign. Gustav Bauer,
another Social Democrat, took over
and sent a new delegation which
accepted the Treaty without reservations.
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

Unavoidable though it was, submission by the Government left scars
that never healed. In signing the
Versailles Treaty, the Germans
acknowledged 'responsibility for causing all the loss and damage to which
the Allied and associated governments and their citizens have been
subjected as a consequence of the
war imposed upon them.' This was
the infamous 'war guilt clause' which
practically all Germans hoped to
repeal and some to revenge. By the
treaty, Germany lost her overseas
colonies, Alsace-Lorraine, Schleswig,
the Saar and parts of Upper Silesia.
The army and navy were restricted,
and reparations, later fixed at US
132 billion gold marks, were to be
payable to 1988.
The next 4 years of the Republic
saw dome~ic violence and foreign
intransigence, interacting and reinforcing each other. In March 1920
the first rightist uprising against
Weimar broke out under Wolfgang
Kapp. When the insurgents moved on
Berlin, troops refused to fire and the
Government evacuated. In 4 days the
uprising petered out, paralyzed by a
Social Democratic-led general strike.
With the collapse of the putsch,
Scheidemann called for a purge of
the military and civil service but in
vain.
ASSASSINATION

In the Reichstag, the extreme
right had been vilifying the Government, the Constitution and the
Versailles Treaty. Large landowners,
especially in the East, protected and
assisted secret organizations and
maintained weapons caches. In
Bavaria Captain Ehrhardt, a veteran
of the Kapp putsch, and von Dillinger, formed Organization K. Their
first victim was Mathias Erzberger of
the Centre Party, an active pacifist
and the first Finance Minister.
In the elections of June 1920, the
extreme left and right made heavy
gains - the Weimar Coalition no
longer had a majority. The new
Chancellor represented Germany at
the reparation conferences and
resigned after refusing the Allied
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terms for payment. He was succeeded by Joseph Wirth, another
Centrist, who accepted and delivered
1 billion gold marks towards the
arrears.

In June 1922 Rathenau was
assassinated by young militants
of Organisation K.
In the Wirth cabinet was Walter
Rathenau, a Jewish economic expert
and an advocate of international
unaerstanding. He served with
distinction as Foreign Minister and
concluded the Treaty of Rapallo
with the Soviet Union in which the
latter waived reparations and pledged
friendship
and
economic cooperation with Germany. In June
1922 Rathenau was assassinated by
young militants of Organisation K.
As the troubles of the Weimar
increased, the right, supported by big
industrialists, were gaining in audacity. German currency fell drastically
in value because her productive
capacity was low and she could not
get international credit. In January
1921 ·owing to default on reparations, French and Belgian troops
occupied industrial cities in the
Ruhr. German workers went on
strike. French technicians and
workers tried to run the factories
and bloody clashes occurred everywhere. The strike devastated the
German economy; by autumn 1923,
government printing presses were
grinding out money day and night. It
cost over a billion marks to buy a
loaf of bread. The hardest hit were
those on fixed incomes or with
savings - widows, civil servants,
teachers and soldiers.

STRESEMANN

In August 1921 Stresemann of the
People's Party took over as Chancellor, ended passive resistance and
the printing of money. The Rentenbank was established and a new
Rentenmark was issued, backed by
a mortgage on Germany's total
resources. In November 1921 Hitler
staged the Munich putsch which
50

failed. Hitler was convicted of high
treason but received the minimum
sentence, serving only 8 months in
prison.
In 1924 the Americans proposed
the Dawes Plan with evacuation of
the Ruhr, reductions in reparation
payments and international loans to
Germany. The government accepted
the Plan over fierce opposition from
the right who demanded more Allied
concessions.

French troops were out of the
Ruhr by June 1925. Unfortunately
President Ebert died in February
1925 and after prolonged party
manoeuvring the old war hero
Hindenburg took over as President.
It was a setback to the Republic but
·Hindenburg acted scrupulously until
overtaken by senility. In 1925
Stresemann, as Foreign Minister,
negotiated the Treaty of Locarno
settling Germany's western frontiers
and in 1926 Germany entered the
League of Nations.
The mid-1920s saw internal
prosperity in Germany, _based mainly
on massive inflows of foreign capital.
However, right-wing fanatics remained determined to overthrow the
Republic and the rightist magnate
Alfred Hugenberg, who had grown
rich in the inflation, gained control
of the newspaper industry. In the
elections of May 1928, the Social
Democrats did best followed by the
German Nationalists: Herman Muller
formed a Cabinet of ' 'personalities'
i.e. individuals serving as Ministers
but most of them were Social Democrats. Hugenberg took over the
National Party and began making
overtures to Hitler. The Nazis held
their first Nuremburg party rally in
August 1927 calling for a purge of
the body politic.
In 1929 the Young Plan was
signed in which Germany agreed to
· continue paying reparations on .a
graduated scale until 1988. Over
vehement opposition by Hitler and
Hugenberg, the Reichstag adopted
the Plan. Stresemann's death in
October 1929 marked the beginning
of the end. He had taught the
'bourgeois, politically homeless' Pro-
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with the Social Democrats. With his
death his People's Party broke off
from the Weimar Coalition.

The Wall Street collapse in
October 1929 and the world
depression hit Germany first
because she had obtained
massive short-term loans.
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The Wall Street collapse in October 1929 and the world depression
hit Germany fust because she had
obtained massive short-term loans.
These were called in, forcing industrialists to cut back production and
retrench workers. By spring 1930,
Germany was in an even worse crisis
than the inflation of 1923, both
economically and politically. Unemployment, deprivation and violence were widespread. The parties of
the extreme right and Jeft gained in
votes and since no party ever
obtained a majority, parliamentary
government became impossible. In
September 1930 the Nazis won 107
seats second only to the Social
Democrats. They had gained millions
of new supporters from the politically apathetic and the youth.
Minority Cabinets followed each
other in quick succession while ·the
President made laws by decree.
Finally, in the 1932 elections the
Nazis became the largest single party
and the President appointed Hitler
Chancellor. That was the end of the
Republic.
POLITICS AND FENCE-SITTERS

Perhaps the most telling weakness of Weimar parliamentary
democracy was a strong aversion to
the political process itself among a
significant section of the German
people. Political parties were widely
regarded
with
distaste.
Party
intrigues
and
parliamentary
squabbles compared unfavourably
with the civil servants' sense of duty
and the loyalty and discipline of the
armed forces. Among the intelligentzia, cultured Germans believed
politics to be dirty and abstained

from the political process. Poetry
was treated virtually as religion and
their favourite poets were Goethe
and Schiller. Goethe was apathetic
towards politics while Schiller glorified
violence
against
'unjust
authority' ; neither helped to prepare
men for parliamentary exchange and
compromise. In fact, by calling for
something higher than politics, the
German Dichter (creative writers),
who
commanded
exaggerated
influence especially among the
youth, paved the way for something
lower - unthinking Nazism.
From about the mid-19th century, poets became culture heroes in
Germany and thinkers were converted into poets, to the detriment of
rational moderation. Heidegger's
writings were the prime example of
this trend in the Weimar years. His
pessimistic philosophy gave expression and respectability to the
embrace of unreason and death that
attracted so many Germans in this
troubled period.
Malaysia in the 1980s is reproducing some similar tendencies as
described above. There is a growing
sense of pessimism especially among
the youth, in the future of our
society. The enormous drug problem
is clear evidence of the anxiety and
despair affecting our young people
who thus seek escape by any means.
Our
Parliamentary
democracy,
although still workable, puts off
sensible and right-thinking people
with its institutionalized communalism, political corruption and blatant
manipulation of the party system.
On the other hand, the religious call
to a higher cause than constitutional
politics is increasing in stridency.
This religious revivalism, whether
Islamic, Christian, or Hindu, emphasizes commitment over analysis,
passion over thinking and salvation
over service.
The stage is set for explosive
developments. We must heed the
warnings of the Weimar experience
and move quickly to remedy the
deep political cynicism among large
sections of the people.
Related to the aversion to politics
in Weimar democracy was the pre51

dominance of fence-sitters among the
German middle-class. Tj).ere were
thousands of professors, industrialists
and politicians who hated the Nazis
but did not love the Republic. They
learned to live with the Weimar
government, judged its advent a
historical necessity and respected
some of its leade.rs, but never believed
in its future. They came to be called
'rational republicans' (Vernunftrepublikaner) i.e. republicans from
choice rather than conviction.

Thus the Weimar government
was to them merely the least
objectionable choice between
rightist gangsterism and leftist
anarchism.
The middle-class visualized a State
with a strong President and a mildly
reformist regime ready to preserve
remnants of the Imperial past, a
State that would reconcile all classes
with one another. The important
thing was to achieve sectional collaboration and to prevent radicalization in politics. Thus the Weimar
government was to them merely the
least objectionable choice between
rightist gangsterism and leftist
anarchism. This rationalism was more
amenable to analysis of past errors
than whole-hearted loyalty to the
existing possibilities of Weimar.
Under pressure of the rising Nazi
tide, the fence-sitters wavered and
then tacitly withdrew support from
the State. Their rationalization and
self-exculpation became so ingrained
that their steady descent into
betrayal of principles and values was
hardly noticeable to themselves.
Finally after Hitler had taken over
the government, many of them committed suicide in regret and despair.
The lesson we can learn from the
fate of the Weimar fence-sitters is the
importance of standing up for fundamental principtes and human rights
in a time of crisis. A well-known
tactic of aspiring dictators is to
create artificial crises or emergencies
for the purpose of justifying the
Continued on page 62
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NATIONAL INTEGRATION
Continued from page 44

within the influence of the Chinese
community while for a Chinese
female who marries an Indian ( eg. a
Tamil), she and her offspring are
generally incorporated into the
Indian community. In Sabah, intermarriage between Chinese and
Kadazan gives rise to offspring called
Sino. Since Kadazans follow the
bilateral principle, whether the Sinos
eventually identify with the Chinese
or Kadazan depends very much on
whether they are brought up in a
predominantly Chinese or Kadazan
environment. In most cases it is the
Chinese men rather than women who
intermarry with the "natives". This
may be due to the fact that it is the
Chinese men who have more interaction with the 'natives' and intermarriage with Chinese usually
involves upward social mobility for
the poorer indigenous women.
Furthermore, the partrilineal principle makes it more tolerable for
Chinese parents to accept their sons
marrying indigenous women than
their daughters marrying indigenous
men. In the latter case, the parents
are more worried that their daughters
and grandchildren will not be able to
remain Chinese. The opportunity for
women to achieve upward social
mobility is important in intermarriage. In the case of ChineseIndian intermarriage, the objections
of Chinese parents are usually due
to colour prejudice, but it is certainly
more tolerable for a Chinese
<laughter to marry an Indian doctor
or a lawyer t,han if she were to marry
an Indian who does not have high
economic and social status.

RELIGION AND ETHNICITY
From the above analysis, it is
obvious that the religions of ethnic
groups in contact do affect acculturation and assimilation. Where
there is no significant religious
barrier, mutual assimilation of
members is possible through intermarriage. However, Chinese-Malay
intermarriage today usually results
ALIRAN ,QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

in the assimilation of the Chinese
and the offspring into Malay society
since such a marriage requires the
Chinese to convert to Islam, an act
which is seen by · most Chinese
Malaysians and Mall!¥s as becoming
Malays. It is the/religious barrier
that accounts for the persistence
of Peranakan Chinese societies. No
matter how acculturated the Chinese
are, they remain Chinese as long as
they follow Chinese religious beliefs
and practices or do not embrace
Islam. Since they cannot be identified as Malays due to the religious
barrier and since they are Malayspeaking, the more acculturated
Chinese remain a special type of
Chinese, the Peranakan Chinese.
Malays are Muslims both from the
social and legal points of view, and
so assimilation into Malay society
is not possible unless one converts
to Islam. Thus those Chinese who
are by tradition Muslims and who
have been in close contact with
Malays are easily assimilated, as is
true in the case of the so-called
Yunnanese in Trengganu. This is
why I do not consider the Yunnanese
as Peranakan Chinese since they are
almost assimilated by Malays and do
not constitute a distinct Peranakan
Chinese identity as the Baba and the
Peranakan Chinese in Kelantan do.
While there is religious barrier
between Chinese Malaysians and
Malays, this does not of course
hinder social interaction for interac-·
tion norms are developed for smooth
cross-ethnic interaction. (For further
discussions, see "Baba Chinese, NonBaba Chinese and Malays: A note on
ethnic interaction in Malacca ", in
Southeast Asian Journal of Social
Sciences, 7(1-2): 20-29.)
What is interesting to observe
of Chinese Muslims especially the
converts is whether those who marry
among themselves (and not with
Malays) will remain Chinese and will
be accepted by both Malays and
Chinese as such. At present, this
category of Chinese Muslims remain
nominal Chinese. Assimilation of
Chinese into Malay society depends
52

not only on willingness on the part
of the Chinese but also on the acceptance on the part of the Malays.
The communal nature of Malaysian
society, however, does not encourage
the Malays to regard this category
of Chinese Muslims as Malays, while
the non-Muslim Chinese cannot
accept them as "real Chinese".
Unfortunately, even the motives for
religious conversion have been
looked upon with suspicion by some
Malays and non-Muslim Chinese who
accuse them of trying to gain material
benefit by winning the favour of
the Malays. Chinese Muslim converts
have yet to exert their utmost effort
to solve this dilemma of identity.
Certainly they do not want to be
seen as non-Muslim Chinese nor can
they remain as a rather ambiguous
category of saudara baru or "new
brothers and sisters" as the Malays
call them. From the point of view
of national integration, it is better
to distinguish religious identity from
ethnic identity. If Chinese Muslims
remain Chinese and are so accepted
by both Malays and Chinese, this will
certainly encourage more Chinese to
embrace Islam and indirectly promote
intermarriage with Malays. The
Chinese will then not see Islam in
communal terms and will regard it
as one of the religions they have
access to, like Buddhism, Christianity,
Bahai and many others. This will
remove much of the prejudice and
conflict surrounding religion and
identity in Malaysia. More significantly, this will help lift religion
out of the politics of ethnicity in
Malaysia.
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The communal nature of
Malaysian society, however,
does not encourage the
Malays to regard this
category of Chinese Muslims
as Malays, while the nonMuslim Chinese cannot
accept them as "real
Chinese"
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MALAYSIAN CULTURE

If assimilation is rejected, then
national
culture can be concepintegration canno't be
tualized in three ways, although each
spe~ified. It is an ongoing
conception does not necessarily
From the discussion above, the
process and at present it
exclude the others. First, national
official policy of the Malaysian
is determined by the
culture may be seen as comprising
government with regard to the
the cultures of all ethnic groups in
politics of communalism.
question of national integration may
Malaysia. It is Malaysian culture.
be described as accommodative
This is the simplest view and is the
rather than assimilative. · (Ratnam · one held by most Chinese Malaysians.
holds a similar opinion in · his _
Hence, they do not understand why
book "Communalism and the
their culture in its totality cannot
CULTURE AND NATIONAL
Political Process in Malaya".) Bahasa
be automatically viewed as part of
INTEGRATION
Malaysia as the national language
national culture. When one talks
Does our discussion on accul- has largely been accepted by all
about Malaysian culture, it is the
turation and assimilatio11 of Chinese ethnic groups, so is the policy of
cultures of the various ethnic groups
economic
imbalances
Malaysians have any bearing on reducing
·in the country, no matter how
national integration? Before Inde- among ethnic groups, although nonnational culture is defined. The fear
pendence, the colonial regime was Malays and Malays may disagree
of
the so-called "non-natives" (nonabout the way the policy is implenot concerned with integrating the
bumiputra)
is that if this definition
mented. Of course, opinions do
various ethnic groups and in fact
is
not
adopted
officially, the governkept them apart for reasons of differ between Malays and nonment
may
find
it legitimate to
political control. But since Inde- Malays on the question ofintegration.
suppress
ethnic
cultures
and pursue
Some Malays want a more assimilative
pendence, the question of national
a
policy
of
assimilation.
approach and in fact a few politicans
integration is a crucial task in the
in
the government seem to give that
development of a new nation. It
impression in their speeches, causing
National culture refers
is difficult to define "integration".
much uneasiness among the nonto those Malaysian social
At the minimum, it must have
Malays. From the Chinese point of
the element of bringing different
mores,
at both the
view, there is growing concern that
ethnic groups together such that
cognitive and action levels,
the eventual aim of the government
they share a common national
is assimilation and this view influencs
which have become
identity and are united as people
their interpretation of government
interethnic,
that is, .
of a nation. In general, there are
actions. The crucial problem is that
accepted by all Malaysians
two ways of achieving national
accommodation cannot be specific
integration, namely through accomas part and parcel of their
as compromises and adjustments
modation or through assimilation.
way of life.
expected
of minorities can range
The latter is an extreme form of
few
to
many,
and
so
a
from
very
integration whereby the politically ·
final definite pattern of integration
dominant group (usually also numeriSecond, national culture refers
cannot be specified. It is an ongoing
cally dominant) seeks to assimilate
to those Malaysian social mores,
process and at present it is determined
the minorities. Accommodation
at both the cognitive and action
by
the politics of communalism.
involves each ethnic group in a
levels, which have become intercountry seeking to preserve its own
Those who are in favour of assiethnic, that is, accepted by all
cultural and ethnic identities but
milation will simply define national
Malaysians as part and parcel of their
recognizing the need for national
culture as Malay culture. However,
way of life. For example, the use of
integration and making sociocultural
assimilation is not realistic in view of batik shirts by Malaysians irrespective
and even politico-economic adjustthe cultural and demographic comof ethnic origin, is a cultural trait
ments towards this end. In practice,
plexity in Malaysia. While Malays are
which is part of national culture.
the adjustments are usually made
in the majority and Chinese form the
There are certain values and world
in favour of the politically more
next largest group, there are many
views in general which can only be
dominant group. Accommodation is
other ethnic groups, each with its
described as Malaysian and which
own linguistic and cultural commore moderate than assimilation
make a Chinese Malaysian different
although policies of accommodation
from, say, a Chinese Indonesian or a
plexity. In my opinion, assimilation
can range from very moderate ones
will not achieve integration and will,
Chinese in Taiwan. Phenomenologito more extreme ones such that the
cally, Malaysians do share a
on the contrary, widen the communal
politically less influential minorities
gap. Furthermore, cultural assimi- Malaysian world view and in general
are expected to compromise in ways
lation (acculturation) is not the same
a Malaysian social world. It is rather
which they do not want. The main
difficult to .describe what exactly
as ethnic assimilation.

A final definite pattern of

O·

difference between accommodation
and assimilation is that the former
recognizes the reality of cultural
pluralism, the latter seeks to eradicate that reality.
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this cognitive world is. Indeed there
Assimilation is not a necessary
should be more research into this as ,condition for achieving integration
well as the identification of common
for integration is not merely a matter
values which can be promoted for
of acculturation or cultural assimilaof national
the
development
tion. Assimilation involves the
question of ethnicity, the attitude
culture.- Hence there are an "is"
aspect and an "ought-to-be" aspect
and perception of people about
of national culture and the former
themselves and others. Chinese
should be distinguished from that
Malaysians can be well acculturated
which is yet to be promoted. The
to the Malay way of life, yet remain
latter is of course a politicai issue, · ethnically distinct. We should distinguish between cultural identity
given the communal nature of
Malaysian society. Under this second
and ethnic identity. The Baba, for
definition, national culture is beyond
example, have been acculturated by
the Malays, yet they remain
ethnic cultures but the promotion of
ethnically Chinese. As we have seen
the former need not entail the
the Peranakan Chinese in Kelanta~
suppression of the latter.
have been acculturated too, although
Third, national culture is connot to the extent of losing their
ceptualized in relation to national
Chinese language. Compared to the
identity. What are the cultural
Baba in Malacca, the Peranakan
elements which can.best portray the
Chinese in Kelantan are more inteimage of Malaysia to non-Malaysian
grated
into the multi-ethnic environoverseas? Ideally, the cultural element
in
Kelantan. This is due to
ments contained in the second
greater cross-ethnic social interaction
conception · of national culture
in Kelantan. Among the Baba today,
should be the symbols of national
social interaction is more with fellow
identity. However, they are rather
Chinese than with Malays. Thus a
limited for our national culture in
crucial factor in achieving integration
this sense is still rather undeveloped.
_is
to ensure greater social interaction
Given this situation, it is the Malay
bet\\'.een
ethnic groups,
while
and other indigenous cultural
acculturation
and
assimilation
should
elements which can best be used to
be left to develop on their own.
portray the image of Malaysia by
Deliberate
policies of acculturation
virtue of t~eir historical continuity
and
assimilation
tend to unite people
in t_his lap._d. This is not so with the
against
cultural
oppression and are
less Malaysianized aspects of Chinese
against the interest of integration.
and Indian cultures. What will
The acculturation of the Peranakan
happen if the Chinese lion dance is
Chinese was due to a natural process,
presented as a Malaysian art form in,
not
through any political coercion.
say, an Asian cultural festival in
Hong Kong or Tokyo? The Chinese
from Hongkong and Taiwan will
most probably say that it is their
old cultural heritage, and not
Malaysian. However, once the lion
dance has been so Malaysianized
that it has become uniquely
Malaysian, then it can undoubtedly
symbolize Malaysia.

Deliberate policies of
acculturation and
assimilation tend to unite
people against cultural
oppression and are against
the interest of integration.
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COMMON LANGUAGE
The case of the Peranakan Chinese
in Malacca and Kelantan shows that
a common language is necessary for
greater and meaningful cross-ethnic
interaction.
Close
interaction
between the Peranakan Chinese and
Malays in Kelantan wou'id not , be
possible without the use of Kelantan
Malay as the lingua franca. Although
the integration between the Peranakan Chinese and Malays in Malacca
is not as strong as that in Kelantan
cross-ethnic interaction is easier and
more intense than between nonBaba Chinese and Malays. This is not
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a matter of the ability to speak some
Malay as almost all Chinese
Malaysians can. It is the ability to
speak Malay as fluently as the
Malays do and to use Malay in
conversation about any topic.
Although Bahasa Malaysia (Malay)
is the national language, it remains
an inter-group language for the
non-Malays, except the more acculturated ones. Furthermore, regional
Malay dialects are more widely
spoken than the standard Malay by
both Malays and non-Malays. Com-.
munalism has hindered the nonMalays froIJl accepting Malay, be it
standard Malay or a regional Malay
dialect, as one of their languages.
Chinese Malaysians (non-Peranakan)
use either Mandarin or one of the
various Chinese "dialects" as a lingua
franca among themselves. When two
non-Peranakan Chinese individuals
cannot converse fluently in any
Chinese lingua franca, they prefer
to speak in English or in a broken
Chinese language but generally not in
Malay. Alternatively, if they understand each other's· languages but are
not able to speak it, they would
converse each using his own language.
In fact, in such a situation, many
Chinese do prefer to cut short the
conversation rather than to proceed
in Malay which both can speak.
There is so much communalism in
Malaysia that both Chinese Malaysians
and Malays are highly conscious and
sensitive about their ethnic identification. The primordial sentiment
does not allow non-Peranakan Chinese
to speak Malay among themselves
for they do not want to appear
Malay, nor do Chinese individuals
wish to be judged by fellow-Chinese
Malaysians as unChinese for speaking
Malay to them. This is especially so
in Malaysia where each ethnic group
stresses it's own language or languages
as symbols of identity. This is why
the Baba are despised by the nonPeranakan Chinese for their inability
to speak a Chinese language properly.
It is also why English continues to
play an important role socially in
intra- and inter-ethnic group communication. It is seen as a neutral
language.
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Malay should be accepted
as one of the languages for
communication within each
non-Malay community. When
this happens, it will be a major
stride forward towards
national integration.
Malay as the national language
has yet to transcend ethnicity. Given
the communal nature of Malaysian
society, Chinese Malaysians (except
the very small minority of Peranakan
Chinese) need a major psychological
breakthrough in order to speak
Malay among themselves. The
problem is two-fold, namely, the
inability of Chinese Malysians to
speak Malay very fluently and the
persistent identification of the Malay
language with Malay ethnicity. I do
not mean that Chinese Malaysians
should speak Malay only or that the
government should prohibit the use
of non-Malay languages. That will
be outright cultural suppression. But
I do think that all ethnic groups in
Malaysia should accept Malay not
merely for communication across
ethnic groups but also for in-group
communication. In other words,
Malay should be accepted as one of
the languages for communication
within each non-Malay community.
When this happens, it will be a
major
stride
forward
towards
national integration.
Proficiency in Malay and its use
by all ethnic groups have great implications for integration. Not only
will language promote cross-ethnic
interaction and therefore better
mutual understanding, it helps to
create certain common sentiments
and cultural tastes that transcend
ethnicity. Proficiency in Malay has
made it possible for the Baba to
appreciate and adopt dondang sayang
in which Malay poems (pantun) are
sung to music. It has also made it
possible for the Peranakan Chinese
in Kelantan and Trengganu to
acquire the cultural taste for the
Malay shadow play, dikir barat (a
form of Malay singing in Kelantan)

as well as other Malay and Thai
singing and drama. As far as songs
and dramas are concerned, it is
those presented in Malay that will
eventually cut across ethnic boundaries and be accepted by all
Malaysians as Malaysian and not
merely as belonging to particular
ethnic groups. To give an example,
the Malay pop song is slowly cutting
across ethnic groups for the simple
theme of love is beyond ethnicity.
In the deveiopment of national
culture through the use of national
language, it is necessary for the
language to transcend ethnicity.
Malays should not have the attitude
that the national language is theirs
only despite the fact that it is a
Malay language. Thus they should
not feel uneasy if Chinese and Indian
Malaysians publish their religious
books in Malay or even preach to
their followers in Malay. Here, it is
useful to remember my earlier distinction between national culture
and ethnic culture. We have a
number of newspapers in Malay but
none which is truly Malaysian and
not merely Malay in orientation.
Similarly television dramas in Malay
can be either more Malay or more
Malaysian in content; the former
catering more to the Malays, the
latter
appealing more to all
Malaysians. The appreciation of thi<i
distinction is important in the
promotion of national culture.

'ETHNICISM'
While I have discussed the major
factors which may promote integration, it should be realized that
in the final analysis, it is what I
call ethnicism which hinders integration. Ethnicism may be described
as that aspect of ethnicity which
concerns communalism and the use
of it as an ideology for social action
and for group relations. It is not
ethnocentrism
which
may be
merely an aspect of ethnicism. It
is the perception and the interpretation of the social world along the
lines of communalism such that even
non-communal issues are seen as
communal. Ethnicism in Malaysia is
both a legacy of colonialism as well
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as a result of conflict and competition between ethnic groups. The
nature of ethnic relations in the
country has already been analyzed
by various scholars and we need not
discuss it further. (See Aliran

phamplet "What is National Culture?': Lim Mah Hui, "Ethnic and
Class Relations in Malaysia",
Chandrasekran Pi/lay, "Trends in
Ethnic Relations", and Tan Chee
Beng, ''Peranakan Chinese in Northeast Kelantan with special reference
to Chinese Religion".) Suffice to say
that ethnicism has become a national
cancer in Malaysia and it seriously
hinders integration. Most Malaysians
suffer from this cultural cancer such
that their social world is essentially a
communal one. This is made worse
and perpetuated by the politics of
communalism.

Indeed the structural conflict
between ethnic groups has
increased as a result of
resolving socio-economic
problems by communal
means.
It is time Malaysians identify
ethnicism as a serious threat to
national integration. The aim of the
New Economic Policy is to eradicate
poverty and to reduce economic
imbalances among the ethnic groups.
As far as increasing the socioeconomic opportunities of the
indigenous people is concerned, this
policy has achieved some success.
Yet from the point of view of
national integration, it has failed and
indeed
the
structural conflict
between ethnic groups has increased
as a result of resolving socio-economic
problems by communal means.
Communal policies not only perpetuate ethnicism but intensify it. It
is therefore urgent that future fiveyear plans should give priority to
solving this problem. While the
present NEP will no doubt improve
the socio-economic status of the
indigenous people and create a more
formidable class of Malay capitalists,
it will not promote national integration. 0
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LOOKING EAST AND ECONOMIC AUTONOMY
continued from page 18

c~pital of $2.25 billion and is, by
far, the largest joint venture in
Malaysia, with Petronas dominating
a 65% share.

... there is nothing written
into any of the contracts of
the Koreans or Japanese
companies to indicate that
there must be a transfer of
technology and thus there
is no formal training of
Malaysian personnel.

IMPORTED LABOUR
In general, Japanese firms in
Malaysia are not noted for liberal
technology transfer policies nor even
generation of local employment. For
example, at the peak of the Bintulu
LNG plant construction during the
second half of last year, more than
5,000 workers (over 45% of the total
workforce) were 'imported' from
South Korea's Hyundai ostensibly to
help the five Japanese construction
firms to meet their deadlines. (New
Straits Times, July 29, 1982 ). Even
the barest gains from the employment function of foreign investment
for the host country appears dubious
through such Japanese multinational
fabour policies. Furthermore , with the
Japanese and the Koreans monopolising the construction tenders and
work, the New Straits Times writer
providing this expose was moved to
question ". . . whether Malaysians
have benefitted from this huge influx
of foreign enterprise. Has there been
any transfer of technology to the
Malaysian workers?" Came the can~
did answer, .. . "there is nothing
written into any of the contracts of
the Koreans or Japanese companies
to indicate that there must be a
transfer of technology and thus there
is no formal training of Malaysian
personnel. Questioned about this,
a Japanese director could only offer
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

the weak argument that in the
normal course of working side by
side with foreigners, Malaysians have
"picked up sufficient skills." (New

Straits Times, July 29, 1982).
Yet another newly-incorporated
Japanese joint venture, Perwaja
Trengganu Sdn. Bhd., will emerge as
Malaysia's largest steel plant outstripping the pioneering, also
Japanese, Malayawata Steel Sdn.
Bhd. in Prai, Penang, by at least a
three-fold increase in productive
capacity. The giant project at a cost
of $830 million which when operational will put out 560,000 tons of
steel and 80,000 tons of sponge iron
involves Heavy Industries Corporation (51%), eight Japanese firms,
including Nippon and Mjtsubishi
{30%) and Trengganu SEDC (19%).
It has been observed that:
Although the Japanese capital involvement amounts to only 30%
of the total investment, they are
actually running the show. They
provide the technology, machines,
technical expertise and even the
administration knowhow, the
latter being rendered only in the
company's infant stage. (New
Straits Times, July 28, 1982)

Simply put, the point is that the
modus operandi of Japanese firms in
Malaysia does not inspire confidence
that some of the premises envisaged
in the Look East policy such as
training and transfer of technology
are being actively promoted by the
Japanese themselves. On the contrary, Japanese interests in Malaysia
seem rather to operate on timehonoured business principles of
maximising gains and minimising
costs and avoiding as much entanglement and commitment to the host
country as is possible. This trend is
likely to be exacerbated in the present period of deepened economic
recession in the world economy.
Indeed, given global recession, a
further 'rationalisation' of policies
along these lines can be expected. It
will certainly be exceedingly optimistic, for example, to expect
Japanese transnational firms operating abroad to institutionalise such
long-term and wide-ranging worker
benefits as company welfarism or
life-time employment given that the
chief reasons for overseas investment
are to take advantage of the attractive fiscal incentives offered and the
relatively cheap labour in such countries as Malaysia.

MONOPOLISTIC
Here again, such monopolistic
j:,ehaviour on the _part of the
Japanese hardly provides opportunities for 'learning East'. Furthermore,
it should be pointed out that while
such plants are aimed largely at
import-substitution
rather
than
export-orientation, it nevertheless
serves well the overall marketing
strategy of Japanese steel multinationals of locating • production
facilities overseas and the Japanese
government's need of siting highlypolluting steel mills outside Japan.
By ·now it should be evident
that the Japanese seldom require
majority equity participation for
operational and managerial control
of overseas industries because of the
tec~ological dependence of the host
countries.
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Malaysia, given its overall
credible economic
performance, could possibly
aspire to a semi-subordinate,
semi peripheral status but
it is unlikely that all the
ASEAN states with their
vast economic differences
could each become 'mini
Japans'.
LOOKING EAST: TOWARD SELFSUSTAINING GROWTH?
The foregoing section has attempted to show that Japanese trade, aid
and investment policies in ASEAN
reveal an overall Japanese strategy of
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penetration in the region which tends
to generate ever greater dependence
on the part of ASEAN to Japan, with
only minimal or token transfer of
technology. The ASEAN countries
including Malaysia have already
willy-nilly bent Eastward for at least
about a decade which is another way
of saying that the Japanese have long
established an economic hegemony
in the region vis-a-vis other major
powers. In this sense, the Look East
policy of the Malaysian government
is not an issue, it is fait accompli. It
is in this light that one could
seriously question the policy, as
suggested by Dr. Mahathir and his
cohorts, as something of a panacea
for some of the supposed economic
ills of Malaysia. Further explications
uf the policy in that it does not
connote a complete break with the
West and exhortations to the
Japanese to loosen protectionism and
extend more technological assistance

(New Straits Times, Aug. 29, 1982)
do not detract from the overall
message of looking toward Ja pan as a
model of success. It is suggested here
that the role of Japan in the region
and its economic imperatives as the
premier capitalist power drastically
precludes
any
thorough-going
attempt by ASEAN states to' pursue
the Japanese path to 'success', assuming, indeed, that the Japanese
experience is relevant to us. The
empirical evidence has shown that
ASEAN functions very much like a
modern hinterland or periphery of
Japan and its transnational corporations.
Doubtless some "semiperipheral" states like Singapore and,
outside of ASEAN, South Korea,
may be able to rise higher up, the
pecking order but there are clearly
limits to their advancement as long
as Japan rules the roost. Malaysia,
given its overall credible economic
performance, could possibly aspire to
a semi-subordinate, semi peripheral
status (The concept of the 'semiperiphery ' belongs to Immanuel
Wallerstein (1974 )) but it is unlikely
that all the ASEAN states with their
vast economic differences could each
become 'mini Japans' without a
drastic diminution of Japanese
economic hegemony in the region.
A!Ildre Gunder Frank (1982) has

shown recently the fallacy of the
bulk of the Third World aspiring
toward NIC status in the contemporary global system:

The general limitation is that
export-led growth by a few small
countries and the absorption of
their exports by the rest of the
world is one thing; the generalisation of the same export-led
growth to that same rest of the
world ( which would export to
whom?) is another matter. Consider the prospects and problems
of Hongkong and Taiwan-style
exports on a Chinese or Indian,
let alone Third World scale!
DEVELOPMENT MYTH
He furthermore demolishes the
myth that development in specific
Third World countries can follow,
out of historical context, the pattern
of the supposedly successful cases of
the past:

The sheer impossibility of such
a model is intuitively clear . . .
particular growth experience, such .
as that of the NICs, that of postwar Europe and Japan, or indeed
of the industrial revolution itself,
cannot be generalised to the rest
of the world. Precisely because
they took where and when they
did, by definition they prevented

the rest of the world from doing
the same.
Conceivably, in the very longnaive faith in the bona fide intentions of Japanese and Korean governmental and business interests in
Malaysia. We have already touched
upon the problem of relying too
much on Japanese goodwill for
term, the contradictions of the present world order may work against
the current hegemonic powers like
Japan in favour of particular Third
World groupings and states, but such
changes would likely occur because
of processes unrelated to policies of
emulation like looking east. On the
contrary, fundamental structural
changes will only take place in the
world economy if Third World
groupings can effectively delink
themselves from hegemonic blocs
without sacrificing their own bases
for growth. Japan's own development may be said to have been
premised upon such a strategy except
it occurred under much more fortuitous circumstances in the world
economy i.e. Japan unlike the
present Third World was able to
insulate itself from the dominance
of economic blocs and effectively
expedite export-oriented growth in
an expanding world econ9my.
The more specific pitfalls of the
Look East policy relate to the almost

Electronic factory workers In Bayan Lepas, Penang.
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technology transfer and assistance.
This general posture and attitude
does little to promote economic
self-reliance and would tend, as we
have shown, to navigate Malaysia
into even deeper dependence on
Japanese and Korean business
interests, notorious as they are for
their self-serving practices.

WORK ETHIC
Finally, something should be said
about emulating Japanese and
Korean work ethic, a primary pillar
of the Look East policy. No one
could deny the need for a good work
ethic based on hard work, but it,
along with discipline and group
loyalty, cannot guarantee development without other important
structural-economic
prerequisites.
(Chandra, 1982: 44). Consider, for
example, an economic structure that
already underwrites various forms of
inequality. What would be the
rationale of workers increasing their
productivity If a large part of the
fruit of their labour is siphoned off
into the pockets and private coffers
of others? Furthermore, the Japanese
and Korean working habits, management style and tactics in ASEAN are
far from exemplary, from the record.
In Indonesia, for example, labour
disputes broke out in 1979 at such
Japanese firms as the Bank of Tokyo
and P.T. Wisma Nusantara International, a joint venture of Mitsui
and Japan Airlines that operates
President Hotel. (AMPO, 1980: 32).
The direct cause was dismally poor
pay but other grievances were also
evident. The Federation of Indonesian Labour Unions Chairman Agus
Sudono, charged that workers at the
Bank of Tokyo were blocked from
signm.g a contract for two years in a
company in which pay differential
between Japanese and Indonesian
workers was in the order of 18 to 1 !
He compared it to the 'romusha'
(forced labour) days of Japanese
military occupation.
In Malaysia, the South Korean
Hyundai Engineering and Construction, given the task of constructing
the 5-mile Penang Bridge by 1985,
encountered their first ·work stoppage on August 13, 1982 by the 420
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The most damning revelation
was that the management
practised double standards
in allowing Korean workers
air-conditioned quarters while
the Malaysians stayed 'eight- ·
in-a-room' without air
conditioning.
Malaysian workers being 'trained' by
them. This account is based on the
report of The Star, August 14, 1982
and Sunday Star, August 15, 1982.
The workers went back to work after
their 24-hour wildcat strike on the
assurance that the management will
discuss their grievances. The workers
reportedly struck over the dismissal
of three truck drivers. The testimony
of several workers interviewed
revealed interesting aspects of
Korean management tactics and
ethics. One Malaysian charged that
"more than 20 others had been
similarly dismissed since work started
(seven months ago)". An engine
driver claimed that the Koreans
looked down on the locals and he
had been kicked in the legs many
times. Others had had their allowances cut for no good reason, it was
alleged. But the most damning
revelation was that the management
practised double standards in
allowing Korean
workers airconditioned quarters while the
Malaysians stayed 'eight-in-a-room'
without air conditioning, admitted as
much by the manager, Mr. Kang
Tae In.
The above cases demonstrate that
whatever the merits of Japanese and
Korean work ethics as they are practised in their own countries, there
appear to be little of value to
emulate from Japanese and Korean
company personnel who operate
abroad. Indeed, a curious situation
arises wherein the would-be emulators are thwarted by the very models
they choose to imi_tate !

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has attempted to point
out the limitations of Malaysia's
Look East policy in bringing about
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self-sustaining growth in an environment
of
Japanese
economic
hegemony in the ASEAN region. As
an anchor for delinking Malaysia
from its Western peggings, the policy
is doubtless a laudable one. However,
the capacity of the Eastward policy
in deriving significant economic
mileage with respect to its underlying
goals is questionable. We have argued
that it contains a serious fallacy in
considering the anticipated returns of
emulating the Japanese as something
of a panacea for the ills of the Malaysian economy. Focussing on these
anticipated gains of looking east, the
paper argues that they are unlikely
to materialise for the following
reasons. Firstly, there are structural
lirmts to the growth of ASEAN
countries, including Malaysia, as long
as the growing economic dominance
of Japan in the region remains unchecked. The Look East policy
reinforces rather than mitigates this
inexorable trend. Secondly, the
heavy investment of Japanese transnational companies in ASEAN
coupled with their undependable
business practices may actually
directly
impede
self-sustaining
growth for such developing countries
like Malaysia. Global division of
labour imperatives will ensure that
core states like Japan and their
business interests will look upon
countries like Malaysia as peripheral
or, at most, semi periph~ral repositories of cheap labour in global
capital accumulation and production.
Promoting independent growth of
such countries is not likely to figure
in the calculations of such hegemonic
economic powers like Japan as amply
demonstrated by the policies of its
transnational companies operating in
ASEAN. Such trends are likely to be
exacerbated with deepened _global
recession. Finally, there is very little
indication that Japanese (and South
Korean) firms in Malaysia are themselves providing the impetus for
creating the kind of work ethic and
attitudes that supposedly engendered
Japan's economic success, which the
Look East policy seeks to promote. D
Guest writer, Dr. J. Saravanamuttu
is a International Relations Lecturer
at Universiti Sains Malaysia.
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The world of the spirit has to be gradually realized
within the womb of matter. The spiritual and material
aspects of Man's life must be seen as complementary and
not contradictory to each other. In order to comprehend
the dialectical nexus linkmg matter and spirit, one needs
to be detached from everything that is on earth and in
heaven. In other words, the idea of detachment must
include restraint from the attractions both of matter and
spirit i.e. both 'this-worldly' and 'other-worldly' detachment.

THIS-WORLDLY DETACHMENT
The two aspects of this-worldly detachment are:(i)

detachment from everything here on earth, embracing not only the purely physical aspects of material
existence such as riches, property, objects, but also
the abstract passions of ambition, desire, symbols,
interests and personal ties.

(ii)

detachment from divine attributes and laws, as an
avenue through which the individual learns to
express and gradually come to understand the
Absolute within.

g
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This-worldly detachment, also refers to liberation
from Divine attributes and those laws relating to rites,
symbols and such like.
If the Ultimate Reality is without attributes ("nirguna"), then the divine attributes enjoined upon us can
have neither absolute applicability nor unlimited use.
Outward observance of law can lead to fanaticism and to
mner void. The trouble with the Pharisees was not that
they kept all the rules and regulations, but that they did
not love enough, nor understand the spirit behind the
Laws.
The complexity in creation, with an mfinite number
of variables impinging on human lives and circumstances,
can require but contextual or situational application even
of a "good" divine law or attribute. We are prone to misjudge a person or a situation on the narrow basis of a
certam principle, when a complex of several psycho-social
or cultural factors might necessitate evaluation based on
perhaps a contradictory principle. Without the aid of the
indwelling spirit, no such evaluation is possible. The
mdwelling spirit, if pure, is readily able to cognize the
spirit behind the laws and attributes of God.

One can only be moved by the spirit 'to do this and
not to do that, if one prays hard, cultivates purity of
motive, develops a contemplative life, and seeks liberation
from all self-interest.

Detachment from everything here on earth is a
necessary condition of one'_s spiritual _commitment to
God. The spiritual-material dialectics of life are conveyed
by the indispensability of the very material conditions
that we have to overcome. The lotus flower which holds
itself above the muddy water that yields the plant is
analogous to this human paradox.

Detachment, at this level, demands liberation from
dogmas and ideologies so that one can listen to the voice
of the Beloved which will, at times, run counter· to all
ideologies. There will be times when the spirit drives a
person into the desert, as it drove Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil, and there will be other
times when the same spirit will drive the same person into
the heart of action.
Let us, in this connection, look to a legal system
that will give increasing importance to the spiritual
impulse animating what must otherwise remain blind law.
If there is anything that has destroyed the fabric of Man's
ordered existence, it is those "noble laws" that claim to
protect human rights. The disintegration of family life,
self-righteousness, individualism and a selfish mterpretation of liberty are the visible emanations of a society given
up to mindless laws.

Owing to the wide scope that it avails of analysis,
this aspect of detachment will be briefly discussed in the
specific context of its representative example - wealth.
The indissoluble union of matter and spirit, when
applied to the injunction of "this-worldly" detachment
would mean that bemg wealthy is no obstacle to Heaven,
so long as that wealth is disposed in the service of those in
need. One can be rich, and yet be detached from riches;
one can be poor, and yet be attached to the little one has.
Paradoxically enough, this notion of detachment
from matter does not in the least involve matter. It
mvolves one's relationship with God. Matter is incidental
to this relat1onship, as it only has an expressive value. It is
only through the medium of matter that success or failure
in expressing a quality like selflessness or love comes to
the fore.

OTHER-WORLDLY DETACHMENT
(i)
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Our inward vision should not prevent us from
continued on page 61
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LOVE M AKES THE WORLD GO ROUND
Godfrey Ooi
In the process of teaching civics to some secondary
school students over the past four and a half years, I have
had a useful lesson in understanding what love and the
cliche, "Love makes the world go round," really mean.

When do we need love?

We need love from the moment we are born into
this world until the moment we leave it at deith. The
moment a baby is born, it cries to be held in the
warmth and security of its mother's love. As the baby
grows up and goes to school, love develops between
him and friends, teachers and so on. In his adult life,
love - or at least some kind of relationship - develops
between him and his employers and colleagues as well
as with his peers . Then . one day love may blossom
between him and a partner of the opposite sex. In his
old age, he still needs to love and to be loved, especially
on his deathbed which is believed to be one of the
loneliest moments in a person's life.

I remember how when I was a form six student at
the St. John's Institution in Kuala Lumpur years ago, my
Bahasa Malaysia teacher tried to get us to discuss what
love meant to us. During the major part of the lesson,
however, the girls were full of giggles and the boys,
including myself, were mostly dumbfounded in the
presence of th€l girls. Finally, at the end of the lesson,
our teacher expressed disappointment that we had not
gone beyond the definition of love as the relationship
between a boy and a girl.
A few years ago when I was assigned to teach
civics, I was faced with the same problem. I was thus
forced to reflect on the subject by asking myself questions
and trying to provide the answers. And the following
were some of the ideas which came to my mind.

Does love make the world go round?

Certainly it does, and everything depends upon it.
Love begins with you and me. Charity begins at home,
but charity doesn't end at home. It radiates out from
each of us into the rest of the world and then it comes
right back to us. , In other words, love always goes full
circle - it originates within ourselves, reaches out to
others and then comes back to us, benefiting ourselves
and the rest of the world in the process. In this way love
is an inexhaustible form of energy.

What do you think love really is?

I think love has to do with the relationship between
two or more people and it has to do with the relationship
between ourselves and God. Love is also an attitude of
giving in trust and faith and sincere belief in God, in
ourselves and in other people.

Doesn't hatred then also take the same course?

With our limi(ed capacity to love or to give, is it
really possible for each and everyone of us to love the
whole world?

Yes. Wherever love does not abide in a soul, hatred
will fill up the empty space. For our souls can never
remain empty. Like love, hatred also originates within
ourselves, takes full circle around the world and then
comes back to us. So we must be careful to fill our souls
with love so that there is no place for hatred to take root.
I fear that should this world ever be choked up with
hatred, it would surely explode in internal spiritual
chaos and the external nuclear holocaust.
In your opinion, is there more love or hatred in

Yes, I think so. But perhaps we must try and
understand what this really means first . We all love each
other at different levels and these levels are determined
by the kind of relationship we have with each other. The
kind of love we have for our parents, for instance,
would probably be different from the kind of love we
would have for our friends, teachers, leaders, and so on.
A more specific example is the relationship. between
a husband and wife. At this level, there is great physical
proximity and involvement. The intensity of love in this
relationship of the physical realm reflects the ideal of
love within each man and woman. But this ideal of love
does radiate out from every individual person into the
world at other levels as well. Physical proximity decreases
as we go into the higher levels of love or relationship.
At the highest levels, i.e. in our relationship with
universal man and ultimately with God, we enter from the
physical into the idealistic and spiritual realms where
physical proximity is no longer that important and love
can only be understood as a principle or law of giving
and thereby receiving ultimate concern.
ALI RAN QUARTER LY V O L . 3 No. 1

this world?

It would seem that this world has more of hatred
than love . One of the reasons is probably because of the
role played by the mass media all over the world in
highlighting the evils rather than the good of the world.
Their aim, of course, is to capitalise on people's inclination
for sensational news in order to capture a large audience
or readership for greater profits. But there is a lot more
love in this world than we realise. Only consider the
many gifts which we receive freely by the love of God
- we usually take them for granted. Furthermore, many
of us would not have survived long in this world were it
not for the love we have received and are still receiving
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flourish is the willingness to allow the questing spirit of
our souls to come to the fore so that we are ever on the
right path in our search for truth and for reality. We must
adopt the kind of attitude that would make us want to
seek good and right knowledge. Probably the most important knowledge is knowledge of ourselves. We must be
willing to cultivate awareness of our strengths and our
faults. We must learn to love ourselves in the right way.
True knowledge of ourselves, I believe, will lead us to the
~owledge of God. Also, we will become aware of our
need for the right kind of food, for sufficient exercise and
sleep, and at least some form of meditative prayer. Once
we have gained this knowledge of ourselves and of God
and have tried to put this knowledge into practice, then
we can be said to have organised our lives to a certain
extent. The extent to which we are able to organise our
lives will determine our capacity for self-realization which
will in turn enable us to help others organise their lives in
the same way. So some of us will have power to help
others in small ways only, while others may be able to
spread the ideal of love in more significant ways. But however big or small our contributions may be, it does not
matter. The important thing is that we do try to contribute to the best of our ability in keeping the circle of love
flowing.

from many of the people around us either directly or
indirectly. These include people we know such as our
parents, teachers and friends as well as a host of
others whom we do not know, such as sincere leaders at
the various levels of society, peace-makers, concerned
social critics and other idealists.

'

:

Can we really believe that our country or nation
loves us?

This depends on whom we identify our country
with. If one's country happens to be ruled by leaders
whom one believes do not practise love and fair play,
then one is inclined to feel that one is not being loved
by his country. ~ut then it is not only the leaders who
make up a country. If we have parents, friends and
others whom we know love us, then we can identify with
the country through them; and it is through them that
we will feel the love of the country towards us.

How can we go about spreading love throughout
our community and society?

To begin with, we must understand that love is
more than just a positive feeling. The three little words, "I
love you", mean nothing if they are not backed up by
action. I think one important prerequisite for love to

,
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DIMENSIONS OF DETACHMENT
continued from page 59

harmonizing within us the Divine Spirit pulsating
through the heart of matter. Detachment should not
be taken to import contempt for the temporal and
the material for the sake of communion with God,
for such an interpretation leads to an·irresponsible
attitude to one's purpose on earth. This dimension
of detachment demands that one should not be preoccupied with spiritual pursuits to such an extent
that one becomes oblivious of the very purpose of
creation. The belief that a profound mystical
experience can be gained only in the silence of a
monastic cell or in retreats, is tantamount to
denying the educative and_ experiential value that
the world holds out to us. Rejecting the world and
dwelling solely in other-worldly matters even to the
extent of craving for visions, revelations, trances,
voices, telepathy and clairvoyance, will surely lead
us astray.

Again, our inward vision should inspire us to a fuller
and richer life for others in the world. In his p\:riodical,
"Harijan", Gandhi wrote:
" .... . . the only way to find God is to see Him in
creation and to be part and parcel of the whole. And I
cannot find Him apart from humanity. My countrymen
are my nearest neighbours. They have become so helpless,
so inert, that I must concentrate on serving them. If I
could persuade myself that I could find Him in ·a
Himalayan cave I would proceed there immediately. But
I know that I cannot find Him apart from humanity."
(ii)

The concept of "other-worldly" detachment also
demands that piety or service should not be tainted
or tarnished by expectations of heavenly rewards.
In this connection, let us listen to the quiet prayer
that Rabia Basra, a great Muslim mystic, offered to
God:

I

"O my Lord, if I worship Thee from fear of Hell,
burn me in Hell, and if I worship Thee from Hope of
Paradise, exclude me thence. But if I worship Thee for
Thine own sake, then withhold not from me Thine
Eternal Beauty."

Just as the beating with the stick or "kyosaku"
deepens the Zen experience, so do the ordinary dialectics
of life deepen spiritual experience. Therefore, it is incumbent on all of us to plunge into the fire of life that alone
can test the purity of the gold within. One should live
through the anguishing contradictions, the manifold
happiness, humiliations and successes linked to this
earthly life.

Detachment in sum is a spiritual state or condition
that expresses the ideal relationship between Man and
God - a relationship that is totally unimpeded by those
intervening means we have analysed above. D
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WEIMAR. GERMANY
continued from page 51

suspension of constitutional safeguards and finally to impose totalitarian rule. Hitler was doubtlessly a
sophisticated manipulator of legal
forms and procedures in his rise to
power. Gangsterism mixed with
legalism was the strategy of the Nazi
takeover. It is incumbent on our
middle-class, particularly the ·fencesitting intelligentzia, to watch for
similar symptoms of a sick democracy and to wake up to the dangers
. of political apathy before it is too
· late.

YOUTH AND NAZISM
One extraordinary feature of the
rise of Nazism was the widespread
sympathy and support that Nazi
ideas found among the youth of
Germany. In the high schools and
universities, there was a1ready a proliferation of youth cult movements
based on unreason in the early,
1920s. Their beliefs were generally
a rejection of new ideas., nostalgia for
mystical German glories, German
Kultur (civilization) over Western
materialism and a deep aversion to
democracy. Taken together these
beliefs and yearnings have been
described as a hunger for wholeness,
for an organic philosophy of life. It
arose out of a disgust with contemporary reality and grew into a
repudiation of the adult world.

University of Freiburg and used to
move students with his call for a
'spiritual mandate which forces the
destiny of the German people into
the stamp of history'.
Friedrich Meinecke, the foremost
historian in the Republic, published
his '/dee der Staatsrason' or 'Concept
of the Reason of State', in 1924
stressing the supremacy of the State
and the amorality of statesmen. His
vision of political power as a tragic
phenomenon inevitably induced a
sense of resignation among Weimar
reformers. Meinecke failed to see
that a tragic view of the State only
served to excuse its crimes and that

1'he German youths' hunger for
wholeness was born out of a fear of
growing up, of modernity. Out of
their desperate need for roots and
community, there emerged the urge
for direct action under a charismatic;
leader. It was a Teutonic mixture of
mysticism and brutality. As early as
1920 the philosopher Paul Natorp
had warned youth that their search
for soul and distrust of the mind wgg
bound to produce false .ideals and
lead to antisocial behaviour. "You
seek the wholeness of man's being,
and yet assent to its being tom
1
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The youth movements fed on
vicious polemics against the inferiority of Weimar culture compared to
the imaginary glories of the Imperial
past. In 1931 Hans Freyer called for
a revolt against liberal ideas in his
'Revolution von Rechts', or Revolution from the Right. Among the
undergraduates, Heideggar was the
most influential thinker and he
taught a rejection of modern urban
civilization. In fact Heideggar's work
amounted to a denigration of Weimar
as a creature of reason and an exaltation of movements like the Nazis
who worshipped charismatic action.
When the Nazis . caine- to power,
Heidegger became rector of the
-ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

the State did not often represent the
public interest.
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apart". The warning was wasted. In
December 1930, Nazi-led youths
rioted against Remarque's film 'Im
Westen nichts Neues', (All Quiet on
the Western Front) a moderate,
pacifist work, and succeeded in
getting it banned. That was the
beginning of the end for Weimar
culture.
In many Islamic societies today,
the younger generation, from disillusionment with Western civilization and the decadence of local
elites, look to religious purity as an
alternative. In Malaysia this development is manifested in the Islamic
revivalist movements but 'born-again'
Christian groups and some Hindu
sects are also of the same social type.
Ritualism, glorifying one's own
religion and a repudiation of reason
are popular with these groups. Those
who know the history of Weimar
must wonder at the parallels we see
at work around us. We should note
the same basic characteristics: a
morbid sense of insecurity and a
yearning for an idealized past. It is
for the adult world to decide what
measures should be taken to assuage
such fears and anxieties but no
remedy will work that does not encompass the emotional and spiritual
dimensions of the problem.

INFLATION AND ECONOMIC
SLUMP
During the 1st World War inflation had already begun in Germany
and it was thought that a peacetime
government would stabilize the
currency. But a chronic deficit in the
national budget aggravated inflationary trends.

debenture stocks, largely investments
of the cautious middle-class. They all
blamed the Republican government
which had presided over the devaluation.

With the occupation of the Ruhr
in 1923, the Weimar government
started passive resistance and met the
financial losses incurred by industries, officials and workers. In turn,'
the occupying troops took repressive
measures and erected a customs
barrier between the Ruhr area and
the rest of the country. All these
imposed additional financial burdens
on the government, aggravating inflation.
Factory workers and farm
labourers also suffered miseries in the
inflation. Prices always raced ahead
of wages and soon unemployment
became widespread. By early 1923
the credit system had broken down
and industrial expansion ceased. In
this demoralizing atmosphere both
left and right attacked the government. Hitler preached the destruction of the Weimar system, which he
claimed kept Germany weak, as a
prerequisite to national recovery and
challenging France.
The Dawes Plan and the Young
Plan had assumed that reparations
payments would be met from a
domestic tax surplus and a
favourable balance of trade. Neither
of these was achieved and reparations
were actually being financed by
foreign loans. Capital for German
industry was obtained by large-scale
borrowing from abroad.
With the World Depression, share
prices fell, bank reserves were wiped
out and by February 1932 there
were 6 million unemployed. Small
businessman and farmers were ruined
while larger concerns ran down
~perations. A severe political crisis
broke out. Employers, especially
those in the German People's Party,
wanted unemployment benefits to be
cut while trade unions and the Social
Democrats fought for larger contributions from industry.

In 1920 the mark had fallen .to
1/10 -of its pre-war value; and by
. January 1923 one old mark was
worth 2,500 paper marks. Direct
taxation was increased, then paper
money was printed, causing the
devaluation of Germany currency on
the world market. Inflation affected
all classes whatever their political
persuasion or social status. Hundreds
of patriotic citizens who had invested
in the War Loans .saw their value_
The wrangling between the
·shrink into almost nothing. The
People's Party and Social Democrats
same thing happened to deposit
within the Cabinet added strength
accounts, insurance policies and
to the enemies of the Weimar system.
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The governing Coalition broke apart
and Chancellor Muller resigned.
Bruning of the People's Party was
appointed the new Chancellor and
went ahead with financial retrenchment by presidential decrees. Social
Democratic opposition in the Reichstag brought about an early general
election and a dramatic rise in the
Nazi vote.
Von Papen then took over as
Chancellor and unwittingly engineered Hitler's electoral victory and
assumption of power.

In a nation without secure
foundations, economic woes
often lead to political disorder
and a yearning for a 'strong
man' with easy solutions.
In a nation without secure
foundations, economic woes often
lead to political disorder and a
yearning for a 'strong man' with easy
solutions. This lesson applies particularly to our communally-stratified
society. Communalism and economic
difficulties are a dangerous mixture,
for those who quarrel in good times
will fight in bad times. Like Weimar
Germany, Malaysia in tpe last few
years has become dependent on
massive foreign loans to keep the
economy going. If the lending
nations should experience a slump
and refuse further credtt we will find
ourselves in an economic crisis.
The deprivations caused by · the
present economic recession is already
putting the social fabric to tension
and strain. It is too easy to find
. scapegoats for social catastrophes by
pointing the finger at the other
person. Let us therefore hope that
our economic troubles will be mitigated in the near future and, more
important, that the government will
be able to depoliticise unemployment, corruption and profiteering in
the recession.

POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION
The fragmented party system of
Weimar contributed to a significant
ALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. l

extent to the instability of the
Republic. The
political parties
inherited a sectional or class character from the former German Empire
and several attempts to widen the
appeal of the main parties were never
successful. The Weimar Coalition of
Centrists, Democrats and Social
Democrats was constantly subject to
tensions over class interest and
religion. Moreover, they represented ·
the 'social outsiders' in the former
Empire.
As the appeal of any single party
was limited to its members and
supporters, there was no chance of
even the largest parties being entrusted with full responsibility for the
nation's government. The system of
proportional representation made it
even more difficult for any political
party to obtain a majority in the
Reichstag.

When the final conflict over
financial policy came, Ministers
of both parties were prepared
for a compromise, but not their
parliamentary members.
If government administration is to
work effectively sectional objectives
cannot be allowed to become the
principal concern of the political
leadership. In the Weimar governments, however, consistent policies
on major issues were almost impossible to achieve owing to unprincipled
trade-offs and piecemeal bargaining
between the ruling coalition groups.
Such coalitions, once they had been
established by realistic leaders of
member parties, seldom lasted the
divisive polemics of the Reichstag.
For example Wirth of the Centre
Party, arguably the best Weimar
Chancellor, was forced to resign
when the right-wing faction of his
party preferred the People's Party
to the Social Democrats, their
erstwhile partners in the government
,coalition. Wirth was succeeded by

Stresemann another worthy Chancellor who taught the Protestant
middle-class the virtues of collaborating with the working-class Social
Democrats. This alignment however
did not survive his death.
In the 15 years of Weimar coalition government, there were 17
Cabinets, three of them formed by
coalitions of non-partisan 'personalities' i.e. individuals who spoke for
themselves only. The constant
changes of Cabinets, coupled with
the rise of extremist parties like the
Nazis, showed that they were coalitions without consensus. The
divisions in German society were
aggravated by the Party press;
millions of voters read only the newspapers of their party. Such hardened
fragmentation became fatal in the
years of the Depression. After
Stresemann's death, the People's
Party broke away from co-operation
with the socialist Ministers. On their
part, the Social Democrats failed to
appreciate the seriousness of the
crisis facing them. They put workingclass loyalty above loyalty to the
national coalition. When the final
conflict over financial policy came,
Ministers of both parties were
prepared for a compromise, but not
their parliamentary members. On 27
March 1930 Chancellor Muller was
forced to resign. No other government ruled Germany on a Parliamentary majority until Hitler took power
and used it to destroy democracy.

COMMUNAL COALITION
Since Merdeka Malaysians have
been ruled by coalition governments
and so far they have been workable.
For many years after 1957 there was
a strong bond of understanding
among the component communal
parties of the Alliance. Recently,
however, the importance of cooperation and compromise appears
to have been forgotten. UMNO as the
dominant party has been subjected
to pressure from its members to

pursue the communal and religious
objectives of the party. Consequently
we are seeing the trend towards
Islamization, the morals law issue,
and intensified bumiputraism in the
economy, all putting the national
consensus at risk. But Malaysian
political stability is based upon
certain social premises, particularly
upon the realities of a multi-ethnic
society ·with a Malay history. When
these historical and societal realities
are ignored, stability can no longer
be taken for granted.
The country is in obvious need of
a constituency of the non-communal
centre, a core of rounded Malaysians
who will be able to provide the
ballast for the body politic. It is said
that the people will get the politics
they deserve. Thus without Malaysian patriots there can be no
Malaysian nation.
CONCLUSION
We have, in looking at the trials
and tribulations of the Weimar
Republic, discussed some characteristic features of the society that
contributed to its agonizing death.
Each of these features are relevant
to our particular time and place.
Aversion to politics, middle-class
fence-sitting and radicalization of the
youth are diseases of new democracies all over the Third World. So too
are tribalism or communalism in
government and economic crises with
their destabilizing effects.
In the present world economic
recession, there is no doubt that
Third World countries like Malaysia,
with its intractable social problems,
will be facing severe stresses and
strains as unemployment and
bankruptcies rise to unacceptable
levels.
The question is have we truly
learnt the lessons of history? Can
we, with the benefit of the Weimar
experience, forestall the disasters
that are likely to follow? D

There is an art of which every man should be a master - the art of reflection. If you are not a thinking
man, to what purpose are you a man at all? - Coleridge
ALI RAN QUA RTER LY VOL. 3 No. 1
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BOOKS
Hassan Hanafi Religious Dialogue
and Revolution: Essays on Judaism,
Christianity and Islam (AngloEgyptian Bookshop, Cairo, 1977)
Two major problems of immediate importance confront the
Muslim communities today: a
healthy relationship with the other
religious communities, and an
improvement of their socio-economic
position. There is still a lot of
ignorance and misunderstanding on
these crucial issues. Much of this is
due to a lack of scientific and concrete analysis of these problems by
Muslim writers. Maududi, Sayyed
Qutb and Hasan Ali Nadwi, three of
the more influential Muslim scholars
of this century, have been theologicans rather than scientists and have
been concerned with keeping the
Muslims religiously "pure" rather
than teaching them how to practise
Islam in a multi-religious and secular
world. But a true religion, as Islam is,
should be. concerned with the practical affairs of men as much as with
their other concerns. Moreover, these
other concerns - moral and spiritual
- need to be stated rationally and
shown to be logically connected to
practical affairs.
The author of this collection of
sixteen essays on Judaism, Christianity and Islam entitled Religious
Dialogue and Revolution is a comparatively young Egyptian professor
of philosophy, Hassan Hanafi, born
in Cairo in 1935. But with this book,
published by an Egyptian publisher
in 1977, he has opened the way for a
fresh, original, dynamic and scientific
interpretation of Islam that the
Muslim World sorely needs. The
essays cover such important topics as
methodology of scriptural interpretation. Quranic criticism of JudeoChristian scriptures, influence of
Islam on European thought and
culture, the status of women, the

general question of land, Zionism, an
Islamic theory of revolution and
religious
liberation movements.
Although _the topics appear to be
diverse, a unified theme runs through
them, i.e. Islam, in the face of other
religions and in the face qf contemporary reality.

of interpretation, and the realization
of scripture in human life which is
the final goal of revelation. It is a
comprehensive treatment of revelation, including in it a sound methodology of scriptural interpretation.
This methodology covers the linguistic, the historical and the philosoThe author, on the whole, takes a_ phical principles of understanding
and interpretation.
decidedly
Islamic
standpoint
The second essay entitled "Histhroughout all the essays. At the
tory and Verification - A Quranic
same time, he preserves his scientific
View on the Scriptures" continues
objectivity. This is the greatest
and expands the theme of the first,
strength of the essays. Drawing from
showing the Quranic critiques of the
European research on Biblical critiBible and the deviations of both the
cism, he shows the reliability of the
Jews and the Christians. At the same
Quran over Judea-Christian scriptime, it proves that the Quran,
tures. The argument is quite simple:
although belonging to the same
whereas the Quran is a revelation in
monotheistic Abrahamic scriptural
verbatim written down directly as it
tradition, is neither a borrowing of
was being received by the Prophet
the Judea-Christian scripture, as
and transmitted thus to mankind,
Orientalists assert, nor the same and
both the Old and New Testaments
the equal of it, as the apologists try
passed through a period of oral transto make out. The author makes the
mission. Having only one source important point that the Quran
God - the Quran possesses a unity of
marks the last phase in a series of
content. On the other hand, the
divine revelations td mankind sent at
Biblical scripture, having been transmitted and written by many,
various intervals in proportion to the
possesses a diversity of contents. In
degree of progress of mankind's
both cases, the fact of revelation is
consciousness. "Its purpose was to
not called into question. But its hisfree this consciousness from all
torical authenticity is dependent on
yokes, material, social or political,
the human condition, since "the
in order to be able to conceive the
authenticity of a scripture is not
Transcendence and subsequently the
guaranteed by divine providence. "
realm of the moral law. Man will be
(p. 4). The historical authenticity of
then on the edge of two worlds: the
a scripture is the work of man,
Real and the Ideal. Revelation is
achieved, firstly, by the immediate
fulfilled once the consciousness bewriting down of the text of the
comes autonomous, · when Man
revelation (as in the case of the
becomes rational and free." (p. 34).
Quran) and, secondly, by ascerThe Quranic critique of the Bible
taining that the passage from oral
and the transmission of Islamic
transmission to the written text is
culture to Europe produced prodone according to the rules of oral
found results which the author
transmission (as in the case of the
divides into three distinct phases in
authentic Hadith).
his third essay entitled "Certainty
In his essay on Hermeneutics, the
and Conjecture - A Prototype of
author deals with three matters: the
Islamic-Christian Relation". The
authentication of scripture in history
phases are, first, the Patristic Period,
by historical criticism, the underwhich is not a historical but a ideastanding of scripture or the science
tional relationship in which the
65
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developed Christology of the Fathers
of the Church is counterposed by
Islam, appearing, as it did, to restore
the threatened ancient monotheism
of Noah, Abraham and Moses. The
second phase occurred in the late
Middle Ages when a real cultural
interaction, in the form of diffusion
from the young Islamic culture to
the old Christian culture through
t_ranslations from Arabic into Latin,
took place. This diffusion continued
into modern times and several
Western philosophers, poets, writers
and social critics - Spinoza, Kant,
Hegel, Richard Simon, Welhausen,
Renan, Bergson, Thomas Arnold,
Bernard Shaw and others - were
aware of the Islamic cultural
· influence on them.
However, the significant thing
about the author's analysis of
Muslim-Christian relations is the
mention also of a third "unconscious
stream 'in which Islamic models or
motivations appear behind or underneath new systems in modern times. "
(p. 65). This unconscious stream is
the appearance of a new pattern of
thought in Western culture: "rejection of all a priori sources of truth,
criticizing tradition, revolting against
authority, placing unlimited confidence in human reason, beginning by
clear and distinct ideas, looking for
rational or concrete evidence and
rejecting personification of God or in
Nature. Here, Islam appears as
motivations and intentions rather
than results and conclusions. Until
now, no scholar has tried to analyse
"the motivations of Western culture
in modern times as Islamic motivations." (p. 65). Because of this, the
author rightly states that "The Principles of Philosophy of Descartes, the
Short Treatise of Spinoza or the
Metaphysical Discourse of Leibniz
could well have been written by a
Mu'tazlite." (p. 66). However, this is
far from saying that Western culture
is the realization of Islamic culture or
that Western philosophy is the culmination of Islamic philosophy. The
organic link between rationalism and
revelation, between transcendence
and immanence and between the
universal and the individual still
elude the grasp of Western philoALIRAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

sophy. "Only Islam can direct the
conscience to keep the focus of
things, the integrality of truth and to
keep the balance between extremes.
Islamic monotheism can guide the
European conscience in its wilderness
and aberration and guide it towards
the focus of reality. "(p. 68).
The theme of Islamic cultural
influence on the West is further
continued in the sixth essay entitled
"Jaochim of Fiore and Islam" and
the eighth essay on Hegel's aesthetics. The fourth and fifth essays
are studies in the relationship
between Islam and Judaism based on
each religion's view of Abraham and
of the position of women. The essay
on women, although unfinished, is
interesting, because, while stressing
the equal position of women with
men, it points to the natural,
physical and psychological differences
between men and women, making
for differences in function and for
division of labour. Thus, due to this
division of labour, the man, in Islam,
is totally responsible for the maintainance, welfare and security of his
wife and children. For this reason.
and not by reason of innate superiority, does the famous verse of the
Quran (4:34) pro.claim man the
leader of the house. (pp. 88-89).

can be spoken of, this right is given
only to the righteous. All these
important points the author makes in
the essay entitled "Theology of
Land - An Islamic Approach •:
The land, apart from being the
homeland of man, is also history "a great field of verification of
human vocation and the fulfilment
of God's words on Earth" (p. 133).
This is an extremely important
argument. It shows that time will
vindicate God's election of man as
His Viceregent on earth and that His
words - the Kingdom of God - will
be realized by man on earth. This is
due to the fact that the earth was
created in truth (Quran, 29:44) and
is therefore sensitive to truth. This is
the meaning of God's proclamation
in the Quran: "I shall most certainly
prevail, I and My apostles!" (58:20).
The coupling of God to the apostles,
and therefore (righteous) mankind, is
made not because God is weak to
realize His words alone, but to give
due regard to His election of man as
His Viceregent on earth.

History has proved that God gives
the land to the righteous, as a natural
outcome of their belief in God and
of their good deeds. This is the great
vocation of man - to realize God's
words on earth. This can only be
done by his belief in God - thus
The second part of the book deals
freeing him from all forms of domiwith the main issue of the contemnation, and by his enjoining good
porary world - revolution. The Euroand forbidding evil (Quran, 3: 109).
pean colonial movement of the 19th
At the present moment in man's
and early 20th centuries robbed the
history, the great fight is between the
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin
oppressed peoples of the Third World
America of their homeland. With this
against the neo-colonialisms of the
colonial movement came Zionism to
superpowers, against Zionism and
claim Palestine as the so-called
against racial oppression. Will these
"Promised Land" of the Jews. All
conflicts bring about a new world
these raised the question of the
war, many times more destructive
status of land. Who owns the land than the last, that would end human
the imperialists, the Zionists or the
life? A third world war may indeed
people? Thus "land has become the
come, but if that does happen, it
most important problem of our
times." (p. 127). The Quran gives a · cannot but constitute only an event,
if the most overwhelming, in the
categorical answer: nobody owns the
tremendous historical process to
land - neither the imperialists, nor
fulfil man's vocation and to realize
the Zionists, nor the people. It
God's words on earth.
belongs to God. God created it. It
belongs to Him and is inherited by
Thus racial oppression, Zionism
Him. Man, being His viceregent, has
and neocolonialism of the superthe right to use it, but he is not its
powers must be eliminated. Since
possessor or inheritor. In so far as
Zionism has at times been propagaman's right of inheritance to the land
ted as a liberation movement, the
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author has a chapter to examine the
origins of this movement as part of
the European nationalist movements
and to expose it as a counterliberation movement.
The anti-colonial national liberation movements of the peoples of
Asia, Africa and Latin America constitute a great revolutionary current
of our times. It is joined to another
great revolutionary current - the
social liberation of peoples from
internal oppression - be it feudalism,
fascism or dictatorships. Both these
currents combine to make perhaps
the greatest revolution of Man - his
liberation from all forms of arbitrary
power. This is, indeed, as the author
has pointed out, the paramount aim
of monotheism and of God's revelation to man.
This theme is comprehensively
dealt with in the last four essays,
particularly the thirteenth and the
sixteenth entitled "Religion and
Revolution, an Islamic Model" and
"Religious Change and Cultural
Domination ''. On these the author
says: "Religion in its real spirit was
always a revelation. Revelation came
to liberate the human consciousness
from all kinds of oppression, material
and moral. Nature is not an absolute
power but is subject to another
power. The affirmation of a Divine
Power is not a goal in itself but a
means to make human power the
highest power in nature. Also the
power of a dictator is not an absolute
power but subject to another. The
affirmation of a higher and a stronger
power is not for the sake of God but
for the sake of man. It was a means
to give man confidence in himself
and to make him revolt against all
dictatorial powers. Revelation had a
function which was the liberation of
mankind from all kinds of constraints." _(p. 203).
Again: "Revolution is the nature
of man. Since the beginning of life,
revolt expressed the Nature of Man.
Spartacus and the slave revolts in
ancient Greece, Guevera and the
revolt of the oppressed in our time both indicate that the foundation of
Revolution is in the nature of man.
Man is freedom. He revolts by his
nature against all kinds of oppres-

sion. Man is reason. He revolts in the
name of his nature against all kinds
of obscurantism. Man is equality and
justice. He revolts following his own
nature against inequality and injustice. The history of mankind is a
history of liberation pushed by
Revolution and done by the nature
of man. The only possible theology
is the theology of liberation. "
(p. 203).
Thus only by the revolutionary
acts of faith in God and of enjoining
good and forbidding evil can man
realize himself, his God-given and
freely-accepted vocation (Quran,
33 :72).
The essay on the Black Muslim
movement in America gives a
refreshingly original interpretation of
that movement. It explains Elijah
Muhammad's concept of the 'Nation
of Islam' as an intermediary concept
confined to the stage of the black
American people's struggle for liberation. Thus Elijah Muhammad's "is a
Black American interpretation of
Islam. In theory, the immanence of
God, the continuation of prophecy,
the denial of afterlife, and the racial
interpretatidn of life and history may
be wrong. But in practice, in relation
to the American condition, these
directives
are
'functionally'
working. " (p. 224). When this stage
is over, as with the coming of
Malcolm X, "
they leave the
Nation of Islam to Islam, converting
from the immanence of God to the
transcendence of God, from continuation of prophecy to .fulfilment
of prophecy in Islam and the continuation of reason. They convert
from the denial of afterlife to the
affirmation of afterlife, and from
racial pride to universal community. "
(p. 224).
In the last essay, the author
considers two types of social change:
one under the process of Islamization, which he characterizes as a
natural process, and the other a
deformed process under pressure
from foreign domination. In the
former case, the new value-system
comes to perfect the old and not to
abolish it. In this process the universal absorbs the particular, and the
particular finds its identity in the
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universal. It is not a cultural domination of the new value-system over the
old but a cultural upheaval of the old
value-system with the new. In the
latter case, a less developed valuesystem comes and tries to dominate a
more developed one, against the
natural process, thus producing a
rejection of the foreign value-system
as cultural domination -and a reinterpretation of the old value-system as
Theology of Liberation, a selfdefensive measure against foreign
domination. (p. 231 ).
Dividing religions into natural and
supernatural types, the author makes
the following significant observation:
''.A natural type does not impose any
extra religious data on nature but it
does begin with nature and develops
it. It does not force nature in order
to make it more natural or less
natural Any effort to make nature
more than it is makes it less. Any
effort to make it less than it is makes
it more. In both cases nature is
different from itself." (p. 231 ). Islam
is a religion of this type, a natural
religion. It is for this reason that the
Quran describes Islam as a religion
"in accordance with the natural
disposition of man". (30: 30) Islam
is, therefore, natural to man and
natural to the whole of creation. This
is the profounct' meaning of the
Quranic verse: "Surely the (true)
religion with God is Islam. " (3 :84).
The author enumerates twelve
characteristics of a natural religion,
namely: monotheistic, operating on
man's reason, essentially based on
free-will, individualistic, relating man
directly with God, giving priority to
daily life over dogma, giving priority
to practice over theory, excluding all
rituals, realistic, universalistic, giving
priority to local culture and offering
a more developed social system based
on social justice and human equality.
In the present world situation of
racial, national, political, economic,
social and cultural oppressions giving
rise to numerous forms of conflicts,
a natural religion, such as is offered
by Islam, is the answer. Thus a
proper, correct and philosophical
understanding of Islam is of the
utmost importance.
ALI RAN QUARTERLY VOL. 3 No. 1

This is an extremely important
book that all Muslims should read.
It's importance lies in the fact that
it gives a clear, objective, concrete
and rational exposition of Islam in
its relation to other religions and to
contemporary reality. It is entirely
free of traces of narrow-mindedness
or apology. The exposition is comprehensive since ·it takes in its scope
Judaism and Christianity and, by
extension, ~ other religions and the
contemporary reality of world imperialism, Zionism and Third World
revolution. One may at first be put
off by the author's psycho-social
reading of the doctrines of creation
or emanation or his view on eschatology, but here the author is discussing the differences between a
progressive and reactionary theology.
However, nowhere does he deny the
creation of the world or the reality
of Resurrection, both of which are
clear teachings of the Quran. In spite
of a number of typographical errors
and some bad translation which
should be corrected in subsequent
editions, Religious Dialogue and
Revolution is a great book that is
most welcome. D
Kassim Ahmad
(Guest Reviewer)
Lewis Mumford. The City in History.
Its origins, its transformations and its
prospects (A Harvest/HBJ book, New
York & London, 1961 ).
This book has been described by
a reviewer as one of the most outstanding works of the twentieth
century. In it, the author traces the
crystallization of the city and its
development from the Hellenistic
period through the Middle Ages up
to modern times.

He shows us how the city's
character had been determined by
the religious, economic and sociological demands of each period in
history.
What is most relevant to us is his
description of the modern city, the
metropolis. He says, "The form of
the metropolis then is its formlessness, even as its aim is its own aimless
expansion. Those who work within
A L I RAN QUAR TER L Y V OL. 3 No. 1

the ideological limits of this regime
have only a quantitative conception
of improvement: they seek to make
its buildings higher, its streets
broader, its parking lots more ample:
they would multiply bridges, highways, tunnels, making it easier to get
in and out of the city, but constricting the amount of space available
within the city for any other purpose
than transportation itself' (p. 544).
Why does this happen? Mumford
believes
that, "An expanding
economy, dedicated to profit, not to
the satisfaction of life-needs, necessarily creates a new image of the city,
that of a perpetual and ever-widening
maw, consuming the output of
expanding industrial and agricultural
production, in response to the
pressures of continued indoctrination
and advertising" (p. 544).
A city that develops along these
lines must inevitably create sham
paradoxes. Mumford makes an interesting observation that "the multiplication of motor vehicles capable
of high speeds has in fact resulted in
the progressive retarding of the piling
up of costs. Horsedrawn vehicles in
New York, according to a traffic
study made in 1907, moved at an
average speed of 11,5 miles an hour:
today automobiles crawl at the
average daytime rate of some six
miles an hour; and as the density of
building per acre increases in both
business and residential areas, even
this speed will slow down further."
(p. 550).
These and other problems cannot
be overcome by merely treating the
same symptoms. He says, "Those who
work within the metropolitan myth,
treating its cancerous tumors as
normal manifestations of growth,
will continue to apply poultices,
salves,
advertising
incantations,
public relations magic, • and quack
mechanical remedies until the patient
dies before their own failing eyes. No
small part of the .urban reform and
correction that has gone on these last
hundred years and not least this last
generation - slum demolition, model
housing, civic architectural embellishment, suburban extension, urban
renewal - has only continued in
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superficially new forms the same
purposeless
concentration
and
organic debuilding that prompted the
remedy." (p. 560).
What then is the . solution? "We
must now conceive the city," Mumford proclaims, "accordingly, not
primarily as a place of business or
government, but as an essential organ
for expressing and actualizing the
new human personality - that of
'One World Man'. The old separation
of man and nature, of townsman and
countryman, of Greek and barbarian,
of citizen and foreigner, can no
longer be maintained for communication, the entire planet is becoming a
village; and as a result the smallest
neighbourhood or precinct must be
planned as a working model of the
larger world. Now it is not the will of
a single deified ruler, but the individual and corporate will of its
citizens, aiming at self-knowledge,
self-government and self-actualization, that must be embodied in the
city. Not industry but education will
be the centre of their activities; and
every process and function will be
evaluated and approved just to the
extent that it furthers human
development whilst the city itself
provides a vivid theatre for the
spontaneous encounters and challenges and embraces of daily life."
(p. 573).
He concludes, "As we have seen
the city has undergone many changes
during the last five thousand years;
and furthe( changes are doubtless in
store. But the innovations that
beckon urgently are not in the extension and perfection of physical
equipment; still less in multiplying
automatic electronic devices for dispersing into formless suburban dust
the remaining organs of culture. Just
the contrary: significant improvements will come only through
applying art and thought to the city's
central human concerns, with a fresh
dedication to the cosmic and ecological processes that enfold all being.
We must restore to the city the
maternal, life-nurturing functions,
the autonomous activities, the
symbiotic associations that have long
been neglected or suppressed. For
the city should be an organ of love;

e

and the best economy of cities is the
care and culture of men." (p. 575).

and affection in turn gives rise to
personality crises.

It is this approach to not only the
city but development and the human
condition as a whole that puts Mumford in the same category as Sorokin,
Schumacher,
Theodore
Rozsak,
Hazel Henderson and other dedicated
advocates of an alternative philosophy. It is an alternative inspired
by a spiritual vision of the human
being guided by eternal, ethical
values. This is what makes the alternative order suitable for societies
with strong spiritual foundations. D

The proJ:>lem of discipline is however part of the more complex
problem of the parent-child relationship. Neglect of the child in terms of
his actual psychological and emotional needs which the parent tries
foolishly to substitute with consumer
indulgence is one important dimension of the problem. The working
mother is one of the underlying
causes.

Christopher Lasch. Haven in a Hea;tless World. The family besieged
(Basic Books Inc. Publishers, New
York, 1977).
In the preface to the paperback
edition of the book, the author
writes, "A book that resists assimilation to pre-digested positions offends
those for whom politics consists of
ready-made answers and automatic
loyalties. "(xiii).
Lasch is concerned about the
erosion of family life in cofltemporary society. Though his examples
are drawn mainly from the United
States, his analysis is relevant to
urban societies everywhere. He sees
increasing divorce rates, sexual
promiscuity, juvenile delinquency,
drugs and other social vices as threatening the modern family. The
family has been slowly disintegrating
·for more than a hundred years.
The family however is vital for
personal development. It is crucial
for the transmission of fundamental
social values. Of these values, µisch
regards love and discipline which are
interdependent as singularly important.
The decline of discipline in the
American family is related to the
decline of authority in both the
family and society at large.

"The erosion of parental authority and the delegation of discipline
in other agencies have created in the
American family a growing gap
between discipline and affection"
(p. 174). This separation of discipline

Lasch argues forcefully for the
restoration of the role of the mother
in caring for the young. Day-care
centres are no substitute for the
family. Playing the mother's role in
no way leads to inequality if work
itself can be reorganised. The
problem is with the "demands of the
job market itself," not the family.
In a very perceptive observation,
the author suggests that, "instead of
asking how women can be liberated
from the family, we should ask how
work can be reorganized - humanized - so as to make it possible for
women to compete economically
with men without sacrificing their
families or even the very hope of a
family" (xvii).
This is what has earned Lasch the
ire of feminists and leftists. For a
large number of feminists see the
family as a burden, an institution
that makes women subordinate to
men. Leftists, of course, view the
family as a bourgeois institution
whose patriarchal orientation facilitates capitalist dominance. Rightists,
on the other hand, also have no
reason to be happy with Haven in a
heartless world. After all, the book
argues for economic and political
transformation and looks to a new
set of social arrangements with which
the rightists are bound to feel uncomfortable.
It is the genuinely autonomous

quality about it which makes the
book an excellent endeavour.
Leaving aside various references to
academic theories of Freud, Waller,
Fromm, Reid and others, the book
is highly readable. D
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J. Bronoswki. Science & Human
Values. (Harper Colophon Books,
1975).

The principal argument in this
little book by a distinguished
scientist and humanist is that science
and human values are intimately
linked.
"All science", says Bronoswki,
"is the source for unity in hidden
likenesses" (p. 13). This is also the
concern of art, the humanities, of
values. Besides, science seeks order
and meaning in our experience which
is also the goal of literature and
music. In the ultimate analysis both
science and human values are dedicated to the pursuit of truth.
Even in their methods, there are
similarities between the two; verification for instance is• not confined to
science. In life, in art, too, one
constantly
tests
self-knowledge
against reality and experience.
Similarly, the scientist often begins
by way of speculation, as does the
artist. Likewise, the scientist in his
activities has to be guided by human
values such as respect for the
opinions of other scientists, tolerance
for dissent, concern for- human
dignity and so on.
On the basis of these convergencies, Bronoswki, suggests that one
could study the values by which
people live empirically. It is wrong
to believe that any such study will
only reveal that "the wicked have
flourished. On the contrary, he asks,
"Is it really true that the wicked
prosper? In the convulsions of
nations, have tyrannies outlived their
meeker rivals? Rome has not survived
the christian martyrs!" (p. 54).
Does this mean that one day we
may be able to develop a scientific
basis to human values? D
Albert Einstein. Cosmic Religion.
(New York, 1931).
It is widely known that Einstein
believed in God. But it was a conception of God that was closer to
Spinoza's, to the Hindu rishis, the
Muslim sufis, the Buddhist mystics.
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Einstein divides the growth of
religion into 3 periods - (a) the
primitive period based upon fear
(b) the moral period based upon
moral values and (c) the cosmic
period of the future which does not
recognise dogmas and subscribes to
Universal unity.
I

In the case of cosmic religion,

"the individual feels the vanity of
human desires and aims and the
nobility and marvellous order which
are revealed in nature and in the
world of thought. He feels the
individual destiny as an imprison-

ment and seeks to experience the
totality of existence as a unity full
of significance." (p. 48).
Einstein is of the opinion that
"the cosmic religious experience is
the strongest and the noblest driving
force behind scientific research. No
one who does not appreciate the
terrific exertion's and, above · all, the
devotion without which pioneer
creations in scientific thought cannot
come into being, can judge the
strength of the feeling out of which
alone such work, turned away as it
is from immediate practical life, can

grow. What a deep faith in the
rationality of the structure of the
world and what a longing to understand even a small glimpse of the
reason revealed in the world must
have. been in Kepler and Newton to .
enable them to unravel the mechanism of the heavens in the long years
of lonely work." (pp. 52-3).
This is what lead him to confess
that, "my religious sentiment is a
humble amazement at the order
revealed in the small patch of reality
to which our · feeble intelligence is
equal." (p. 98). D
·

THE SOCIETIES ACT
Just as we were about to go to the press, it was
announced that the government had presented to
Parliament fresh amendments to the Societies Act.

As you know the proposed changes to the controversial 1981 amendments to the Act were hastily withdrawn from parliamentary debate late last year because ·
they were 'not liberal enough', according to the government.
We had therefore expected genuinely liberal
amendments, this time. It was a great disappointment
when we discovered that the amendments were only
minor. Of course, the political societies classificatfon
has been abolished . Incidentally, even in the amend~
ments that were withdrawn last year, the classification
was going to be removed. It is also true that societies
do not have to get the Registrar of Societies' prior
approval before affiliating with foreign groups.

society to appeal to the courts if it is dissatisfied with a
decision of the Minister. The Registrar of Societies
continues to wield wide powers. He can still order a
society to amend its rules and refuse to grant permission
to an in'dividual to become ·an office-bearer.
It was because Aliran and the other societies had
hoped for major changes which would reflect the new
administration's professed commitment to democratic
values that the Conference of Societies had submitted a
detailed memorandum to the government on a new
Societies Act. The proposals contained therein would
have breathe9 new life into the fundamental liberties
enshrined in the Malaysian constitution . D
Read about this memorandum in the next issue
of the ALIRAN QUARTERLY. The memorandum will
be part of a comprehensive analysis of the Societies
Act saga.

As against these positive features, on~ must note
that there is still no explici.t recognition of the right of a

The gentleman understands what is right, the inferior man understands what is profitable.
The gentleman cherishes virtue, the inferior man cherishes possessions. - Kung Fu-tze
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Pengenalan oleh Dr. Chandra Muzaffar menimbulkan beberapa persoalan penting dan asas yang
tidak ramai sanggup membicarakan secara terbuka.
"The Universalism of Islam adalah satu proklamasi
terbuka kepada setiap orang - Islam dan bukan
Islam - bahawa faham perkauman • adalah amat
asing kepada semangat dan falsafah Islam." Demikian
Muzaffar memulakan penulisannya - satu ketegasan
yang membawa kita langsung kepada pokok persoalan.
Dan pokok persoalan yang mahu dikemukakan
bukanlah sesuatu yang mudah. Isu perkauman di
Malaysia menggugat setiap aspek kehidupan. Buku ini
melihat isu tersebut dari sudut asas ajaran Islam.
Muzaffar memulakan pembicaraannya dengan menegaskan bahawa Islam menentang sebarang bentuk
perkauman. Isu yang kompleks ini tidak mudah
dinyatakan dalam satu pengenalan yang ringkas. Kita
berhadapan dengan satu isu yang ditimbuni masalah,
yang turut melibatkan soal integriti bangsa, soal
kestabilan negara, soal kuasa, politik, kebudayaan,
ekonomi dan sebagainya.
Pandangan-pandangan yang dikemukakan oleh
tokoh-tokoh yang mengisi buku ini mengikutnya,
jarang sekali didengar di negeri ini, dan dia sendiri
menyedari kemungkinan ada pembaca yang kurang
senang. Harapannya, betapa pun, ialah agar kita akan
terus berusaha mencari kebenaran - secara jujur dan
rasional. Kerana di sinilah terletaknya masa depan
Islam.

Jalal Al-Din Rumi, penyair miltlk Islam yang
teragung, melihat agama dari sudut metafizika setiap agama yang spiritual ada1ah satu. Shah Wali
Allah Dihlawi juga mengakui bahawa ". • • • agama
yang sebenar adalah satu. Perbezaan-perbezaan, kalaupun ada, cuma dari segi supentruktui dan perincian
dan bukan dalam hal-hal yang asas". Abul Kalam
Azad menganggap bahiwa tujuan utama Islam ialah
untuk menghapuskan sebarang slkap blompokan dan
membimbing manusia lee satu arah kehidupan iaitu
jalan kebenaran. Ameer Ali melihat dri-ciri universalisme Islam melalui beberapa episod dari sejarah
Islam.

Dalam sebuah negara berbilang kaum seperti
Malaysia, ciri universalisme da1arn IalaJn adalah
hakikat yang amat berguna untuk memputikan
perpaduan. Keuniversalism Islam bukan saja menjamin kebesaran penganutnya tetapi juga meletakkan dasar dan uas, perhubungan antara manusia,
tanpa diganggu-gugat oleh kebimbangan yang berpunca dari sikap yang terlalu mementingkan kaum,
bangsa dan keturunan.
- S. Jaafar Hulin.

Price: 12.20

